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Rainswept Paradise
There are quite a number of things that make the Faroe 
Islands a very special place—the islands’ compact nature 
provides an informality of the kind rarely seen elsewhere, 
and it means things can be fixed with remarkable ease.

Plus much more in Geography.

‘More Input, Thank You’
The Faroese fishing industry is no stranger to making 
headlines abroad yet the Fishing Days system could be in for 
adjustments, as uncertainty looms with debates raging on 
foreign ownership of licenses; but business is good for many.

Plus much more in Seafood, Fisheries, Aquaculture. 

Net Advances
The growing ports and shipping sector in the Faroes is 
complemented by expansion in the manufacture of fishing 
gear and industrial-grade cleaning agents; but the pressure is 
on to develop the infrastructure for pelagic food fish.

Plus much more in Services & Manufacturing.

New Wave of Optimism
As ExxonMobil joins the Statoil-led quest for hydrocarbons 
in the Faroese continental shelf, the cause for cautious 
optimism becomes increasingly convincing—not least 
judging from the latest developments West of Shetland.

Plus much more in Offshore Oil & Gas, Energy.
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8 Rainswept Paradise • There are quite a number of things that make 
the Faroe Islands a very special place—the islands’ compact nature 
provides an informality of the kind rarely seen elsewhere, and it means 
things can be fixed with remarkable ease.

12 More Revenue Less Risk • As the Faroe Islands’ seafood exports 
reach record heights and the country’s trading partners become more 
diverse, the Foreign Service plans to establish a new Export Council to 
help Faroese businesses venture into foreign markets.

15 No Palm Trees Here… • If you’re looking for thrills to combine 
with a conference in perfect peace, you may not have to travel far to get 
blown away with the experience of a lifetime in the middle of the 
ocean—on riveting team building events in the Faroe Islands.

17 Unbeatable Combination • Experience the peace of a perfect 
getaway peppered with some action-packed outdoors activities that will 
make your heart beat faster and your team perform better, all just a 
quarter away from the conference you attend to— in Tórshavn.

18 Going Beyond Five Stars to Charm Business Travelers • The 
Faroe Islands’ only five-star conference venue, Hotel Føroyar is enchant-
ing a growing number of businesspeople from everywhere who choose to 
meet in the North Atlantic archipelago for a truly out-of-the-ordinary 
experience.

20 Magic House • Tórshavn’s Nordic House sees rising demand for its 
recently added conference facilities on the eve of its 30-year anniversary, 
with sustained growth expected to kick in as outdoors team building 
attracts more people to the Faroe Islands.

22 Atlantic Airways: Higher Altitude • 2012, a historic year for 
Atlantic Airways, comes on the back of a strong financial performance—
as the national carrier takes delivery of a brand new Airbus A319, the 
largest airplane ever used in the Faroe Islands to date.

24 Loftier PLans to Lower Prices • With its runway significantly 
extended, Vagar Airport enters within direct reach of more foreign 
airports than ever—a likely game changer that could usher in a new level 
of connectivity between the Faroe Islands and the rest of the world.

seafood, fisheries, aquaculture

26 ‘More Input, Thank You’ • The Faroese fishing industry is no 
stranger to making headlines abroad yet the Fishing Days system could be 
in for adjustments, as uncertainty looms with debates raging on foreign 
ownership of licenses; but business is good for many.

29 Endangered Species: Small-Scale Fishermen • They have solid 
sea legs, good seamanship, and first-hand experience in reacting to 
weather and sea vagaries and in handling navigational and working deck 
emergencies; but they are increasingly squeezed.

 
32 Challenge: Sharing Fisheries Knowledge • No country may keep 
documentation and monitoring of its fisheries as complete and compre-

hensive as the Faroe Islands—but effectively articulating key issues of 
fisheries policies to the outside world can prove difficult even for the 
Faroese.

34 Saithe: Refining the Process from Catch • To secure maximum 
product freshness and quality, saithe producer Faroe Origin works closely 
with the skippers that supply its key processing facility for exports to 
Germany and France—intent on taking a top market position.

36 Success Continues for Floating Powerhouse • Versatile pelagic 
vessel Norðborg continues its success with seafood sales hitting new 
records amid booming fisheries—yet in a competitive world, incremental 
change for product and process development remains the order of the day.

 
38 Faroe Seafood Invests in Processing Plant • With sales offices in 
the UK and France, Faroe Seafood aims to build a position of strength in 
Europe, while investing in a versatile seafood factory able to freeze and 
smoke as well as processing fresh products of saithe and other species.

40 Where Science Meets Aquaculture • Fiskaaling, the Aquaculture 
Research Station of the Faroes, is keen to create an international research 
environment on the islands—focusing on scientific research and 
development while keeping one foot in the aquaculture industry.

42 UK Celebrates ‘Closest to Wild’ Faroese Salmon • Salmon from 
HiddenFjord wins endorsement from famous chefs for its great taste—
“the closest yet to that of the wild Atlantic salmon,” writes the Telegraph, 
touting ethical fish farming as the secret to superior product quality.

44 Fishing Across National Borders • Unstoppable globalization with 
rapid development in maritime technologies points toward a future of 
modern fishing that is essentially transnational with increasing cross-
border regionalization, according to Framherji’s Anfinn Olsen.

47 Seafood All Over the World • Backed by a rapidly expanding base 
of suppliers in the Northeast Atlantic, seafood trader Landshandilin 
makes fresh inroads into markets in Asia and elsewhere—shipping orders 
seven days a week, by air and surface. 

services & manufacturinG
 
48 Net Advances • The growing ports and shipping sector in the Faroes 
is complemented by expansion in the manufacture of fishing gear and 
industrial-grade cleaning agents; but the pressure is on to develop the 
infrastructure for pelagic food fish.

51 FAS: White Banner in Sight • Prospects look positive for the Faroe 
Islands International Ship Register (FAS) following a successful voluntary 
flag state audit by the IMO—with anticipation for the Faroese flag to be 
included in the Paris MoU White List from 2012. 

52 Fuglafjørður Proceeds with Plan for Pelagic Food Fish • 
Pressing ahead with development to prepare a large harbor area for food 
fish processing, the Port of Fuglafjørður remains optimistic on the 
prospects of attracting investors to the Faroe Islands’ foremost pelagic 
fishing port.

54 Vónin Takes Foothold in Denmark • Aiming straight at the pelagic 
market, fishing gear major Vónin moves into Danish territory by taking 
over three-quarters of Strandby Net in a deal expected to expand and 
consolidate the company’s international position.

 
56 Runavík’s Bid for Top Spot • With business buzzing and a new 
freight carrier moving in, the Port of Runavík continues its commitment 
to long-term, large-scale harbor development—with a plan in place to 
serve industries ranging from seafood to oil and gas.

58 Enabling Fresh Deliveries Across the Globe • Shipping thousands 
of tonnes of fresh seafood in an unbroken refrigeration chain to the UK, 
across the Atlantic, and to the Far East, the Fresh Link freight service 
connects the Faroes to the world via Scotland and London Heathrow.

60 New Day of Glory for Tvøroyri • For the Port of Tvøroyri, once the 
central hub of the Faroese fishing industry, a major investment in a 
state-of-the-art processing plant for pelagic food fish brings a newfound 
sense of progress and optimism, in a twist of history.

 
62 Pelagic Fishing Generates Shipping • Pelagic fisheries and related 
logistics have long had a profound economic impact in the Faroe 
Islands—and will likely continue to do so to an even greater extent in the 
future, according to Faroe Agency, a leading port and shipping agency.

64 Salt Trade’s New Port of Call • Toftir Harbour, the port with the 
highest traffic in the Faroes, receives a steady stream of fishing boats 
coming to land their catches or take supplies—with the occasional bulk 
freighter calling to support a currently booming salt trade.

66 Getting Stronger By the Year • With sales in Norway and 
Denmark excelling, cleaning agent manufacturer Kemilux sees exports 
rise for the fifth year in a row—while retaining plenty of capacity to rev up 
its annual production of over 800,000 liters of concentrate.

68 The Meaning of ‘Bureaucracy Free’ • While contract law is 
gaining importance in the Faroes, the country’s unique compactness and 
Scandinavian legal system support an ideal of public service without 
government bureaucracy, according to lawyer Annfinn V. Hansen.

70 ‘This Bank Is Back on Track’ • Focusing squarely on consumer and 
commercial banking at home, Eik reemerges well capitalized under new 
owners—following reconstruction, downsizing, stock market delisting, 
and sweeping management changes.

offshore oil & Gas, enerGy

72 New Wave of Optimism • As ExxonMobil joins the Statoil-led 
quest for hydrocarbons in the Faroese continental shelf, the cause for 
cautious optimism becomes increasingly convincing—not least judging 
from the latest developments West of Shetland.

78 The New Face of FOÍB • The Faroes Oil Industry Group (FOÍB) 
enters a new era as former media operator Jan Müller takes the helm with 
a remit to raise the organization’s hitherto low profile and provide a more 
vocal advocacy for the industry in the Faroes.

80 Search for Faroes Breakthrough Deepens Partnership • In a 
partnership deal reminiscent of a recent Tanzanian success story, the 
Brugdan II exploration well—the deepest ever to be drilled offshore the 
Faroes to date—sees global oil and gas giant ExxonMobil team up with 
operator Statoil.

 
82 Atlantic on New Growth Path • For Atlantic Petroleum, forward-
looking business development and consolidation bring renewed growth 
and improved financial performance—with assets further boosted through 
the acquisition of Volantis Exploration.

 
84 Building a Globally Mobile Workforce at Home and Abroad • 
Promoting an agenda of workforce mobility for the Faroese—and radical 
change for pelagic fisheries—Thor inpires domestic interest in offshore oil 
and gas and the maritime industry, boasting a track record of international 
success.

86 A Critical Link for Drilling Operations • Following a year without 
drilling action offshore the Faroes, activities resume in June when the 
Brugdan II prospect is to be spudded in a campaign expected to last for 
several months—with busy times for Atlantic Supply Base.

88 Record Investment Sees Supply Service in Strong Position • 
Supply Service is to take delivery this year of its third and fourth new 
offshore support vessels to establish itself as a trusted provider in oil and 
gas field services—to the tune of a 1.2 billion nok (157 million eur) 
investment.

FaroeBusinessreport 2012

HIGHLIGHTS 
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The Faroe Islands is a self governing country 
within the Kingdom of Denmark (which 
also comprises Greenland), located in the 
North Atlantic (62°Nort 7°West), approxi-
mately 300 km northwest of Scotland, 430 
kilometers southeast of Iceland, and 600 
km west of Norway. The Faroe Islands is 
comprised of 18 islands, separated by narrow 
sounds or fjords. Land Area: 1400 square 
kilometers; 545 square miles. The distance 
from the northernmost point of the archi-
pelago to the southernmost is 113 km, and 
the distance from east to west is 75 km. The 
largest island is Streymoy (375 km2) and 
the capital, Tórshavn, is situated there. The 
highest point, Slættaratindur, is 882 m and 
the average elevation above sea level is just 
over 300 m; the total coastline is a little 
above 1,000 km. The climate is typically 
oceanic; the weather is moist, changeable 
and at times windy. Due to the influence 
of the Gulf Stream, there is little variation 
between winter and summer temperatures. 
Population: 48,778 (2009). Of this number, 
19,649 lived in the Tórs havn (capital) region 
and 4,927 in Klaks vík, which is the second 
largest town. Language: The written and 
spoken language is Faroese. The Faroese 
language is a North Germanic language 
closely related to Icelandic and to the dia-
lects of western Norway. Nordic languages 
and English are understood and spoken by 
most Faroese. Religion: Approximately dis-
tributed as follows: Evangelical Lutheran 
Church: 85 percent; Christian Brethren: 
10 pct.; Other: 5 pct. History: The Faroe 
Islands is believed to have been discovered 
and inhabited in the 8th century or earlier 
by Irish settlers. The Norwegian coloniza-
tion began about hundred years later and 
developed throughout the Viking Age. The 
settlers established their own parliament on 
Tinganes in Tórshavn. The Faroese Parlia-
ment is believed to be the oldest in Europe.—
Excerpted from Information Memorandum 
2009, published by the Governmental Bank.

stÓra dÍmun

lÍtla dÍmun

Faroe Islands 
(Føroyar)

Borðoy

kalsoy

skúvoy

Hestur

Koltur
NÓlsoy

I’M PROUD to present the 2012 edition of the Faroe Business Report—
The International Review of Faroe Islands Industry and Trade. The 
fact that this is the seventh volume in this annual series gives, in my 

view, a clear indication of the success of this project. It has indeed been 
a journey into the unknown—no other publication has ventured into an 
editorial mission of the same kind, creating a bridge of communication 
between the Faroese business community and an international readership 
consisting largely of businesspeople with existing or potential interests in 
the Faroe Islands.

During this journey, we’ve become acquainted with quite a number 
of nuances and stories and the amount of change we’ve seen since 2005 
has been enormous; like some ongoing revolution, relentlessly shaping 
debates and pushing agendas. Where does it come from? Where does it go? 

There is this popular saying that the only thing that is certain is that 
nothing is certain. While the wisdom of that may seem too self-evident, 
it nonetheless gives cause for reflection every now and then, and will serve 
to remind us that of course there are certainties—the fact that we take 
them for granted will never change that. How could businesses otherwise 
thrive, if there weren’t any sure ways to handle known problems? Luckily, 
we still have regularities in all areas of life and business—reminders that, 
thank God, not everything changes all the time.

The Faroese have the ambition and the ability to produce top quality 
products and services; they have incredibly much to offer. When it comes 
to disciplines and technologies related to their traditional areas of strength, 
seafood and shipping, the potential to develop more winning solutions 
seems endless. Then there are other, perhaps less traditional areas of great 
opportunity and potential: energy—including but not limited to, offshore 
oil and gas—and business tourism, especially conferences, meetings, and 
corporate events.

I wholeheartedly recommend that you read some of the inspiring 
business stories found in this publication.  Búi Tyril

 Editor in Chief & Publisher
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Rain-swept
paRadise

IT’S AN UNDISCOVERED but rather damp gem in the middle 
of the Atlantic that few people notice on their way past. It’s not to 
everyone’s taste, but the Faroe Islands are truly one of the pleasantest 
places in the world. As both a business traveller and an occasional 
tourist, there are few places I’d rather go. 

The trouble is, the Faroes aren’t all that easily reached. My first 
visit was thirty years ago as a practically penniless backpacker heading back 
to a job in Iceland after a few weeks of hitchhiking around Denmark and 
Norway. I arrived on board the old Smyril ferry from Bergen, where I had 
cashed a cheque that subsequently bounced and worried the bank manager 
back home in England for months. As the ferry back then ran a circular route 
between Bergen, Tórshavn, Seyðisfjörður and Hirtshals, taking in a dogleg 
detour to Lerwick, I found myself with three days and practically no cash to 
spend admiring the turf roofs of Tórshavn bathed in July sunshine. 

It was a good fifteen years before I found myself back in the Faroe Islands, 
this time in the slightly more comfortable guise of a journalist writing about 
the fishing business, and there were several repeat trips in the next few years.

The Faroes still aren’t much easier to reach than they were and there are 
few direct flights. One visit included a fourteen-hour stopover at Kastrup as 
a January storm hammered the Faroes and Copenhagen’s airport filled up 
with knots of philosophical Faroese who shrugged their shoulders and waited 
patiently. That’s what living on an island surrounded by the unpredictable 
Atlantic does for you. The Faroese live closer to nature and the elements than 
practically anyone in Europe, and they are able to live alongside it in a way 
that is an example to the rest of the speed-obsessed world. There’s no earthly 
point getting wound up about your flight being delayed. Weather is something 
that’s always there and it affects every aspect of life in the islands. There’s good 
reason why the Faroes are so green—they’re right in the path of every depres-
sion heading for the Norwegian coast. Snow in the morning can be replaced 
by blazing sunshine a few hours later in the day, with a hailstorm and a little 
rain here and there so you don’t get too used to one thing.

Once I commented to someone that it had been raining pretty hard and 
he almost looked at me as if I had two heads.

“We had nineteen rain-free hours last month,” he told me with a shake of 
the head and a look of pity for someone who could never begin to understand 
what real rain is.

feet on the Ground:� Being so close to the elements also puts people in 
a proximity to their food that would have European or North American city 
dwellers blanching. Everyone in the Faroe Islands knows a fisherman and a 
farmer. Most Faroese can dress a sheep carcass after slaughter and being able 
to gut and fillet a fish is a skill that just goes without saying. There’s an urban 
myth that in any big city you’re no more than ten metres from a rat, but in the 
Faroes you could be forgiven for thinking that you’re nowhere more than 
twenty metres from a sheep.

There are quite a number 
of things that make 
the Faroe Islands a 
very special place—the 
islands’ compact nature 
provides an informality 
of the kind rarely seen 
elsewhere, and it means 
things can be fixed with 
remarkable ease.
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Export Value in DKK 1,000 by Country: Top 24
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A good few Faroese can also dress a 
whale carcass and this is where outsiders 
tend to fail to see a down-to-earth peo-
ple who understand where food comes 
from in a way that’s alien to city dwellers. 

Opprobrium has been heaped on 
the Faroese on occasions for not aban-
doning a tradition that goes back to 
settlement of these islands a millennium 
ago. It’s something the Faroese find un-

comfortable and it’s not easy for them to 
understand the sheer virulence of strang-
ers from land-locked states who want to 
tell them how to live. I’m sure that the 
Faroese also find it bizarre that urbanites 
don’t see a connection between cattle or 
poultry and that pink stuff that comes in 
styrofoam trays from supermarkets. But 
they’re too reserved to say so out loud.

The hunt for pilot whales, is not 
an organised, commercial venture; it’s 
an occasional, ad hoc event that takes 
place if and when the whales show up. 
No money changes hands and the meat 
is shared between households in much 
the same way as it was a thousand years 
ago when people first arrived in these 
islands and a whale could mean the dif-
ference between starving and surviving 
the winter.

These animals aren’t in danger of 
extinction and for those who live close 
to their environment it’s difficult to 
understand the attitudes from much of 
the rest of the world, and the vehement 
hatred that goes with it from people 
they have never met. That’s not to say 
that this is written as a defence of whale 
hunting. Let’s say it’s written more as a 

defence of the rights of coastal people to 
decide for themselves what’s right and 
what isn’t. After all, the Faroes have 
no standing military, no secret service, 
nothing nuclear, no extremist politics, 
and they do have a better environmen-
tal record than most in looking after the 
place they live in, including a days-at-sea 
fisheries management system that has a 
pliability sadly lacking in the currently 
fashionable ITQ (individual transferable 
quota) model. Its effectiveness, as always, 
is open to endless debate and like any 
fisheries management tool, it has flaws. 
But while the Faroese system has its op-
ponents, it is generally approved of and 
has not sparked the bitter recrimination 
and controversy inspired by the mecha-
nisms that bureaucrats seem to prefer.

small as beautiful:�  Even for some-
one used to living in a small society, hav-
ing spent a decade living in Iceland, the 
Faroes represent a micro-society no big-
ger than a small market town in main-
land Europe. Everyone knows everyone, 
or at least will know someone related to 
anyone else. Degrees of separation be-
tween individuals are in the order of two. 

The result is that attitudes aren’t what 
they are in a wider society, and the pol-
itics of the place can be so complex that 
an outsider has zero chance of fathoming 
the networks of allegiances and connec-
tions or cottoning on to the subtle sub-
texts.

Importantly, in a tiny society such 
as this one, conflicts of interest are not 
just a hazard but are virtually unavoid-
able. I once interviewed a Minister with 
a complex portfolio that include trans-
port and aquaculture. He cheerfully ex-
plained that he was also in business and 
was the local agent and importer for a 
fish cage manufacturer, as well as being 
the Faroese distributor for a prominent 
car manufacturer.

This is the opposite side of the 
coin that is the islands’ compact nature, 
which also provides a wonderful infor-
mality of the kind rarely seen anywhere 
else. I can think of hardly anyone in the 
Faroes I would address as Mr. or Mrs. 
It’s first name terms from the start and 
that’s something outsiders don’t always 
find comfortable.

In such a compact society things 
can be f ixed with remarkable ease. 

While planning one trip that involved a 
weekend in the Islands, I asked my con-
tact to arrange a stay for me away from 
Tórshavn. I was spending the best part 
of  a week there and wanted to see a little 
of the rest of the place. The instructions 
came through and on Friday afternoon 
I set off from Tórshavn in the little hire 
car and took the last ferry of the day to 
Klaksvík, so there was no turning back. 
Through Klaksvík and out the other side, 
and twenty kilometres of snow-covered 
road in the dark later, I pulled up out-
side a deserted hotel where my heart 
sank. The doors were locked and there 
wasn’t a light anywhere other than the 
dim street lamp outside, while the snow 
was coming down faster and I wondered 
what I had let myself in for. Then a van 
pulled up.

“You’re the Englishman?” The driver 
asked, smiling, as he jumped out. “Come 
inside, I’ll get you something to eat.”

Half an hour later I had a meal in 
a huge dining room where a handful 
of locals gathered to play cards. After-
wards, the cook, who I later found out 

was the owner, showed me the fridge 
and the coffee machine were, and waved 
goodbye as he and the card school dis-
appeared into the night. I realised that 
I was alone in this huge, echoing hotel 
that would normally be closed for the 
winter.

That night the wind howled and I 
slept fitfully at the very far end of a long 
corridor. But in the morning I blearily 
pulled the curtains aside and looked out 
on a stunning scene of a semi-circular 
bay ringed with the sharp points of 
mountains reaching skywards. A deli-
cate powdering of snow remained on the 
sheer slopes between the peaks and the 
sea, almost mirror-calm once the night’s 
storm had passed. It was the kind of view 
and a tranquillity that would be priceless 
anywhere else.

2010 2011
United Kingdom 746,285 726,250

USA 353,824 493,482

Nigeria 351,871 490,228
Germany 530,672 455,118
Russia 150,804 420,074
Denmark 478,514 404,935

Netherlands 109,444 356,799
Iceland 63,880 343,020

France 414,635 319,241

Spain 203,061 255,148

Norway 219,464 210,057

Italy 148,696 152,102

Poland 110,236 150,564
China 63,613 102,244
Peru 79,487
Lithuania 34,576 63,683

Canada 42,974 51,453

Sweden 42,714 41,664

Japan 53,346 35,905
Greenland 23,450 24,477
Belgium 17,317 22,030

Taiwan 18,702 20,174

Greece 56,671 19,097

Estonia 4,598 18,577

Panoramic view of Viðareiði; Two of about 70,000 sheep living in the Faroe Islands (below).  
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WITH RECENT gains largely 
coming from wild-caught pe-

lagic fish and farmed Atlantic salmon, 
Faroese seafood exports set a new record 
in 2011 as revenue from the exports of 
goods totaled 5.4 billion dkk (721 mil-
lion eur).

Representing by far the dominant 
category of exported goods and services, 
the seafood sector has been undergoing 
change in recent years with the rise of a 
strong aquaculture industry and boom-
ing pelagic fisheries.

“Our exports are diversifying al-
though fish and derived products remain 
dominant,” said Prime Minister Kaj 
Leo Johannesen. “The growing share of 
farmed fish is broadening the basis of our 
production, which potentially will serve 
to further strengthen the foundations of 
our economy.” 

Mr. Johannesen added: “Last year 
[2011] the total value of our exports for 
the first time ever broke through the 5 
billion barrier, mostly thanks to growth 
in pelagic fisheries and aquaculture.”

The Prime Minister also referred to 
a diversification trend among the Faroe 
Islands’ main trading partners.

“Recently we’ve seen a noteworthy 
development with our export markets 
expanding beyond our traditional trad-
ing partners,” he said. 

“For example, we’re seeing a signifi-
cant growth in countries like the United 
States, Russia, Argentina, and Nigeria, 
but also EU countries such as Germany 
and Poland. 

“On the other hand, our exports to 
traditional markets within the EU, such 
as the United Kingdom, Denmark, and 
Spain, is declining. We may need to take 
a closer look at these trends.”

That means Faroese export mar-
kets are no longer as narrowly focused 
on the European Union as earlier al-
though, combined, the EU remains the 
largest trading partner. Risk spreading 
should generally be one of our priorities 
and from that viewpoint it is a very posi-
tive sign that we are now slowly moving 
away from trade dependence on a few 
partners.”

‘openness and innovation’: The 
Foreign Service, part of the Prime 
Minister’s Office, operates a unit dedi-
cated to export promotion, known as 
Promote Faroe Islands, which will soon 
be bolstered by the establishment of an 
Export Council, according Mr. 
Johannesen.

He said: “Promote Faroe Islands 
works together with the Faroese busi-
ness community to develop and maintain 

trade relationships with countries from 
all parts of the world. To reinforce cur-
rent export promotion efforts, however, 
this government has decided to establish 
an Export Council with representatives 
from businesses who will act as an ad-
visory board to Promote Faroe Islands.”

“While many Faroese businesses 
actively market themselves internation-
ally, there is still a need for a broadly 
based organization to unify efforts and 
make strategic assessments of export 
promotion activities including, for ex-
ample, market trends and how to adapt 
effectively to change. 

“This applies to all sectors, whether 
traditional seafood suppliers, modern 
service providers, or creative businesses. 
In my plan the new Export Council is 
to take a prominent role in this whole 
process.”

Joint participation in trade shows, 

such as the annual European Seafood 
Exposition in Brussels, is among the key 
activities organized by Promote Faroe 
Islands to help Faroese businesses gain 
international market exposure. 

Apart from goods such as fresh and 
frozen seafood, a growing portion of the 
Faroe Islands’ total export value is repre-
sented by service providers and creative 
businesses. One problem here, though: 
the lack of available statistics.

As for service industries, one of 
the most promising sectors identified is 
merchant shipping, spearheaded by the 
fledgling success of the FAS open ship 
registry. 

Likewise information and com-
munication technology, led by the likes 
of Faroese Telecom, who have signed 
major deals with oil and gas companies 
in the North Sea to provide solutions 
in technologically advanced areas such 
as remote communications and digital 
content distribution.

“There is also great potential in the 
creative sector,” Mr. Johannesen said. “In 
particular we’ve seen how Faroese mu-
sic is being received with enthusiasm in 
so many places, with artists like Teitur, 
Eivør, and Týr sustaining high record 
sales overseas, while they are filling con-
cert halls year after year. 

“When it comes to clothing, for 
example, Faroese fashion designers 
such as Guðrun&Guðrun and Barbara 
í Gongini have made headlines. What 

we’re seeing, quite clearly, is that the 
creative sector is becoming increasingly 
important.”

“What the creatives highlight is 
very important,” Mr. Johannesen added. 

“They show the world that the Faroes is a 
place with a culture of openness and in-
novation, where progress is welcomed in 
traditional and nontraditional businesses. 
For many of our young people who go 
abroad to study, I think this is key to 
inducing them to return.” 

As the Faroe Islands’ seafood 
exports reach record heights 
and the country’s trading 
partners become more diverse, 
the Foreign Service plans to 
establish a new Export Council 
to help Faroese businesses 
venture into foreign markets.

View over Tórshavn,  
the capital of the Faroe Islands;
Faroese Prime Minister  
Kaj Leo Johannesen (opposite).

Promote Faroe Islands 
the foreign service 
Prime Minister’s office 
tinganes, Po Box 64, fo-110 tórshavn

www.tinganes.fo 
e-Mail: info@tinganes.fo 
tel.: +298 306000 
fax: +298 306015

Promote faroe Islands is a department 
under the foreign service, a division of 
the Prime Minister’s office. Its function 
is to promote faroese exports and 
trade links with foreign markets.

Prime Minister:  
Kaj leo Johannesen

Permanent secretary: 
Marjun hanusardóttir

director of Promote faroe Islands:  
sigmundur Ísfeld

The Mission of the Faroes  
to the European Union 
73 aarlenstraat — rue d’arlon 73 
B-1040 Brussels, Belgium 
tel.: +32 (2) 233 08 55 
head of Mission:  
Gunnar holm-Jacobsen

The Representation of the Faroes 
in Copenhagen  
strandgade 91, 4. loft, 
dK-1401 København K, denmark 
tel.: +45 3283 3770 
head of representation: 
herálvur Joensen

The Representation of the Faroes 
in Reykjavík  
austurstræti 12,  
Is-101 reykjavík, Iceland 
tel.: +354 511 3200 
head of representation:  
hákun Jógvanson djurhuus 

more revenue    less risk

http://www.tinganes.fo
mailto:info@tinganes.fo
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Crazy helicopter rides among stun-

ningly towering islands or boat rides 

along a shoreline of high-rising cliffs and 

fairy grottoes. Jump! Into the water, scuba 

diving with hundreds if not thousands 

of birds over your head and even more 

fish down below in the deep—or take 

the off-road vehicle up the mountain side 

to experience a wildlife that is unlikely to be 

more than thirty minutes away from your hotel.

Welcome to the Faroes, land with no palms and very little if 

anything in the way of sunny beaches. Say hello instead to myriads 

of seabirds, tens of thousands of sheep and millions of fish. 

The great thing here is that, in spite of an element of arctic 

weather in the mountains, the temperatures are generally mild 

and never drop far below zero. Because of their location right 

in the pathway of the North atlantic Current, which originates 

from the warm Gulf Stream, the sea never freezes in the Faroe 

Islands—unlike many other places on a lower latitude, where the 

sea normally freezes in the winter.

Make no mistake. If you visit the Faroe Islands in the winter, 

you will be likely to experience the rough side of nature. Gale-force 

winds, snow, rain… all of that is quite common.

Don’t worry, you’ll be safe. Those who arrange events in the 

wild—for example Coastzone North atlantic, who work closely 

with hotels and tour operators—are responsible people who have 

a great deal of respect for and local knowledge about potential 

dangers, and they take every precaution to make sure all partici-

pants are safe and secure. “If it isn’t safe because of the weather or 

for whatever reason,” says Coastzone managing director Eyðun 

Berg, “we don’t do it. Simple as that.”

It was a strange and rather wonder-
ful weekend, spent exploring Klaksvík 
and Viðareiði, the northern part of the 
Faroes that has its own distinctive char-
acter, and I couldn’t help but wonder how 
many hoteliers anywhere else would have 
opened the doors for a single guest, and 
then casually trusted him with the entire 
building for a whole weekend.

hospitality, faroese style:� 
What is striking about this tiny society 
is its hospitality, borne presumably of its 
isolation. Practically every Faroese has 

been abroad for a greater or lesser stay 
for whatever reason—to study, to spend 
time with the relatives in Copenhagen 
or Hirtshals, or just to see the rest of the 
world. There’s no getting away from the 
fact that this is a remote island society 
with all the advantages of its compact-
ness, but also with the attendant hang-
ups. It’s easy to get caught up in the 
goldfish bowl syndrome and forget that 
there is more of the world, other ideas 
and different attitudes beyond the hori-
zon—and it’s important to remind your-
self sometimes that there are parts of the 
world that are considerably less fortunate 
and honest.

It’s something that the Faroese 
do maybe better than some less remote 
island communities and these people 
know how remote their islands are, and 
how there’s more to getting there than 
jumping on a bus. As a result, they are 
genuinely welcoming and appreciative 
when someone from elsewhere takes the 
trouble to pay them a visit. Hospitality 
starts with the coffee and buns that come 
out at the drop of a hat, extended to fre-
quent offers of meals, directions, advice, 
help with practically anything, or even 
offers of a bed for the night.

What can be perturbing is that so 

many people know who you are before 
you even turn up. The jungle drums have 
their own network and before you ex-
tend a hand and say “hello, I’m…” you’re 
waved to a seat with a casual “I saw a 
strange car coming into the village so 
I thought it must be you,” or “yes, my 
cousin said you’d just left his place so 
we were expecting you,” as if it’s the 
most natural thing imaginable. It takes 
a while to figure out that there’s nothing 
sinister going on here; it’s just the way 
the Faroes work.

Much has changed since I ventured 
to the Faroes as a youthful backpacker 
and later as a fairly low-end business 
traveller. These days the inter-island fer-
ries are gradually disappearing as tunnels 
replace them. I don’t mourn the rush to 
get to the ferry at Vestmanna on the way 
to the airport, but I do miss the warmth 
of the ferry from Leirvík to Klaksvík on 
a cold afternoon. These days there’s more 
than one radio station, more than one 
channel on the TV. Foreign cellphones 
slot straight into the networks and wifi 
is everywhere. The Faroes are as con-
nected to the rest of the world as they 
can be, but its people still seem to keep 
their feet firmly anchored on the ground 
with little of the stress and unnecessary 
bustle that other small communities gen-
erate as part of their jump into the wider 
world. There’s always time for another 
cup of coffee while you wait for the rain 
to stop—for a while.

Quentin Bates is technical editor of Fishing 
News International and has not visited the 
Faroe Islands as frequently as he would like. 
As an emerging crime writer, his novels Fro-
zen Out and Cold Comfort, set in Iceland, 
have been published in the UK, the USA, 
Germany and Holland.
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If you’re looking for thrills to 
combine with a conference in 
perfect peace, you may not have 
to travel far to get blown away 
with the experience of a lifetime 
in the middle of the Atlantic—on 
riveting team building events in 
the Faroe Islands.

By Búi Tyril

from a conference at hotel føroyar—deloitte’s Morten ry in the foreground.

Mountain hiking near Viðareiði.  
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Import Export Balance
2011 5,252 5,359 107
2010 4,351 4,606 290
2009 4,189 4,073 -116
2008 5,013 4,323 -690
2007 5,282 4,005 -1,278
2006 4,649 3,745 -905
2005 4,261 3,586 -675
2004 3,734 3,668 -66
2003 4,641 3,908 -733
2002 3,896 4,235 339
2001 4,158 4,281 122
2000 4,308 3,832 -476
1999 3,300 3,270 -30
1998 2,602 2,934 332
1997 2,370 2,575 205
1996 2,150 2,424 274
1995 1,792 2,026 234
1994 1,566 2,076 511S
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So are you ready? 

Hold on tight!

For whatever reason, the Faroes 

is only now being discovered as the 

perfect place that it is for outdoor ac-

tivities such as team building events. 

If the activities are linked to 

meetings, seminars, or conferences, 

perhaps the reason for the late dis-

covery has something to do with the 

fact that conference facilities earlier were not fully up to today’s standard.

In any case, Hotel Føroyar was recently upgraded to a 5-star conference 

venue—and their clients are reportedly delighted. Deloitte, for example, sent 216 people to a conference which was combined with 

team building activities outdoors, in the dead of winter; they offered their highest praise for the organization and quality of the event.

 

unmatched accessibility:�  Other popular conference venues, like the Nordic 

House in the Faroe Islands and Hotel Hafnia, are known for slightly different advan-

tages, one for its stunning architecture and its capacity to host large audiences and many 

kinds of events, the other for being smaller and located more cosily in the center of town. 

Both, however, offer business packages that combine conferences and meetings with 

outdoor team building activities.

Overall, the Faroese tourism business seems to be going through a period of substan-

tial progress, with recent infrastructure developments inspiring new hopes for increased 

air traffic and lower fares—the country’s airport runway has lately been extended, which 

has allowed for the introduction of new and more economical aircraft.

So there you have it. you fly away, only a two-hour trip from Copenhagen, to the 

most serene and peaceful place imaginable. That’s step one.

Two, in the Faroe Islands, perhaps surprisingly, the penetration of information and 

communication technology is as high as in any modern community. 

and three, at the same 

time, the wild nature is so close 

to everywhere and generally so 

accessible that it’s beyond think-

able for most people. 

Getting ready?

See you soon!

IT TakES ONly two hours to get there 

from the kastrup Copenhagen Interna-

tional airport but once you’re there you’ve 

practically entered another world—a world 

so astonishing and at the same time so se-

rene that you’ll find it almost surreal. 

That’s the nature of the Faroe Islands 

and clearly one of the secrets behind re-

cent successes in presenting the country 

as the ideal conference destination. a vital 

ingredient to that secret has to do with the 

fact that you’ll also find everything you 

need there—right there, on those so-called 

remote islands, at your fingertips: from top-

notch conference venues and state-of-the-

art connectivity, to gourmet restaurants 

and chic cafes. add even a thriving cultural 

and arts scene.

“Believe it or not, visitors are abso-

lutely fascinated,” said Oddbjørg Højgaard, 

managing director of Hotel Hafnia, a well 

established four-star hotel located in the 

heart of Tórshavn, the Faroese capital.

“These are exciting times for the tour-

ism business,” Ms. Højgaard added, “not 

least when it comes to business tourism, in 

particular meetings, conferences, seminars 

and the like. We’ve seen some very encour-

aging development lately, including new 

conference venues, gourmet restaurants, 

and outdoor programs for all seasons of 

the year. Even the air travel infrastructure 

is improving.”

Hafnia has been around for a long 

time and one of its obvious strengths lies 

its enviable location—something that is re-

inforced by the fact that central Tórshavn 

has become more visitor friendly in the 

last few years with a growing number of 

internationally styled restaurants and cafes, 

most of them offering free wireless internet. 

The 57-room hotel has four well-equipped 

conference facilities, the largest with ca-

pacity for 100 people. There is also a fine 

restaurant and a cafe. 

“Our professional staff are dedicated 

to the success of your conference and will 

do everything to make your stay is a pleas-

ant one,” Ms. Højgaard commented.

Besides comfortable accommodation, 

meanwhile, one main attraction for hold-

ing conferences in the Faroe Islands has to 

do with the very nature and compactness 

of the country—you can switch seamlessly, 

in no time, between your conference venue 

and the most stunning sceneries in the wild, 

to participate in team building activities 

akin to extreme sports or take the more 

easy road for an enjoyable hiking experi-

ence.

“Combining meetings and confer-

ences with team building and the like is 

becoming very popular,” Ms. Højgaard 

said. “In the Faroes you’ll be mentally out 

of reach for any annoying phone calls from 

work, which means a lot for your ability to 

de-stress and concentrate. With the means 

of modern communications, you’ll still be 

fully connected; should an emergency arise 

you can always take the next plane. The 

point is, you can relax and energize more 

easily and effectively here than perhaps 

anywhere else.” 

Unbeatable Combination

Experience the peace of a perfect getaway peppered with some action-
packed outdoors activities that will make your heart beat faster and your 
team perform better, all just a quarter away from the conference you attend 
to—in Tórshavn.

Hotel Hafnia 
Áarvegur, Po Box 107, fo-110 tórshavn

www.hafnia.fo 
e-Mail: hafnia@hafnia.fo 
tel.: +298 313233  
fax: +298 315250

Managing director: oddbjørg højgaard

conference & Booking Manager 
rósa Maria restorff

hotel hafnia is located right in the 
heart of tórshavn, only a two-minute 
walk from the old town and the harbor, 
close to all the attractions in the town 
center. 57 rooms, four well-equipped 
conference facilities, capacity up to 100 
people. roof terrace with spectacular 
panoramic views. free wi-fi. 

hafnia restaurant serves 
international cuisine as well as 
seafood and faroese specialities. 

Managing director Oddbjørg Højgaard,  
right, with two of her staff;  

View of Hotel Hafnia from harbor (above). 

Presentation by sjúrður 
skaale at hotel føroyar; 

Pr course at  
hotel hafnia (top left);

team building action (above); 
event at the  

nordic house (top right).
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WITH INCREASING interna-
tional discovery of the Faroe Is-

lands as a prime destination for meetings 
and conferences, the country’s leading 
conference hotel, Hotel Føroyar, has 
invested in a new gourmet restaurant 
to enhance its offerings for the business 
tourism market.

After refurbishments were made 
back in 2008 to secure the upgrade 
from four to five-star conference venue, 
Hotel Føroyar, in 2011, transformed its 

traditional middle-of-the-road restau-
rant to make way for the recently opened 
Koks, a gourmet eatery that ranks in the 
Scandinavian Top 60. For those opting 
for a simpler meal, a sandwich cafe was 
simultaneously opened next to Hotel 
Føroyar’s entrance hall, complementing 
three other Tórshavn restaurants owned 
by the hotel.

“It really didn’t require much change 
to achieve a five-star rating for the 
conference venue,” said Hotel Føroyar 

managing director Johannes Jensen. 
“This hotel was originally designed as a 
conference hotel and because of that, we 
didn’t have to make too many efforts to 
fulfill the criteria for a five-star venue.” 

“On the other hand,” Mr. Jensen 
added, “once you achieve a five-star rat-
ing you want to maintain it and then 
you realize that you will have to raise 
the bar across the board for consistency. 
It also has to do with personal service 
and style, and it goes well beyond the 

formal requirements. As soon as you’re 
top rated, you’ll want to make sure your 
service quality and everything, in all 
areas—in addition to what is formally 
required for the rating—is really appro-
priate and worthy of a five-star venue. 
Because of that you end up upgrading 
pretty much everything that can possibly 
be upgraded.”

With mandated training for all ser-
vice personnel and extra features in place 
like language interpretation systems and 
widescreen monitors, Hotel Føroyar in-
deed offers a state-of-the-art conference 
venue.

Mr. Jensen said: “This is an excel-
lent conference hotel and it’s built as such. 
Fundamentals such as blackout blinds, 
group rooms, optimum illuminance and 
back uphulstered chairs in every room, 
every room well-ventilated… All of that 
has always been part of this hotel, not 
to mention the spectacular view and the 
level of discretion that this building al-
lows for. 

“I mean, we’ve had two contend-
ing national football teams staying at 
the same at this hotel, one at each end, 
without any problems.”

not for the sunshine:� “We saw an 
opportunity in upgrading to a five-star 
venue at a relatively low cost back in 
2008,” Mr. Jensen said. “If it were more 
expensive to fulfill the requirements for 

achieving that rating, it would probably 
not be economically viable in this mar-
ket.”

Koks, the newly opened gourmet 
restaurant at the hotel is seen to make a 
difference in further raising the overall 
quality standard by a notch or two.

“Koks is a very fine restaurant and 
has been ranked number 56 in Scandi-
navia,” Mr. Jensen said. 

Run by local celebrity chef Leif 
Sørensen, the 2011 launch of Koks saw 
Faroese cuisine elevated to new heights 
as a distinct variation of a worldwide 
trend in fine dining known as New 
Nordic Food.

“For those who prefer to eat down-
town or just have something more simple, 
our five restaurants give our customers a 
whole range to choose from,” Mr. Jensen 
said.

To make sure all conference goers 
are given the opportunity to experience 
something that transcends the con-
fines of the five-star venue itself, Hotel 
Føroyar has joined forces with Coast-
Zone North Atlantic, owned by Hotel 
Føroyar along with other players in the 
tourism business, a venture that special-
izes in outdoors activities for groups. 

“Many foreign business people like 
to experience the Faroese nature first 
hand,” said Eyðun Berg, the general 
manager of CoastZone. “We arrange 
short but exciting adventures and team 
building activities in liaison with Hotel 
Føroyar. 

“And people love it, even if the 

weather and the whole scenery can be 
a bit rough at times.”

To be sure, people do not travel to 
the Faroe Islands for sunbathing, even 
though the summer season in particular 
can make the islands stunningly beauti-
ful. As for the three remaining seasons 
of the year, for Hotel Føroyar, this is 
when most of the conference activities 
take place.

Said Mr. Jensen: “We receive quite 
a few leisure tourists in the summer but 
meetings and conferences keep the hotel 
busy throughout the year.”

Hotel Føroyar 
oyggjarvegur 45 
Po Box 3303, fo-110 tórshavn

www.hotelforoyar.com 
e-Mail: hf@hotelforoyar.fo 
tel.: +298 317500 
fax: +298 317501

Managing director:  
Johannes Jensen

Booking Manager: 
Jóhanna rasmussen

conference & event Manager 
Jenny a. í heiðunum

the turf roof of this beautifully designed 
four-star hotel matches its natural 
surroundings in a green countryside 
over tórshavn. all 106 rooms overlook 
the nólsoy fjord and central tórshavn, 
which is 2 km away. wi-fi is free.

hotel føroyar is classified as a 5-star 
conference venue by horesta and 
has seven well-equipped conference 
rooms suitable for small and large 
meetings and conferences. 

traditional faroese food and international 
dishes are served at the hotel’s 
gourmet restaurant, Koks. Guests can 
enjoy panoramic views of the fjord, 
city and surrounding greenery.

GoinG Beyond five stars  
to charm Business travelers 

The Faroe Islands’ only five-star conference venue, Hotel Føroyar is enchanting a growing number of businesspeople 
from everywhere who choose to meet in the North Atlantic archipelago for a truly out-of-the-ordinary experience.

Hotel Føroyar managing director Johannes 
Jensen, centered, with Deloitte Business 
Consulting managing director Morten Ry; 
Canoeing in the summer (right); 
Partial view of Hotel Føroyar during  
Deloitte conference (below). 
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FOR ALMOST three decades, the 
architectural pride of Tórshavn has 

been known as the Nordic House in the 
Faroe Islands, a magnificent design in 
glass, wood, and stone, framed with steel 
and roofed with turf, blending beauti-
fully into the landscape surrounding it. 
It remains a pearl always worth a visit 
for anyone setting foot into the Faroese 
capital.

While the Nordic House primarily 
serves as a center for artistic and cul-
tural events—and a great one at that—its 
function as a first-class conference venue 
is nonetheless a growing success story. 

Since a dedicated conference unit 
was added to the building in 2008, mar-
ket demand for conferences, corporate 
events, seminars and similar events has 
risen sharply, according to deputy man-
aging director Urd Johannesen.

“The conference unit was part of 
the original design,” Ms. Johannesen 
said, “but the planners abandoned it 
to save money shortly before they built 
the house back in 1983. So we were of 
course delighted when the extension fi-
nally came on the 25-year anniversary.” 

Already before the special confer-
ence facility opened, the Nordic House 
in the Faroe Islands was well known as a 
decent conference venue and would reg-
ularly host conferences and workshops, 
albeit on a more tight calendar, jostling 
between artistic and cultural events and 
anything else of an inter-Nordic nature.

“Once we had the conference exten-
sion completed everything became much 
more flexible,” Ms. Johannesen said. “It 
enables us to arrange meetings and con-
ferences regardless of whether any other 
events are taking place at the same time 
in the main part of the building.” 

While that extension may have 
been instrumental in increasing the 
level of activity at the Nordic House 
in the Faroe Islands, other factors 
may have contributed as well. For one 

thing, the Faroese tourism industry has 
reached new milestones in the last few 
years, most particularly when it comes 
to conferences and team building.

‘added enerGy’:� As part of its efforts 
to market itself as a conference venue, 
the Nordic House—together with 
Faroese hotels and tour operators—par-
ticipates regularly in industry events 
such as Mødedagen, a major Danish 

maGic house

trade show aimed at those involved in 
arranging meetings, events, conferences, 
trips and more.

“The 2012 event took place at 
the Forum, Copenhagen,” said Birna 
Jacobsen, who represented the Nordic 
House at Mødedagen 2012. 

“There were some 200 exhibitors—
for example, hotels, course venues, event 
producers, transportation companies—
and about 1100 guests turned up to 
gather ideas for their events. Many of 
the guests represented Danish busi-
nesses, both large corporations and small 
firms. Also there were quite a few others, 
representing travel agents, trade unions, 
banks, schools, and the press.”

The joint Faroese stand was well 
visited, according to Ms. Jacobsen.

“We noted about 70 Danish com-

panies expressing their interest in our 
country,” she said. “We told them about 
the Faroe Islands and the unpredictable 
weather we have, but we also told them 
about some of the new offerings we have 
when it comes to conference venues, and 
not least outdoors adventures and team 
building activities, which has a become 
a great hit lately.

“Quite a few of them got our mes-
sage,” Mr. Jacobsen said. 

“I think this way of working to-
gether with hotels and tour operators is 
great—especially when visitors can be 
offered unique experiences in the wild 
that could prove unforgettable for many 
of them.”

On a different note, further con-
tributing to the attractiveness of Faro-
ese conference venues could be the fact 
that Faroese cuisine is seen to have made 
some serious advances lately.

Ms. Jacobsen: “We now have three 
Tórshavn restaurants listed in a Danish 
fine dining guide and that’s quite impres-
sive when you consider how small this 
town is and the entire population of the 
Faroes is only 48,000. Such important 
details can be decisive for some—and 
it brings added energy when you have 
some good news to tell people.”

The fact that one of the Tórshavn 
hotels now has a five-star conference 
venue may also make a difference, not to 
mention new strides made in the Faroese 
aviation sector with an extended airport 
runway and a boosted fleet for the airline.

“The Nordic House is well equipped 
and staffed for conferences and other 
types of events. Here you will always 
be able to enjoy some artistic or cul-
tural backdrop to whatever event you’re 
attending—even if our new conference 
hall is designed to shut out all distrac-
tions to help you concentrate.”

Tórshavn’s Nordic House sees 
rising demand for its recently 
added conference facilities on the 
eve of its 30-year anniversary, 
with sustained growth expected 
to kick in as outdoors team 
building attracts more people to 
the Faroe Islands.

Nordic House in the Faroe Islands 
norðurlandahúsið í føroyum 
norðari ringvegur, fo-110 tórshavn

www.nlh.fo 
e-Mail: nlh@nlh.fo 
tel.: +298 351 351 
fax: +298 351 350

Managing director: niels halm

deputy Managing director: 
urd Johannesen

the nordic house in the faroe Islands 
is a forum for faroese and nordic 
art, with a program encompassing 
primarily concerts, theater and dance 
performances and art exhibitions.

the house is designed as a 
versatile building and is used both 
a leading cultural house and an 
international conference center — 
the best in the faroe Islands.

the flexible architecture lends itself 
to a large variety of events, making it 
possible to rent facilities for congresses, 
meetings and receptions.

Administration  
officer Birna Jacobsen;
Exterior view of the  
Nordic House (bottom left);
One of the smaller meeting rooms  
in the new extension (bottom center);
View of the new, main  
conference hall (bottom right).
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AFTER ONE of its most successful 
financial years, the Faroe Islands’ 

national carrier Atlantic Airways could 
hardly be better prepared to take delivery 
of its new Airbus A319 on 22 March 
2012. A few days later, quite befittingly, 
28 March marked the 24-year anniver-
sary of the airline’s first flight.

Reporting an operating profit of 
31.3 million dkk (4.2m eur) for 2011, 
Atlantic Airways saw earnings before 
interest and taxes (EBIT) rise signifi-
cantly, from 19.5m dkk (2.6m eur) in 
the previous year. 

According to the company’s Annual 
Report 2011, total revenues for the year 
amounted to 435.6m dkk (58.6m eur), 
compared to 402.7m dkk (54.2m eur) in 
2010. Earnings before interest, taxes, de-
preciation, and amortization (EBITDA) 
soared by 8 percent to 74.4m dkk (10m 
eur) in 2011, from 69m dkk (9.3m eur) 
one year earlier. And while the net re-
sult after tax almost doubled to 22.5m 
dkk (3m eur), from 12.3m dkk (1.7m 
eur), the company’s gross cash position 
at year-end grew to 98.6m dkk (13.3m 
eur), from 81.1m dkk (10.9m eur) the 
previous year.

Yet earnings would possibly have 
been even higher had it not been for the 
rising cost of fuel that set in particularly 
during the fourth quarter of 2011. Like-
wise, one source of revenue that did not 

turn up during the year but will instead 
improve the outcome of 2012, is services 
related to oil and gas exploration activi-
ties offshore the Faroes.

“We have rationalized operations 
since 2009 to implement a turnaround,” 
said Atlantic Airways CEO Magni 
Arge. “That means fewer aircraft and 
fewer employees, while getting more 
out of every flight hour. All of our em-
ployees should take credit for the positive 

development we’ve had since then, and 
of course we are delighted that ACMI 
[aircraft, crew, maintenance, insurance] 
lease and charter increased by 77 percent 
in 2011 compared to 2010.”

“The improved result in 2011 ex-
ceeded our original expectations,” Mr. 
Arge added. “The main drivers were 
higher utilization and lower unit cost 
as well as higher revenue per f light. 
Throughout the year, we saw a continued 

atlantic airWays:   hiGher altitude
2012, a historic year for Atlantic 
Airways, comes on the back of a 
strong financial performance—as 
the national carrier takes delivery 
of a brand new Airbus A319, the 
largest airplane ever used in the 
Faroe Islands to date.

stable development with improved utili-
zation based mainly on improved sales 
of block hours in the ACMI lease and 
charter segment, but also due to higher 
load factors and passenger numbers on 
scheduled services and a stabilized he-
licopter segment.”

drivinG up numbers: Yet the game 
changer is seen in the new 240m dkk 
(32.3m eur) A319 aircraft, which re-
duces cost per passenger seat signifi-
cantly while at the same time bringing 
more destinations within reach for 
Atlantic Airways. Delivery took place a 
week before the airline’s 24-year anni-
versary—reflecting on more than two 
decades characterized by important de-
velopments in the Faroese aviation and 
tourism industry. It likewise coincided 
with a crucial runway extension at Vagar 
Airport, completed in the fourth quarter 
of 2011.

Mr. Arge: “It was a big decision to 
order a new Airbus at 240 million and 
introducing a new kind of aircraft to our 
fleet required a great deal of preparations 
for Atlantic. So we formed a prepara-
tion committee already back in 2008 
to organize the technical, operational, 
commercial, and financial foundations 
for that project. 

“Well, in addition to our normal 
operations we’ve had a high level of ac-
tivities within the company with regard 
to training key personnel and preparing 
the operations of the new aircraft.”

Mr. Arge added: “Obviously this 
aircraft presents us with new opportuni-

ties and we’re planning direct flights to 
Barcelona already this summer and will 
generally be able to offer trips at lower 
rates.”

According to reports, scheduled 
flights to Barcelona, Spain, starting in 
June, have met with enthusiasm in the 
market.

Atlantic Airways was formed in 
1987 following a settlement between the 
Faroese and Danish governments that 
allowed a Faroese operator to provide 
air services in the Faroes in competition 
with Danish operators, who had held a 
monopoly position.

Since its first day operation, on 28 
March 1988, Atlantic has continually 
developed airline travel to and from the 
Faroe Islands, with the number of depar-
tures to Copenhagen increasing to four 
per day during high season. 

Since 1995 the carrier has estab-
lished air links to Faroe Islands’ closest 
neighbors, the United Kingdom, Iceland, 

and Norway, driving up the number of 
passengers traveling through Vagar 
Airport from approximately 90,000 to 
200,000 per year.

Atlantic Airways has also been at 
the forefront in promoting the Faroe 
Islands abroad as a tourism destination, 
as well as in developing local tourism.

Atlantic Airways
vagar airport, fo-380 sørvágur 

www.atlantic.fo 
e-Mail: info@atlantic.fo 
tel.: +298 341000 
fax: +298 341001

ceo: Magni arge 
cfo: Marius davidsen

atlantic airways was established to 
develop the faroese airline industry 
and airline services, and through 
this establish a competent aviation 
environment in the faroe Islands. 

since its establishment the company has 
grown from a small enterprise with one 
aircraft and limited capabilities to a carrier 
operating several aircraft and helicopters. 

166 full-time equivalent employees, 
and operated 4 aircraft and 2 
helicopters at the end of 2011. 

our mission is to transport people 
and cargo by air with the faroe 
Islands as our cornerstone. 

our vision is to enable the faroese 
people to travel the world and 
to remain the preferred airline 
carrier in the faroe Islands.

Magni Arge, chief executive officer of Atlantic Airways;  
New Airbus A319 taking off shortly after delivery in March 2012 (below).
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in the 1970s, is seen as a bottleneck that 
needs urgent attention. 

“Together with a new terminal,” 
Mr. Kass said, “the runway extension 
will translate into a whole new reality. 
A range of new markets will become 
accessible for the Faroe Islands, and 
vice versa—this country will become 
accessible for operators based in foreign 
countries. In theory, this could imply all 
sorts of possible scenarios such as, for 
example, a new Faroe-Iceland-Green-
land-North America connection, or new 
regular flights between the Faroes and 
Scotland and Norway. The hope is that 
all of this will lead to higher levels of air 
traffic to and from the Faroes and lower 
prices for air tickets. 

“This opening may help generate 
new business for operators with an in-
terest in the Faroes, whether based here 
or abroad—some may want to fill char-
ter flights in the Faroes, or arrange crew 

changes or passenger transfers for cruise 
ships passing through Faroese waters. So 
this is a two-way process that makes the 
world easier to reach from within the 
Faroes while at the same time placing 
this country squarely on the radar screen 
of international airlines, tour and charter 
operators, and cruise ships.”

As a consequence, it could also 
strengthen the current positive trend in 
tourism.

“Our status as a relatively remote is-
land community will hardly change; but 
we can make it easier for people to opt 
for the Faroe Islands. They can always go 
and see that European castle or lakeside, 
whereas the Faroes will be very different. 
We’ve already made promising inroads 
into foreign markets as a destination that 
can offer once-in-a-life-time experiences 
in the wild, only a moment away from 
your hotel or conference venue.” 

Not long ago a panel of experts with 
National Geographic Traveler ranked 
the Faroe Islands as the world’s most 
appealing island destination. “Lovely 
unspoiled islands—a delight to the trav-
eler,” they wrote.

In the last few years Faroese op-
erators have worked on developing the 
Faroe Islands as a destination for confer-
ences and team building activities. Some 
of their clients have been given the full 
treatment with outdoors adventures that 
involved helicopter rides, waterskiing, 

speed boat riding around bird cliffs and 
grottoes, and more. 

In January 2012, a group of 216 
consultants from Deloitte came on a 
three-day conference and team building 
event. “This was the largest single group 
from a major international company to 
be hosted for a special event of that kind,” 
Mr. Kass said.  

HAVING the country’s only air-
port runway extended from 1250 

to 1799 meters could mean more than 
meets the eye for the Faroe Islands. Ac-
cording to Jákup Sverri Kass, CEO of 
Vagar Airport, the extension of the air-
port’s runway, completed in December 
2011, represents a milestone in the island 
nations’ aviation and tourism develop-
ment. 

Especially when combined with an 
upcoming new air passenger terminal to 
accommodate more traffic and improve 
passenger comfort, the stage is set for 
potentially groundbreaking change.

“Our location poses a well-known 
challenge,” Mr. Kass said. “In our on-
going quest to overcome this challenge 
in the most effective way, the recent ex-
tension of the runway together with the 
new terminal is very significant. First, it 
paves the way for the use of conventional, 
non-specialty aircraft, which for opera-
tors will decrease the cost per passenger 
seat considerably. 

“For example, you can have many 
more passengers on each flight compared 
to the maximum 95 that can be on board 

a BAe 146/AVRO RJ. Second, and this 
is very important, the operational radius 
from our airport has been increased from 
2-3 hours to as much as 6-7 hours.”

Technically this means that direct 
flights are now possible between the 
Faroe Islands and a host of destinations 
around the world, including New York, 
Boston, Barcelona, and Las Palmas, to 
name some—destinations that would 
otherwise have required connecting 
flights. 

“Avoiding the pain of spending days 
in transit with unintended expenditures 
can be a decisive factor for people’s travel 
preferences,” Mr. Kass said.

In a separate development, the 
Faroese national carrier Atlantic Air-
ways took delivery of a brand new Airbus 
A319 in March 2012, adding Barcelona 
as a regular destination—an immediate 
success.

“It’s simple,” Mr. Kass noted. “They 

can now use aircraft capable of carrying 
more passengers and more fuel, and that 
makes a whole lot of economic sense.” 

special events:�  Leaving his position 
in April as director of marketing and 
sales at Atlantic Airways after an earlier 
career with ferry operator Smyril Line, 
the new chief executive of Vagar Airport 
sees several more advantages associated 
with the runway extension and the new 
passenger terminal, which is expected 
completed by 1 January 2014.

With only a single security line and 
limited space for tax free shopping and 
aviation services, the old terminal, built 

With its runway significantly 
extended, Vagar Airport 
enters within direct reach of 
more foreign airports than 
ever—a likely game changer 
that could usher in a new level 
of connectivity between the 
Faroe Islands and the rest of 
the world.

loftier plans  
to loWer prices

View from the airport;
First arrival of Atlantic Airways’  
new Airbus A319 (bottom left);
Vagar Airport’s new CEO  
Jákup Sverri Kass (bottom center);
Passengers waiting in the  
departure lounge (bottom right).

Vagar Airport
vága floghavn, fo-380 sørvágur

www.floghavn.fo 
e-Mail: floghavn@floghavn.fo 
tel.: +298 354400 
fax: +298 354401

ceo: Jákup sverri Kass 
airport Manager: finnbogi niclasen 
assistant airport Manager: Jákup Persson 
finance Manager: regin Jakobsen 

vagar airport ltd is responsible for 
conducting all operational activities at 
vagar airport, the faroe Islands’ only 
airport.

vagar airport was originally a military 
installation, built during world war II. 

In the early 1960s the need and popular 
demand in the faroes for civil aviation 
grew to the point of making a 
modernisation of the runway a necessity 
to facilitate passenger traffic. 

vagar airport became operational for civil 
aviation in 1963. during the early years 
only propeller aircraft were implemented. 
since 1977 jet aircraft too have serviced 
the routes to the airport. the danish civil 
aviation administration administered 
vagar airport from 1963 to april 2007.
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‘moRe 
input
thank
You’

The Faroese fishing industry 
is no stranger to making 
headlines abroad yet the 
Fishing Days system could 
be in for adjustments, as 
uncertainty looms with 
debates raging on foreign 
ownership of licenses; but 
business is good for many.

IT USED TO BE the domestic groundfish fishery and 
the commonsense Faroese approach to management 
that made heads turn—and it should still be doing so 
across Europe, considering the current issue of discards 
of marketable fish. But the rise of eco-labeling and the 
onslaught of standard requirements from every corner 
has made it difficult for domestic fisheries in many places, 

including the Faroes, to produce proof of compliance. Arguably, the 
process required is seen as all but impossible for small organizations 
that lack the resources to engage effectively with anything like the 
MSC (Marine Stewardship Council).

While the rise of the green lobby is apparently linked to this 
development, it should in no wise come as a surprise for anyone 
working in the fishing industry and the writing has been on the wall 
for decades by now—the industry should urgently get its act together 
and start communicating much more convincingly, not only in the 
public space but certainly also through engaging more directly with 
stakeholders and authorities. And, as we’ve pointed out before, that 
is something that calls for increased cooperation and coordination 
within the industry.

For a country whose exports are dominated by seafood, the 
necessity to address the communication gap is all the greater.

Because of such underlying currents and concerns, the forceful-
ness of the message that used to come from the Faroese in support 
of the Fishing Days system seems to have faded somewhat over the 
last few years. 

Still, that doesn’t change the fact that mixed fisheries have 
proven practically impossible to govern by output or quota for indi-
vidual species; by instead managing by input or effort, days-at-sea 
for a collective of species can be used as a measurement of control. 
Advantages should be obvious: those who fish have no incentive 
to discard marketable fish; they have no reason to misreport their 
catch as they are not penalized for what comes into their nets but 
rather encouraged to land it openly—providing the authorities with 
accurate and reliable statistics, which again will form the basis for 
sound decision-making.

‘clearly the best’:�  That’s all well and good but what if a whole 
lot of days-at-sea lie idle and haven’t been used for years, without 
that being factored in by the managers and scientists who shape 
fisheries policies and offer the authoritative, yearly advice upon which 
those policies are largely based?

“This is one of the challenges that we’re facing today,” says Óli 
M. Lassen, a Klaksvík-based shipowner, economist and commen-
tator. “The system has worked unnecessarily against the interests 

By Búi Tyril
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IN MANY DEVELOPED countries 
small-scale/artisanal fisheries mainly 

supported by small family businesses 
(SSF) are dwindling. There’re several 
causes to this process. This, in view of 
opportunities for either more convenient 
and gainful employment, or for career in 
free professions or academy, on one hand, 
and due to unfriendly management on 
the other. Deterioration of the economic 
status of SSF is another cause, and it 
occurs either because of impoverish-
ment of its fish resource base, or due to 
management systems skewed in favour 
of larger businesses and larger-scale fish-
eries. Wherever marketable individual 
quota (ITQ ) system had been intro-
duced and whenever their quotas subse-
quently shrunk, small-scale fishermen 
started losing money and were forced to 
sell their quotas and boats. Still another 
cause is when SSF are not given prefer-
ence in access to their traditional inshore 
fishing grounds, and those are allowed 
also to larger vessels. 

From a global perspective it’s a pity, 
because, in contrast to larger-scale fish-
eries, SSF are less likely to overfish fish 
stocks and affect habitats. They’re using 
more local resources and less energy, and 
spending less on equipment, infrastruc-
ture, and foreign currencies, not only per 
worker, but also per ton of fish produced 
and, much more so, per their market 
value. The share of the low-priced fish 

caught by small-scale fishermen that 
goes for reduction is insignificant, while 
only little goes for canning, so that most 
of their catch goes for direct, human 
consumption, in fresh, frozen, smoked, 
salted, or dried form.

Fishing effort in SSF is largely self-
regulated by the availability of their tar-
get species and their price on the market. 
Where SSF are not over-managed, fish-
ermen are able to adapt to rapid changes 
or periodic fluctuations in such fishing 

endanGered species: 
small-scale fishermen
They have solid sea legs, good seamanship, and first-hand experience in 
reacting to weather and sea vagaries and in handling navigational and 
working deck emergencies; but they are increasingly squeezed. By MenakheM Ben-yaMi

of hook-and-line vessels by first cutting 
the number of days-at-sea rather too ea-
gerly with the result that many of these 
boats stay moored. Because of those cuts 
and those idle days-at-sea, the tonnage 
of groundfish landed by hook-and-line 
vessels has declined seriously. To make 
things worse, that decline is interpreted 
by planners and advisers as a sign of too 
high fishing effort. So the message that 
the regulators get is that this decline in 
landings means that too much is being 
fished and therefore they should cut back 
the effort further—whereas in reality, 
the effort is too low and the decline is a 
simple reflection of that!”

Mr. Lassen still believes firmly in 
the Fishing Days system. “Absolutely,” 

he says. “This is clearly the best way 
of managing mixed fisheries. Single-
species quotas in mixed fisheries will 
invariably lead to cheating, excessive 
administration, heavy-handed regula-
tion, and distorted statistics. But this 
effort management system has to be 
maintained and the distribution of days-
at-sea among the various categories of 
vessels has to be fair and forward looking. 
As things have developed, we now need 
a readjustment in that regard.” 

Mr. Lassen adds: “The great, natu-
ral advantage of the Fishing Days system 
is that when there is less fish, you fish 
less; and vice versa, when there is more 
fish, you fish more. This is the whole 
point of using this system. That’s why 

we don’t even discuss discards here be-
cause nobody needs to do it; instead you 
get to keep what you catch within your 
allotted days, regardless of species. You 
report it and you land it, simple as that.”

full utilization:�  In other sectors, 
things seem to look different. For most 
of the trawlers that fish in domestic wa-
ters for saithe—and in the process get a 
mix of cod, haddock and other 
groundfish—times have generally been 
good in recent years. In addition, the fact 
that they have been granted a share, al-
beit small, of the domestic mackerel 
quota, has boosted bottom lines.

This year (2012) hook-and-line ves-
sels will also be granted a share of the 
domestic mackerel quota, according to 
Jacob Vestergaard, Minister of Fisheries. 
The distribution of that quota, howev-
er—a total 148,375 tonnes—was not 
clear as this publication went to press.

What is clear is that the Faroese 
government is stressing full utilization 
of the resource with the most possible 
processed as human grade food.

That means pelagic fishing vessels 
are encouraged to either be fitted with 
a processing plant—a costly and com-
plicated undertaking which only one 
operator has committed to so far—or to 
land their catch to factories in the Faroe 
Islands that produce food fish. This con-

Export FoB ValuE in Million DKK 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011

Chilled seafood 1,019 1,046 1,144 1,413 1,313 1,733
Frozen seafood 1,519 1,608 1,594 1,665 2,208 2,213
Salted seafood 479 452 451 335 420 448
Smoked seafood 39 39 27 12 7 1
Dried seafood 475 473 228 170 191 122
Canned seafood 34 15 7 9 8 9
Otherw. conserved seafood 74 139 88 26 59 36
Other seafood products 2 3 2 0 3 0
Seafood products total 3,641 3,775 3,541 3,630 4,209 4,562

Other products 227 230 782 443 397 797
Total 3,868 4,005 4,323 4,073 4,606 5,359

Seafood Exports by Quantity and Value / Total Exports by Value and Product Category (exclusive of services and intellectual property)

Export of Fish by Quantity and Value
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Fishing vessels landing at Toftir Harbour.

Inshore fisherman  
Anker Dýrdarklett Hansen.
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CoD, HaDDoCK, SaitHE 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011

Cod 637,979 604,829 402,185 525,405 512,881
Chilled whole 41,627 33,422 34,894 57,228 41,390
Frozen whole 8,734 687 426 10,339 5,194
Chilled fillets 20,255 16,270 19,923 19,877 24,194
Frozen fillets 260,514 227,675 138,596 213,805 200,109
Salted fillets 120,877 175,780 95,583 109,304 147,907
Salted split 175,250 133,785 96,404 112,498 91,394
Other 10,722 17,192 16,358 2,353 2,691

Haddock 322,231 171,327 99,054 101,948 68,216
Chilled whole 126,851 69,270 51,078 63,926 48,376
Frozen whole 104 90 73 1,268 4,290
Frozen fillets 147,440 77,136 38,572 30,351 13,746
Other 47 836 24,831 9,332 6,403 1,804

Saithe 488,149 494,242 573,713 550,045 399,562
Chilled whole 24,215 10,348 26,988 16,799 15,730
Chilled fillets 50,852 40,338 32,339 34,585 29,536
Frozen fillets 311,111 384,593 441,324 420,148 286,688
Salted fillets 43,443 26,111 38,374 48,728 49,777
Other 58,527 32,822 34,688 29,785 17,830

SHriMp, otHEr 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011

Shrimp 88,814 116,609 102,712 90,235 86,971
Frozen shell on 82,087 115,810 102,710 90,124 86,971
Canned 6,727 331 2 110 0
Other 0,2 468 0 0 0

Other 1,148,540 825,222 693,170 901,140 797,735
Chilled whole fish 271,668 174,394 172,775 198,804 187,753
Other chilled seafood 20,598 17,257 9,630 10,343 115,552
Frozen whole fish 57,944 93,213 56,321 139,516 7,345
Whole industrial fish 33,948 12,808 1,707 30,112 23,668
Dried fish meal, feed 422,262 165,029 79,936 113,460 154,907
Frozen fish, n/spec. 126,130 90,407 74,230 94,557 25,403
Other salted seafood 106,228 112,710 100,191 143,106 109,002
Other fish products 109,761 132,825 174,730 171,242 174,106

FarMED SalMon, trout 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011

Salmon 487,659 816,902 1,202,648 1,338,081 1,611,891
Chilled whole 251,640 543,851 795,854 803,161 1,108,349
Frozen whole 54,922 40,826 68,587 69,508 26,508
Frozen fillets 170,253 212,298 303,505 423,931 428,702
Smoked fillets 0 0 0 26 0
Other 10,843 19,927 34,702 41,456 48,332

Rainbow Trout 100,767 137,733 175,082 137,926 8,724
Chilled whole 14,037 13,814 48,320 43,865 1,356
Frozen whole 86,730 123,847 123,149 92,824 7,368
Other 0 73 3,613 1238 0

Faroese Seafood Exports FOB Value in DKK 1,000

pElagiC SpECiES 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011

Blue whiting 184,368 52,410 30,582 111,062 78,192
Frozen, whole or split 95,545 0 0 1 32
Whole, otherw. cons. 78,279 50,048 17,530 3,795 117
Other 10,543 2,362 12,415 106,473 78,043

Herring 112,270 146,437 177, 094 171,998 288,543
Chilled whole 76,052 100,770 129,357 53,135 73,657
Frozen whole 16,970 4,377 931 60,238 143,075
Frozen fillets 9,728 13,551 31,598 12,898 8,390
Other 9,521 27,740 15,207 45,728 63,421

Mackerel 204,360 174,749 174,010 280,926 709,994
Chilled whole 98,468 113,905 66,025 3,728 194,199
Other 105,892 60,844 107,985 277,198 515,795

Source: Statistics Faroes

and marketing conditions. They shift from species to species 
according to their availability and catchability, which enables 
their targeted fish populations a high degree of resilience. 

This, as well as their less selective and versatile fishing 
ways and methods are much less detrimental to the ecosystem, 
than the widely practiced single-species and quota manage-
ment systems. 

Moreover, SSF are in most cases less susceptible to na-
tionwide economic-financial troubles and are always able to 
reliably provide food fish to the consumers.

The daily life and economy in many coastal communities 
revolve around fishing. SSF provide local employment not just 
to the fishermen, but also to a whole array of trades involving 
processing and marketing of fish, construction, repair and 
maintenance of fishing craft and gear, quayside business and 
entertainment. SSF offer many employment opportunities 
also to women both at sea and more than that in the various 
services and fish handling, processing, and marketing. Pres-
ence of SSF in coastal communities’ harbours increases their 
attractiveness to tourism. Depressing SSF depresses coastal 
communities, many of which have shrunk or have been de-
serted under ‘modern’, profits oriented, management systems. 

SSF is an important source of manpower to offshore and 
oceanic fisheries. Small vessel fishermen acquire solid sea legs, 
good seamanship, and first-hand experience in reacting to 
weather and sea vagaries and in handling navigational and 
working deck emergencies. Their fishing expertise, including 
knowledge of local fishing conditions, is a part of the fishing 
folk’s culture passed from fathers to their children.

All this should be taken into account as an inherent part of 
the national benefits from the fisheries, rather than considered 
inestimable ‘externalities’. 

We should always remember Abert Einstein’s saying that 
“not everything that counts can be counted, and not everything 
that can be counted—counts”.

Menakhem Ben-Yami,  
Doctor Honoris Causa, 

Kaliningrad State Technical 
University, is an international 

fisheries development and 
management adviser and writer. 
Former adviser with the Israeli 

Department of Fisheries and 
the United Nations Food and 

Agriculture Organization (FAO).

trasts sharply with earlier practices when most of the catches 
of blue whiting were landed for industrial reduction and most 
of the mackerel and herring went to processors in neighboring 
countries.

serious advances:� The question of the involvement of 
foreign capital in Faroese fisheries has also been an issue of 
debate, provoked in response to some of the deals that took 
place a few years ago when, for example, a veteran skipper sold 
his vessel at a price that was generally considered very high. 
Even if that went down before the financial crisis of 2008 hit, 
the genie was out of the bottle and the issue of stricter control 
of foreign ownership became political.

As it is, foreign entities can hold up to one-third of Faro-
ese fishing interests. It seems unclear, however, whether the 
legislation itself or its enforcement will be reviewed.

“The idea that you can stop businesses from working to-
gether across national borders is out of touch with today’s 
reality,” Anfinn Olsen, managing director of fishing company 
Framherji, commented. “It won’t work because people can be 
very creative and clever to find ways around barriers. Besides, 
you cannot ring-fence a whole EEZ [exclusive economic zone], 
can you?”

In aquaculture, there are no restrictions to foreign own-
ership of fish farming licenses; however there is a 50-percent 

limit to ownership of the totality of licenses by any single 
entity. The Faroese aquaculture business, meanwhile, has 
made serious advances in recent years, aided by Norwegian 
investors. Exports of farmed Atlantic salmon have reached 
unprecedented levels with buyers in North America, Asia, and 
the United Kingdom filling the order books. 

The successes experienced by the aquaculture business 
may well, at least in part, be built on the back of scientific re-
search led by Fiskaaling, the Aquaculture Research Station of 
the Faroes—one of the country’s leading research institutions, 
working closely with the aquaculture industry. 

Pumping in a good catch of herring.
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Seafood Exports FOB Value in DKK 1,000: Top 15 Species

Source: Statistics Faroes

Main SpECiES 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011
Salmon 487,659 816,902 1,202,648 1,338,081 1,611,891

Mackerel 204,359 174,749 174,010 280,926 709,994

Cod 637,979 604,829 402,185 525,405 512,881
Saithe 488,149 494,242 573,713 550,045 399,562
Herring 112,270 146,437 177,094 171,998 288,543
Silver Smelt 50,949 80,144 74,760 134,259 125,496
Ling 75,327 86,322 76,265 100,681 112,282
Shrimp 88,814 116,609 102,712 90,235 86,971
Blue Whiting 184,367 52,410 30,582 111,062 78,192
Monkfish 126,453 59,602 56,850 71,677 74,139
Haddock 322,231 171,327 99,054 101,948 68,216
Redfish (Ocean Perch) 56,560 52,280 44,485 73,864 66,250

Greenland Halibut 48,627 67,798 51,597 54,178 62,483

Tusk 45,509 39,276 38,372 56,043 54,678

Rainbow Trout 100,767 137,733 175,082 137,926 8,724
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WHEN IT COMES TO dealing 
with fisheries and related busi-

ness and science, the Faroese are counted 
among the best in the world. Yet the 
fishing dependent islanders have long 
had an uneasy relationship with the 
world of fisheries management discourse. 

Fishing communities have often 
been weary with regulations imposed 
by distant policymakers and bureaucrats. 
For example, aspects of the European 
Union’s Common Fisheries Policy de-
signed to reduce fishing capacity, irre-
spective of any negative socioeconomic 
impact that may result, have been met 
with dismay in affected communities. 

In the Faroe Islands, on the other 
hand, pushing through every policy 
measure deemed desirable by managers 
and scientists will usually not be politi-
cally feasible.

“This is a matter of balancing things,” 
said Jákup Mørkøre, research coordina-
tor at the Ministry of Fisheries’ Fisheries 
Research Fund of the Faroe Islands. “In 
sustainable development, as defined by 
the Brundtland Commission, we should 
equally consider the three sides of envi-
ronmental, economic, and sociopolitical 
sustainability. That’s what we really try 
to do here.”

The Faroese approach seems to dif-
fer with that of many other countries by 

placing more emphasis on economic and 
sociopolitical factors. Compared to oth-
ers, the Faroese have much more invest-
ed in the sustainability of fisheries—one 
implication being that they simply can-
not afford to jeopardize what they have 
for something they may or may not get. 

“Then you have our traditional val-
ues with artisanal and commercial fish-
ing playing a central part, both in the 
sense of history, culture, and our modern 
identity,” Mr. Mørkøre added. 

“Those who live here inevitably live 
near the shore and most us make our liv-
ing from sources linked to the sea in one 
way or another. We are sometimes not 
paying too much attention to concepts 

coming from abroad, making some case 
for something related to the sea—out of 
touch with our understanding. That sort 
of credibility gap creates a backlash and 
it seems we’ve long been stuck in that 
situation.”

Efforts to align Faroese fisheries 
management further with international 
standard terminologies could bring 
change for the better—although such 
efforts, if not carried out carefully, could 
even backfire.

“We want to introduce more of the 
established terms used in fisheries man-
agement. 

“At the same time more Faroese 
oceanographers have become involved in 

challenGe: sharinG fisheries knoWledGe 
No country may keep 
documentation and 
monitoring of its fisheries as 
complete and comprehensive 
as the Faroe Islands—but 
effectively articulating key 
issues of fisheries policies to 
the outside world can prove 
difficult even for the Faroese.

bridging the language barrier while also 
bringing in new knowledge on marine 
issues, which is refreshing. But in our 
communications with the industry and 
the political system, we have to present 
things wisely to avoid misunderstand-
ings.” 

lookinG for reasons:�  “People 
should realize that our management 
schemes are perhaps more comprehen-
sive than most,” Mr. Mørkøre said. 

“Both the effort management system 
that governs the domestic groundfish 
fisheries and the quota management 
system that regulates our pelagic and 
distant-water fisheries are backed by a 

host of technical measures to protect ev-
ery area that has a high concentration of 
juvenile fish.”

While the Faroese exclusive eco-
nomic zone (EEZ) comprises a total 
274,000 square kilometers, its central 
1,000-meter depth contour covers a 
75,000 km2 inner area, where most of 
all the fishing and marine research ac-
tivities take place. 

The total population of the Faroe 
Islands is only 48,000 and social control 
plays a part, too.

“We have an unbeatable overview of 
our fisheries and practically know every 
fishing operator here,” Mr. Mørkøre said.

All Faroese fishing vessels are man-
datorily monitored by satellite tracking, 
with the statistics from every landing 
of catch entered into a central database. 
Scientific research in the marine biology 
and oceanography of the Faroese fish-
ing grounds has been taking place for 
decades. As a case in point, the director 
of the Faroe Marine Research Institute, 
Dr. Eilif Gaard, is internationally rec-
ognized for his work in biological ocean-
ography and plankton ecology, having 
demonstrated relationships between 
plankton production and growth and 
recruitment of commercial fishes on the 
Faroese Continental Shelf.

But why do the Faroese seem to 
have a hard time communicating their 
public policy positions on issues of fish-

eries management with enough clar-
ity to achieve the high score they may 
otherwise deserve from the scientific 
advisory body that reigns supreme in 
the region—the International Council 
for the Exploration of the Sea (ICES)?

“The short answer could be one or 
two or a combination of things—that 
we are not sufficiently following the 
scientific advice that we subscribe to; 
that the basis for our advice seeking is 
not correctly formulated and the effort 
management system hasn’t been fully 
integrated there; or that cultural differ-
ences are causing mismatches between 
the references used.”

Ministry of Fisheries 
Bókbindaragøta 8  
Po Box 347, fo-110 tórshavn

www.fisk.fo 
e-Mail: fisk@fisk.fo 
tel.: +298 353 030 
fax: +298 353 035

Minister of fisheries: Jacob vestergaard

the Minister of fisheries is responsible 
for fisheries and maritime affairs, 
including marine resource management, 
marine research, fisheries inspection, 
marine safety and rescue. 

the Minister is also responsible for 
agriculture and emergency services. 

Policies and regulations are coordinated 
and implemented by the Ministry of 
fisheries and its associated agencies. 

Permanent secretary: rógvi reinert

General secretary: Katrina Michelsen

department of fisheries 
director: andras Kristiansen

agencies: 
• Faroe Marine Research Institute 
 (havstovan) 
• Faroe Islands Fisheries Inspection  
(fiskiveiðieftirlitið)
• Maritime Rescue and 
coordination center (Mrcc)
• Faroese Emergency Management and 
Inspection agency (tilbúgvingarstovnur)
• Agriculture Agency (Búnaðarstovan)
• Equal Pay Office  
(trygdargrunnur fiskivinnunnar)

Hauling a catch  
of saithe up the stern  
ramp of a Faroese  
pair trawler.
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WITH ITS SEAFOOD process-
ing plant at Runavík streamlined 

to match updated product lines and mar-
keting programs, Faroe Origin looks 
well poised to seize a sizable share of 
the German and French saithe (coley) 
markets. According to sales and market-
ing manager Sólja Jóanisdóttir, the com-
pany—having acquired key assets from 
the liquidators of what used to be Faroe 
Seafood—is already one of the foremost 
Faroese exporters of fresh seafood while 
also a leader in frozen products from the 
North Atlantic archipelago.

“Our most important priority is 
making sure our clients get the highest 
product quality,” Ms. Jóanisdóttir said. 

“We always seek to develop and op-
timize our seafood processing operations 
and work diligently with our fishermen 
as well to insure that their awareness of 
our activities and goals is kept up to date. 
Even though our skippers were already 
qualified and experienced at the time 
Faroe Origin was founded, they have 
all since then gone through our new 
training program on catch freshness and 
quality to align their practices with our 

policies. For example, every fishing trip 
will take between one and maximum 
six days.”

Owned by the largest Faroese fish-
ing group Varðin, representing 45 per-
cent of the shares, together with fishing 
company Framherji, 25 pct., along with 
Iceland’s Samherji, 25 pct., and the Faro-
ese entity Bacalao, 5 pct., Faroe Origin 
opened for business in early 2011.

The company’s modern fishing 
fleet consists of six vessels rigged for 
pair trawling. As of March 2012, Faroe 
Origin owns three onshore seafood 

processing facilities, one of which, at 
Toftir, has been rented out to a saltfish 
processor and another, at Vestmanna, is 
listed for sale. The focus is squarely on 
the Runavík plant, which has been fitted 
to produce a range of fresh and frozen 
items while also hosting the company’s 
administrative and sales offices. 

“Earlier most of the processing 
was dedicated to frozen products,” Ms. 
Jóanisdóttir said. “Today we focus more 
on fresh and our product range includes 
fillets, loins, portions and more.”

‘the preferred supplier’:� Faroe 
Origin’s Runavík facility is busy almost 
every week day throughout the year, with 
the company’s fishing boats likewise in 
operation throughout the year, having 
secured a good number of days-at-sea 
under the Faroese ‘Fishing Days’ man-
agement.

“The total number of fishing days 
allotted to our vessels for this season is 
990,” Ms. Jóanisdóttir noted. 

The current fishing season lasts 
from 1 September 2011 through 31 Au-
gust 2012. Every calendar day spent on 
the inshore fishing season, which lasts 
from mid January to early April, counts 
as one fishing day. As for fisheries off-
shore, every three calendar days count as 
one fishing day. This translates roughly 
to all three pairs fishing 60 to 70 days 
inshore and about 260 to 270 days off-
shore, on a combined 40 to 45 fishing 
trips for saithe—thereby in operation 
throughout the year.

Not part of the Fishing Days 

scheme are the days spent landing the 
catch as well as the days used in the do-
mestic mackerel fishery.

Faroe Origin’s six trawlers make up 
three of the most successful pair teams 
in the Atlantic. Through the four pairs 
of ‘Cuba Trawlers’ which they replaced 
a few years ago, the boats connect with 
an intriguing history that goes back to 
the early 1970s. That history includes 
pioneering work on saithe fishing and 
pair trawling, a technique originally de-
veloped to save fuel during the oil crises 
of 1973 and 1979. 

The fishing operations of the old 
trawlers and the first of their replace-
ments, were exceptionally well docu-
mented over more than two decades. 
One fascinating aspect of these opera-
tions—which, as it were, now continue 
under Faroe Origin—is that the boats 
have mostly been trawling in exactly the 
same areas of sea throughout the entire 
period with good and stable results, 
which by some has been interpreted as 
solid proof of fishery sustainability.

“The waters surrounding the Faroes 

are among the cleanest and richest in the 
world,” Ms. Jóanisdóttir added, “and we 
are very keen on keeping it that way. As 
a company, we envision ourselves as an 
independent and competitive saithe pro-
ducer, believing strongly in the health 
benefits of our products and in delivering 
the highest quality. 

“Based on that, our ambition is to 
be the preferred supplier of saithe prod-
ucts for restaurant chefs in Central and 
Southern Europe.” 

Faroe Origin 
fiskivinnuhavnin, fo-620 runavík

www.origin.fo 
e-Mail: origin@origin.fo 
tel.: +298 200 600 
fax: +298 200 601

acting Md: dávid Jacobsen 
acting Md: anfinnur olsen

sales and Marketing Manager:  
sólja Jóanisdóttir

fishing company and seafood processor 
with main focus on delivering top quality 
products from saithe and whitefish.

6 fully owned trawlers; 
3 processing plants.

fresh and frozen products from 
saithe. fresh and wet salted 
products from cod, ling and tusk.

Pair trawlers (464 Gt):  
Bakur fd 1201 and stelkur fd 1202

Pair trawlers (610 Gt):  
rókur fd 1205 and lerkur fd 1206

Pair trawlers (665 Gt):  
falkur fd 1204 and heykur fd 1203

Managing director Dávid Jacobsen, left, with  
sales and marketing manager Sólja Jóanisdóttir,  
holding up a fresh fillet and a fresh loin of saithe;  
Busy processing line at Runavík plant (right);
Faroe Origin’s fleet of trawlers  
docked at Runavík (below).

saithe: refininG the 
process from catch
To secure maximum product freshness and quality, saithe producer Faroe Origin works closely with the skippers 
that supply its key processing facility for exports to Germany and France—intent on taking a top market position.
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‘promisinG’: For all its advantages, a 
factory vessel still has some challenges 
compared to its speed-optimized coun-
terparts, whose RSW (refrigerated sea 
water) tanks can store large amounts of 
fresh catch to land for onshore process-
ing.

“Factory workers on land usually 
require less pay than those working at 
sea,” Mr. Sólstein noted. “Therefore the 
combination of RSW vessels and on-
shore processing can be very competitive 
for a number of products. On the other 
hand, we made a strategic choice when 
we opted for a mobile processing plant 

that can be taken at will to the fishing 
grounds. It’s not always the cheapest op-
tion but certainly the best option quality 
wise—and it means superior maneuver-
ability when it comes to production. So 
as long as we manage to do what we do 
in the best and most effective way, our 
customers are happy and our fishermen 
are happy, too.”

The Norðborg is designed both for 
trawling and purse seining and has a 
freezer, factory and a large cold store in 
addition to RSW capacity for fresh catch. 
To secure full utilization of every fish 
caught, she also has a processing plant 
that turns off-cuts into fish meal and 
marine oil—a business in its own right.

“We sold meal and oil for 36 million 
last year,” Mr. Sólstein said—that’s 4.8m 
eur. “We had a correction in the price of 
meal but the situation seems to have sta-
bilized since then. We believe strongly in 
this product and are convinced we can 
enter new markets including pet food, 
for example.”

What helped shape the success of 
2011 had, for herring in particular, much 
to do with supply and demand, Mr. Sól-
stein said. 

“The international quota for the 
Atlanto-Scandian herring was reduced 
markedly and all of a sudden there was 
a vacuum in the marketplace and every-
body wanted herring, which drove the 
price up.”

For blue whiting and mackerel, the 
story was different. Among the factors 
that boosted mackerel sales in 2011, even 
though supply seemed high, were unex-
pected restrictions imposed on Atlantic 
mackerel fisheries in southern Europe 
in official response to illicit behavior of 
individual fishing and processing com-
panies.

“We had large quantities, yes; but it 
seemed to work out all right in the mar-
ketplace regardless, apparently because 
some major players in the South were hit 
hard through court action.”

“Regarding blue whiting,” Mr. Sól-
stein added, “things look promising with 
the quota raised significantly.”

Christian í Grótinum 
Klaksvíksvegur 77, fo 700 Klaksvík

www.cig.fo 
e-Mail: cig@cig.fo 
tel.: +298 475611 
fax: +298 475610

Managing directors:  
Kristian Martin rasmussen 
eyðun rasmussen 
directors:  
Jón rasmussen 
Bogi rasmussen

sales & Marketing: Pól huus sólstein

fishing vessel owner and operator, 
exporter of seafood and fish meal. 
species: herring, mackerel, horse 
mackerel, capelin, blue whiting.

combined purse seiner/pelagic trawler: 
norðborg KG 689 (2,351 Gt) 
christian í Grótinum KG 690 (1,920 Gt) 

KLAKSVÍK’S multipurpose fish-
ing vessel Norðborg shone again 

by year-end 2011 with fewer fishing 
trips completed but still higher rev-
enues brought in compared to one year 
earlier. The Norðborg made a total 240 
million dkk (32.2m eur) from 19 trips, 
against 220m dkk (29.6m eur) from 22 
trips in the previous year—a significant 
improvement on a performance already 
considered strong.

For the pelagic powerhouse that 
represents the core of the Hvalnes/
Christian í Grótinum business, a high 
degree of versatility holds the key to con-
tinued success, according to Pól Huus 
Sólstein, who manages sales and mar-
keting on behalf of the family-owned 
company.

“We had some very favorable mar-
ket conditions throughout 2011,” he 
said. “To stay successful we have to make 
constant efforts to retain our competitive 
advantage. Therefore we need to keep 
developing and refining our product 
range so that our current customers are 
happy and new ones are attracted as well.”

To avoid operational disruptions, 
however, development has to be imple-
mented step by step, slowly and cau-
tiously.

“The great thing about this ship is 
that it’s designed to allow for maximum 
flexibility, adaptability, and versatility,” 
Mr. Sólstein said. “Now, that doesn’t 
mean life becomes all easy just because 
we have this vessel. We are indeed forced 
to focus squarely on adding value and 
maximizing product quality just to 
stay one step ahead. We need to be in 
constant touch with our clients as well 
as our officers and crew at sea to make 

sure we’re always ready for any quick 
decisions or adjustments that may be 
required.

“The Norðborg was a considerable 
investment for the owners and the idea 
is to keep production downtime to an 
absolute minimum; therefore product 
development and related experiments 
and tests are generally not allowed to 
cause disruptions. Instead incremental 
change is taking place at a fairly even 
pace, which is much preferable to revolu-
tions. At the end of the day this approach 
sometimes enables us to deliver a product 
that others may not be able to match.”

success continues for 
floatinG poWerhouse

Versatile pelagic vessel 
Norðborg continues its success 
with seafood sales hitting 
new records amid booming 
fisheries—yet in a competitive 
world, incremental change 
for product and process 
development remains the 
order of the day.

Poul Huus Sólstein, responsible  
for sales and marketing;
Pumping in blue whiting (opposite);
The Norðborg in fishing action (below).
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OVER THE last year or so, Faroe 
Seafood has quietly put together 

a powerful program aimed at supplying 
seafood to markets across Europe in-
cluding the United Kingdom. 

In December 2011 the company—
not to be confused with the old Faroe 
Seafood, which no longer exists—in-
vested in a seafood factory at Eiði, a fish-
ing village located on the northernmost 
point of the Faroese island of Eysturoy. 
The processing plant, a well-equipped 
facility formerly known as Norðís, now 
provides Faroe Seafood with a range of 
options for the production of saithe, cod, 
haddock, and other species—fresh, fro-
zen, or smoked.

While it may take time for the 
new company to gain a firm footing in 
the marketplace, some of the precondi-
tions are already in place: experienced 
personnel including Simon P. Jacobsen, 
the company’s managing director; solid 
market knowledge for sales and sourcing; 
and long-standing production expertise. 

As a partner in the new Faroe 
Seafood venture, Mr. Jacobsen is 
joined by well-known industry figures 
such as Meinhard Jacobsen, Erlendur 
Johannesen, Poul Klein, and Árni M. 
Dam, most of whom are now serving as 
non-executive board members.

“We’re determined to attain a com-

petitive position in key markets,” Mr. 
Jacobsen said. “Our investment in the 
Eiði filleting factory has enabled us to 
jump start the business—we were up and 
running already a month after signing 

the purchase contract, and we now have 
full production of fresh and frozen fillets 
and portions for the European market. 
The next thing will be to add smoked fish 
to our expanding product range.”

faroe seafood invests in processinG plant
With sales offices in the UK and 
France, Faroe Seafood aims to 
build a position of strength in 
Europe, while investing in a 
versatile seafood factory able 
to freeze and smoke as well 
as processing fresh products of 
saithe and other species.

Faroe Seafood’s commitment to 
building its strength in the European 
marketplace is further indicated by its 
participation in trade shows such as the 
European Seafood Exposition in Brus-
sels. 

“We didn’t hesitate to sign up for 
an exhibition stand at ESE 2012,” Mr. 
Jacobsen said. 

“We know from earlier experience 
that this is an excellent way to meet old 
and new clients because so many buyers 
in the industry go there. 

“It’s great because this is where peo-
ple in our industry gather in one place 
once a year. Participating there is often a 
more efficient use of time and resources 
compared to traveling to several loca-
tions.”

saithe and more:� During the first 
year in operation for Faroe Seafood, 
saithe—also known as coley—has 
represented the largest quantities of 
exports, with cod and haddock trailing. 
Other species, however, are being 
considered as well, according to Mr. 
Jacobsen.

“Much depends on the demand from 
our overseas clients and, of course, the 
sourcing situation in the Faroe Islands,” 
he said. “As of today the species we work 
with are mostly saithe but we also pro-

duce cod, haddock, and other traditional 
benthic species fished in Faroese waters.” 

Then there is mackerel, a very dif-
ferent animal, whose abundance has 
somewhat upset the equilibrium of the 
Faroese fishing industry in the last cou-
ple of years.

“Mackerel is a pelagic f ish nor-
mally not associated with groundfish,” 
Mr. Jacobsen said. “Now, lately there 
has been a dramatic surge of mackerel 
in Faroese waters. To fill a capacity gap, 
the level of industry participation in this 
new mackerel fishery has been very high, 
so we’ve seen people from the groundfish 
business involved as well as those already 
established in the pelagic business. For 
that reason, and perhaps for other rea-
sons as well, there are elements of un-
certainty surrounding this whole issue. 
Therefore our company, in theory, may 
also become involved in some way with 
mackerel, should the opportunity arise; 
but right now there is no way of knowing 
whether that is a likely scenario or not.” 

Apart from all that, without any 
fishing vessels of their own, how will 
Faroe Seafood be able to secure suffi-
cient supplies of catch to meet customers’ 
needs?

Said Mr. Jacobsen: “Our own 
processing plant is accredited as a fish 
landing station by the food inspection 

authority so we do receive catch that 
is landed to us. Besides, the domestic 
fishing industry has a well developed in-
frastructure when it comes to handling 
catch and we use the available resources 
and buy what we need through, primar-
ily, the Faroe Fish Market. For the short 
to mid term, I think this is a very good 
arrangement. Beyond that, I’d rather not 
speculate at this point.” 

Faroe Seafood 
Po Box 68, fo-110 tórshavn

e-Mail: info@faroe.com 
tel.: +298 355 555 
fax: +298 355 550

Managing director:  
simon P. Jacobsen

seafood processor with many 
years of industry experience.

fresh, frozen, or smoked 
fillets and portions from 
saithe, cod, or haddock

own brands:  
faroe, united seafood

uK sales subsidiary: 
faroe seafood uK ltd. 
estate road no 2 
dn31 2tG Grimsby 
north east lincolnshire 
england 
tel.: +44 1472 265 000 
fax: +44 1472 265 029

france sales subsidiary: 
faroe france s.a.r.l. 
13/14 rue nicolas appert 
BP 335 
f-62200 Boulogne sur Mer 
france 
tel.: +33 32 130 8800 
fax: +33 32 130 8819

Faroe Seafood managing director  
Simon P. Jacobsen, left,  
with a factory worker;
View of the processing plant at Eiði (top right);
Fresh caught saithe in fish room on board  
fishing vessel prior to landing (bottom right).
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TOGETHER with nine partners 
from the Faroese business commu-

nity, Fiskaaling—the Aquaculture Re-
search Station of the Faroes—has found-
ed a company to operate a new research 
park in Tórshavn. Named iNOVA, the 
new company is in charge of turning a 
building owned by the Vinnu frami busi-
ness development fund into a laboratory 
center in the Faroese capital. The idea, 
according to Fiskaaling managing di-
rector Kristian Petersen, is to stimulate 
scientific research in the North Atlantic 
island community by facilitating access 
to equipment while also offering services 
such as clinical analyses to institutions 
that have traditionally sent such work to 
overseas service providers.

As one of the Faroe Islands’ fore-
most organizations in the world of sci-
entific R&D, and a well-established ex-
pert adviser and provider of genetically 
optimized roe and juvenile fish to the 
Faroese aquaculture industry, Fiskaaling 
has taken an increasingly leading role as 
a science driven company. 

Its commitment to serving fish 
farmers, meanwhile, remains unques-
tioned.

“Most of our research is conducted 
in close cooperation with the Faroese 
aquaculture industry,” Mr. Petersen 
said. “At the same time we work closely 
with the University of the Faroe Islands 
and other domestic research institutes 
including the Faroe Marine Research 
Institute.”  

The international dimension, how-
ever, is significant, with emphasis placed 
on collaborative research. Accordingly, 
Fiskaaling is involved in research co-
operation with several foreign entities 
including Scandinavian research organ-
isation SINTEF; the Norwegian Insti-
tute of Food, Fisheries and Aquaculture 
Research (NOFIMA); the Norwegian 
University of Science and Technology 
(NTNU); food manufacturer Mills 
DA; the University of Tromsø; Nor-
way’s Institute of Marine Research; 

Iceland’s food and biotechnology R&D 
institute Matis; Denmark’s DTU Aqua; 
University of New Hampshire; Boston 
University; the US Naval Academy; and 
Scotland’s University of Stirling.

With researchers representing al-
most half of Fiskaaling’s entire work-
force, the publicly-owned company is 
seen to be taking seriously the Faroese 
government’s calls to attract the highly 
educated and stem the one-way flow of 
students and graduates who move abroad 
to study without returning.

Fiskaaling, the Aquaculture 
Research Station of the Faroes, is 
keen to create an international 
research environment on the 
islands—focusing on scientific 
research and development 
while keeping one foot in the 
aquaculture industry.

new opportunities:�  “We currently 
have about 20 ongoing research projects,” 
Mr. Petersen said. “Quite a few of them 
are PhD projects. Our total number of 
employees is 30 and of these, 13 are re-
searchers, five of them holding a PhD 
and another five working on their PhD 
projects. I think this is well in line with 
the policy announced by the Faroese 
government to find more domestic career 
opportunities for highly educated peo-
ple.”

“Our business strategy,” he added, 
“is very much about developing and 
maintaining a good research environ-
ment that attracts researchers and re-
tains them. Our vision is to create an 
international research community that 
will expand our knowledge base through 
R&D with the purpose of further in-
creasing quality in aquaculture.”

Fiskaaling has three research pro-
grams that cover a spectrum of subjects 
related to aquaculture management and 
development: technology and environ-
ment, production development, and 
biotechnology.

On the commercial side of the busi-
ness strategy, one point is about offering 
a venue for analyzing and testing aquatic 
organisms.

“We have some very decent facilities 
at the Nesvík Marine Center and we are 
going to make them available for testing 
and analysis purposes. We are currently 
experimenting with lumpfish to use as a 
biological agent against salmon lice, as 
lumpfish appear to eat such lice. Fish 
farmers are of course excited about this 
and they are eager to see the result of 
these experiments.”

“There are a number of things that 
we would like to take a closer look at, 
such as mussel farming, seaweeed, feed 
sampling,” Mr. Petersen said. 

“In that context, both domestic and 
foreign feed producers have expressed 
their interest to visit the Nesvík Ma-
rine Center to make their analyses and 
tests. Of interest also here, is that large 
multinationals have queried through 
Havsbrún about the possibilities of 
conducting such activities in the Faroes, 
probably in consideration of the costs in-
volved, which can be very high in some 
countries. 

“This could bring some new oppor-
tunities for us.”

Fiskaaling’s overall purpose is two-
fold: “1) to conduct research and devel-
opment and offer advice in the farming 
of aquatic organisms and within biotech-

nology; 2) to run commercial activities 
within that business framework.”

“The main focus of our research,” 
Mr. Petersen added, “is on the farming 
of fish and other aquatic organisms; it’s 
also about farming in open ocean; about 
feed, water, and production methods; ge-
netic research and biotechnology; food 
quality of farmed fish; disease prevention, 
fish welfare, and farming environment.”

Where 
science 
meets 
aquaculture

Fiskaaling  
aquaculture research station of the faroes 
við Áir, fo-430 hvalvík

www.fiskaaling.fo 
e-Mail: fiskaaling@fiskaaling.fo 
tel.: +298 474747 
fax: +298 474748

Managing director: Kristian Petersen

fiskaaling — aquaculture research 
station of the faroes — seeks to provide 
an active research environment in order 
to improve the knowledge base and help 
ensure the quality of aquaculture. 

In our focus on international research 
we collaborate with other research 
institutions, domestic and foreign, and 
work closely with the fish farming industry.  

examples of current projects:
•	 Proteoglycans (PGs), glycosaminogly-
cans (GaGs) and collagen in the connec-
tive tissue of fish muscle;
•	 the effect of fish protein/peptides on 
blood pressure;
•	 controlling plankton production in 
basins/ponds;
•	 Genetic studies of faroese cod stocks;
•	 open ocean fish farming;
•	 Quality of aquaculture products and 
feeds;
•	 resuspension of sediments impacted 
by fish farm wastes.

Managing director Kristian Petersen (left); 
Stripping of salmon eggs (right);
Laboratory work (below left);  
Inspecting the gills of salmon (below right).
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IN SEAFOOD sales, there is nothing 
quite like the word of mouth—pure 

praise offered honestly and without pay 
by people influencing people. Sometimes 
the message can even be catapulted to 
reach a mass audience through say, a 
newspaper story. Yet the effect will ul-
timately be conditioned by one single 
factor, one crucial ingredient known as 
product quality. 

“It’s simple,” said Óli Hansen, sales 
manager of fish farming company Hid-
denFjord, one of the Faroe Islands’ lead-
ing seafood exporters. “First, your offer 
has to be built on solid product quality. 
Next, once your quality can be trusted, 
you add uniqueness and value and all 
the rest of it.”

For HiddenFjord, product quality 
has to be confirmed by a spectrum of 
checks that go beyond taste, texture and 
appearance; it must include a measure 

of company ethics which considers the 
wellbeing of the fish as well as that of the 
workforce and the environment.

To the credit of the people behind 
HiddenFjord—a family business owned 
by the brothers Atli, Páll, and Regin 
Gregersen—the salmon they produce are 
now being trumpeted by famous chefs 
who delight in its top quality.

According to Richard Cook—a 
man described by the Daily Telegraph as 

“an environmentally sensitive producer 
who runs the Severn & Wye Smokery,” 
a company with “excellent green creden-
tials”—the world’s most exquisite farmed 
salmon indeed comes from HiddenFjord.

“The challenge to bring an untamed 

flavour to farmed salmon has run for de-
cades,” the newspaper noted in August 
2011, “but one kind is now proving to 
possess the good taste of its feral cousin. 
Known as Var, it is produced on a revolu-
tionary farm in the Faroe Islands, north 
of Shetland, that has come the closest yet 
to replicating the natural environment 
of a salmon.”

“I had looked for and looked for 
good-tasting fish farmed to a high stan-
dard of welfare,” Mr. Cook said. 

“A supplier from the Shetland Islands 
began sending us fish we really liked; I 
imagined it had been farmed there, but 
it came to light they were getting it from 
the Faroes.”

‘closest to Wild’ faroese salmon
celeBrated in the uk

Salmon from HiddenFjord wins 
endorsement from famous chefs for 
its great taste—“the closest yet to 
that of the wild Atlantic salmon,” 
writes the Telegraph, touting 
ethical fish farming as the secret to 
superior product quality.

no stress, no mess: It turned out 
the salmon originated from HiddenFjord, 
so Mr. Cook made sure to conduct thor-
ough inspections at their fish farming 
sites in the Faroes.

After having delivered salmon from 
HiddenFjord to some of his VIP clients 
in London—including Michael Roux 
Jr. of Le Gavroche, Mark Hix of Hix 
Restaurants, and John Williams of the 
Ritz—Mr. Cook declared: “The feed-
back was great,” adding that Mr. Wil-
liams called the salmon “the best farmed 
fish he had ever had.”

HiddenFjord’s fish farming method 
seeks to make optimum use of the fact 
that the waters surrounding the Faroes 

are known as a favorite feeding ground 
for wild Atlantic salmon. The farmed 
fish are thus fed marine feed which con-
tains essentially the same nutrition as 
found in that natural feeding ground.  

Importantly, the fish density in the 
pens is kept low, maximum 15 kg of fish 
per cubic meter of water, to keep stress 
and vulnerability at a minimum.

For each generation of fish, the 
farms are moved as required by law to a 
new location, to reduce the risk of pol-
lution on the seabed and minimize ex-
posure to the risk of disease.

“We keep our pens as far from the 
shore as possible,” Mr. Hansen said. 

“The further away, the stronger the 
currents, the bigger the waves, and the 
cleaner the environment. But there’s 
still a limit to how far we can go for all 
practical reasons and you don’t want un-
necessary damages occurring during the 
winter.”

Simulating the natural life of 
wild Atlantic salmon goes even further. 
When it comes time for harvesting, the 
on-growing pens are unmoored and 
dragged slowly toward a mobile slaugh-
terhouse, thereby making the salmon 
swim against the current generated, in 
line with their natural instinct, up until 
a certain point, at which they are led 

individually into chambers fitted with 
percussive stunners and bleeders. This 
makes the stunning and bleeding process 
swift and humane and most important, 
without pain or stress caused.

“Stress increases acidity in the fish, 
which makes it taste sour and leaves vis-
ible signs in its flesh,” Mr. Hansen said. 

“Therefore, avoiding stress for the salmon 
is essential for achieving the best product 
quality.” 

HiddenFjord 
luna Pf, Po Box 29, fo-510 Göta

http://www.hiddenfjord.com 
e-Mail: info@hiddenfjord.com 
tel.: +298 662100

Managing director: regin Gregersen  
Managing director: atli Gregersen

sales Manager: Óli hansen 
sales assistant: Jóan Petur Joensen

faroese exporter of farmed atlantic 
salmon. fully integrated process from 
roe haching and ongrowing of juvenile 
fish to delivery of complete product.

hiddenfjord superior salmon: 
fresh gutted, head-on. 
color 15/+ 
all sizes 1-9/+ kg. 
Packing in polystyrene boxes  
approx 22 kg. 
Possibility of supplying salmon 
packed in returnable bins.

hiddenfjord sushi Grade salmon: 
fresh gutted, head-on. 
special selected salmon suitable for sushi. 
Packing in polystyrene boxes  
approx 22 kg.  
all sushi Grade salmon is gill tagged. 
special sushi Grade labeled 
polystyrene box.

At one of HiddenFjord’s  
ongrowing pens;
HiddenFjord processing  
facilty (opposite);
View of HiddenFjord 
ongrowing pens (below).
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HE’S been known for years for 
working closely with Icelanders 

and has by some been accused of sacri-
ficing national Faroese interests in the 
process. But there’s nothing fishy about 
working with foreigners whether in tech-
nical, organizational or financial issues, 
or should there be? That’s what we asked 
fishing company Framherji’s managing 
partner Anfinn Olsen.

“The Faroese have always worked 
with other nations when it comes to 
fishing and the maritime industry,” Mr. 
Olsen pointed out. “Many of our sea-
farers have always worked with foreign 
shipowners. Only now there’s this con-
troversy over people from neighboring 
countries working with us here in the 
Faroes. 

“To be honest, I do not see any le-
gitimate reason to get all upset about this, 
and I suspect much of the controversy 
may have arisen because we are confus-
ing separate issues. Issues like the avail-
ability of finance and the cost of capital 
assets, together with national interests 

and fees for fishing licenses—it’s all 
treated as one big, politically messy 
question, impossible to handle seriously, 
much less building any consensus on.”

The subject of pricing of fishing 
licenses and capitalization of fishing 
businesses has figured more or less con-
sistently in the current debates on the 
future of fisheries legislation and regu-
lation in the Faroe Islands—linking to 
the question of foreign ownership of 
fishing rights, which is restricted to 33 
percent by law. By comparison, foreign 
ownership of aquaculture licenses is un-
restricted with a 50-percent cap on total 
ownership concentration in the industry, 
whether domestic or foreign.

“I’ll be to the first to admit that 
one valid argument has indeed been 
presented in the case against partial 
foreign ownership of fishing interests,” 
Mr. Olsen said. “That argument is about 
the cost of assets—that the presence of 
foreign capital could sometimes contrib-
ute to higher prices.”

But, he said, such factors can be 
addressed independently and the added 
costs involved “do not come close to out-
weighing the benefits offered by good 
partnerships” with foreign companies. 

By working across national borders, 
Mr. Olsen said, those in the fishing in-
dustry can gain access to critical knowl-
edge and skills that might otherwise 

Unstoppable globalization with 
rapid development in maritime 
technologies points toward a 
future of modern fishing that 
is essentially transnational 
with increasing cross-border 
regionalization, according to 
Framherji’s Anfinn Olsen.

be practically out of reach. “Access to 
capital is essential but it’s not the only 
thing you’ll be looking for. I can tell 
from my experience at Framherji that 
working with Samherji in particular has 
significantly increased our business ex-
pertise in a number of areas—financially, 
organizationally, technologically.”

‘out of touch’:�  While the Faroe 
Islands’ Framherji and Iceland ’s 
Samherji, owner of one-third of 
Framherji, are seen to be ahead of the 
curve in cross-border collaboration, the 
demands of development, according to 
Mr. Olsen, are generally leading to ever 
higher levels of specialization—ulti-

mately pushing modern fishing compa-
nies to follow or fall behind.

“We have some major areas of devel-
opment that simply cannot be ignored... 
Technology, for example, as related to 
the price of fuel, and emissions from the 
combustion of fuel. Overall, the amount, 
quality, and availability of data is slowly 
but surely revolutionizing every aspect of 
the business—from the way fishing gear 
is designed, to how we navigate, commu-
nicate, and find fish, to how our engines 
are designed to save more and pollute 
less, to the way the political and legal en-
vironment is evolving, sometimes seem-
ingly influenced by forces inscrutable to 
everyone in the industry—it all adds to 
the pressure on those who survive in this 
business.” 

As for the future according to Mr. 
Olsen, he predicts that cross-border col-
laboration in the North Atlantic will 
become the modus operandi for fishing 
companies operating technologically ad-
vanced, ocean going vessels.

“I see a growing degree of special-
ization but at the same time it’s becom-
ing clear that the fishing rights available 
for a fishing company in one jurisdiction 
may not alone suffice to support a top-of-
the-line, next-generation fishing vessel. 
Therefore, shipowners in say, Iceland, 
Faroe, Greenland, and Norway will find 
ways to collaborate to pool their fishing 
rights and share fishing vessels in ways 

that will make economic sense for them. 
A trawler can then be fishing during the 
first part of the year in one jurisdiction, 
then in another for the next few months, 
and so on. 

“The idea that you can stop business-
es from working together across national 
borders is out of touch with today’s re-
ality. It won’t work because people can 
be very creative  and clever to find ways 
around barriers. Besides, you cannot 
ring-fence a whole EEZ [exclusive eco-
nomic zone], can you?”

Framherji
Toftagjógv 6, FO-650 Toftir

E-Mail: framherji@framherji.fo 
Tel.: +298 447617

Managing Director:  
Anfinn Olsen

Owner and operator of fishing vessels.

Fillet freezer trawler:  
‘Vesturvón’ (2,114 GT)

Pelagic trawlers/purse seiner:  
‘Fagraberg’ (2,832 GT)

Longliner:  
‘Stapin’ (466 GT)

Frozen-at-sea products: Fillets of cod, 
haddock and other groundfish species; 
‘jap-cut’ redfish. Fresh iced products: 
Whole round gutted or filleted cod, 
haddock, other groundfish. Pelagic: 
Herring, blue whiting, capelin, mackerel.  

Partly owned subsidiaries: 
Faroe Origin — fishing, seafood processing 
Bergfrost — cold storage facility

UK seafood trading company:  
Seagold, Hull

Fagraberg getting ready to land  
her catch at Fuglafjørður;  
Managing partner Anfinn Olsen (below); 
Vesturvón steaming out to sea (opposite).

fishinG across national Borders
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The Faroe Islands Fisheries Inspection monitors all fishing 
activities within the 200 mile Faroese exclusive economic zone 
(EEZ). This includes fish farming and landing of fish, shellfish 
and crustaceans within the area as well as the activities of 
Faroese fishing vessels in foreign waters. It’s our job to:

• Ensure that all Faroe Islands fishing laws and regulations are observed;

• Help Faroese and foreign vessels in need of towage or pumping assistance;

• Conduct pollution inspection and control inside the Faroese EEZ including clearing up oil pollution;

• Inspect safety equipment on vessels;

• Train cadets in navigation;

• Operate a diving school and provide for treatment of the 
bends; 

• Provide information to fishermen.

FiskiveiðieFtirlitið
Faroe Islands Fisheries Inspection

Anytime.

Expect us.

Yviri við Strond 3, PO Box 1238, FO-110 Tórshavn  |  www.fve.fo  |  Email: fve@fve.fo  |  Tel +298 311 065  |  Fax +298 313 981
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IN THIS Day aND aGE, in seafood 

as well as in other industries, it’s become 

quick and convenient for suppliers and cus-

tomers to connect directly, generally mak-

ing times tough for middlemen and agents. 

So what would make an independent 

seafood trader survive and thrive in such an 

environment? ask landshandilin, a Faro-

ese independent who’s been in the business 

for more than 25 years. 

Since we last reported, in the spring of 

2011, landshandilin has expanded its mar-

ket coverage dramatically through teaming 

up with a number of additional sourcing 

partners in Norway, Shetland, and main-

land Scotland. Meanwhile with the sales 

team joined by karen lee, a representative 

who speaks both Mandarin Chinese and 

English, landshandilin is looking to gain 

foothold in China, Taiwan, Vietnam and 

elsewhere, to complement existing posi-

tions in e.g. Germany and the U.S.

“It’s about delivery reliability,” says 

managing partner and sales director Finn 

rasmussen. 

“as an independent, you’ll have a hard 

time sourcing from only one small geo-

graphical area. That’s why we’ve extended 

our sourcing base beyond Faroe and Ice-

land to also include fishing vessels and sea-

food processors in Norway, Shetland and 

Scotland. This has further increased our 

ability to deliver and that is something our 

clients appreciate.”

Mr. rasmussen adds: “real commit-

ment to top quality and customer satisfac-

tion is critical for the success of this busi-

ness. Our clients know by experience what 

it’s like to work with us—they know we’ll 

meet their requests and their specifications, 

and deliver on budget, on time. This has 

always been an important aspect of how 

we operate and it’s been enhanced by the 

way things have developed. 

“For example, we now have daily ac-

cess to the Uk transport infrastructure 

which includes international hubs like 

london Heathrow. This has strengthened 

our exports to North america quite con-

siderably and is essential for our new clients 

in asia.”

The broadening of landshandilin’s 

supplier base has increased the company’s 

choice in terms of products, according to 

Mr. rasmussen—fresh fillets, portions 

and other variables of cod, saithe, redfish, 

atlantic salmon, and most other commer-

cial species found in the Northeast atlantic. 

“It’s always a matter of process, size, species, 

delivery time, and price,” he says. “We can 

now match our clients’ needs better than 

ever before, even when it comes to larger 

quantities.”

One major element of the business 

has to do with finance and insurance. “We 

are keen on keeping close watch on not 

least our own credit limits,” says Niclas 

rasmussen, managing partner and finance 

director. “Well, there are quite a number 

of things to keep track of, ranging from 

book keeping to currencies to export in-

surance. Fortunately, we’ve managed to 

develop effective methods in dealing with 

such matters.”

Backed by a rapidly expanding base of suppliers in the Northeast Atlantic, 
seafood trader Landshandilin makes fresh inroads into markets in Asia and 
elsewhere—shipping orders seven days a week, by air and surface. 

Seafood all over the World Landshandilin 
Po Box 17, fo-110 tórshavn

www.landshandilin.fo 
e-Mail: lanhan@post.olivant.fo 
tel.: +298 311 385 
fax: +298 313 556

Managing owners:   
finn rasmussen — sales director 
niclas rasmussen — finance director

Independent trading company with 25 
years of experience in seafood. fresh 
fillets, portions and other variables of 
cod, saithe, redfish, atlantic salmon, 
and most other commercial species 
found in the northeast atlantic. 

delivery worldwide.

for example — fresh:  
atlantic salmon, arctic char,  
saithe (coley/Boston bluefish),  
redfish (ocean perch) monkfish,  
turbot, halibut.  
frozen: atlantic salmon,  
silver smelt.  
wet salted: saithe.

Managing owners Finn Rasmussen,  
seated, and Niclas Rasmussen;
headed and gutted Atlantic salmon (above).
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MARITIME services 
are often referred to 
as the pathway to 
future growth for 
a Faroese business 
community in need 

of diversifying from fishing and aquaculture. 
There is an irony in that this future may already 
be very close, only with the seafood sector as pri-
mary driver of development—rapid expansion of 
the aquaculture business in recent years, topped 
up more lately with booming pelagic fisheries, 
has pushed logistics services providers to offer 
more effective solutions. Now with the pelagic 
fishing industry determined to do its part in ful-
filling the politically charged will of making sure 
all catch is processed as human grade food, a new 
wave of projects is being launched.

The Faroese fishing industry as a whole has 
been boosted by the recent growth in domestic 
pelagic fisheries, generating a host of related busi-
ness, not only in the port and shipping sector but 
also in other areas, including equipment and gear 
for the fishing fleets. 

In fact, this has long been an area of par-
ticular strength for the Faroese, who are increas-
ingly recognized among the world’s leaders in 
designing and manufacturing fishing gear, with 
an expanding business established in the Faroes 
as well as in Norway, Greenland, and Canada—
and now Denmark, too.

In the last couple of decades or so—at least 
since the 1992 inception of the Faroe Islands 
International Ship Register (FAS)— there’s 
been much talk of the Faroe Islands as a po-
tential merchant shipping center. With recent 
developments pointing toward imminent inclu-
sion for the Faroes in the Paris MoU, however, 
it’s become clear that a new milestone could be 
reached this year concerning the crucial process 
of building a credibility platform for the FAS. 
That, if anything, is certain to help propel the 
Faroese merchant shipping sector forward. 

Because the Faroes is largely a nation of 
seafarers, many of them well trained and inter-
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ad-
vances

The growing port and 
shipping sector in the 

Faroes is complemented 
by expansion in the 

manufacture of fishing 
gear and industrial-grade 

cleaning agents; but the 
pressure is on to develop 

the infrastructure for 
pelagic food fish.
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IT’S BEEN 20 years since the Faroese first 

floated their own open ship registry, known 

as FaS (Føroyska altjóða Skipaskráin), or 

the Faroe Islands International Ship reg-

ister. Back in 1992 this was a legislative 

provision intended to convince a few mer-

chant vessels not to flag out over fiscal and 

related issues. after leading a low key life 

for about a decade-and-a-half, the FaS was 

recently repurposed and refitted to attract 

international merchant fleets to ‘Merkið’ 

(‘the Banner’—the Faroese flag). 

In 2009 the registry was launched 

as a separate division under the Faroese 

Maritime authority (FMa), offering in-

ternationally competitive tax incentives 

combined with a lean administration and 

the reputation of a Nordic accomplished 

seafaring nation.

The number of FaS-registered entities 

has increased over the last few years, with 

Faroese, Swedish and Norwegian shipown-

ers leading the way to total some 75 mer-

chant vessels as of March 2012.

Now, at the 20th anniversary of the 

inception of the registry, a new break-

through could be on the horizon, promis-

ing the Faroese to join the White list of 

the Paris Memorandum of Understanding 

of Port State Control (Paris MoU). 

a November 2011 flag state audit by 

the United Nations International Maritime 

Organisation (IMO) assessed Faroese com-

pliance with IMO regulation and require-

ments, which is a criterion for the flag to be 

officially evaluated low risk. It is also one 

of a number of conditions under the Paris 

MoU inspection regime that ships have to 

meet to be considered low risk vessels.

‘advantaGes:�’ FMa Director General 

Tommy Petersen: “Our anticipation is that 

when the Paris MoU regime issues their 

new three-year summary, the Faroese flag 

will be included in the White list of flags 

on the high seas.” 

“The conclusion of the [IMO] report 

is very favorable indeed,” Mr. Petersen says.

“The Faroese maritime administration 

is well prepared and is in a good position 

to offer its flag state services in the inter-

national shipping market.”

“With no more than two minor non-

conformities the Faroese administration 

has proven very capable. 

“Furthermore, the report points to a 

number of best practice attributes, which 

show the advantages of a small administra-

tion with a close and efficient cooperation 

between the various ministries and insti-

tutions.”

an autonomous part of the kingdom 

of Denmark, the Faroe Islands is associate 

member of the IMO with the right to at-

tend meetings in committees and subcom-

mittees and to speak, yet without the right 

to vote. Contributions from the country 

concerning safety at sea, seafarers’ welfare, 

and pollution prevention are thus promot-

ed through the Danish Maritime authority.

The scope of the November IMO 

Voluntary Member State audit comprised 

the following major IMO conventions and 

their successful implementation into Faro-

ese legislation: SOlaS 74, SOlaS Proto-

col 78, SOlaS Protocol 88, STCW95, 

MarPOl, ll 66 & ll Protocol, and 

Tonnage 69.

faS: White banner in Sight FAS  
faroe Islands International ship register 
faroese Maritime authority  
sigmundargøta 13 
Po Box 1178, fo-110 tórshavn

www.fas.fo 
e-Mail: fma@fma.fo 
tel.: +298 351 500 
fax: +298 351 505

director General: tommy Petersen

fas was launched in 1992 and has 
proven to be an excellent alternative 
to other ship registers. fas offers a 
number of financial advantages including 
a flexible, efficient, and uncomplicated 
administration.

the faroese flag, known as Merkið, is 
internationally recognized. 

the faroe Islands is an associate 
Member of the International Maritime 
organization (IMo). the relevant IMo/
Ilo conventions are in force in the faroe 
Islands.

Prospects look positive for the Faroe Islands International Ship Regis-
ter (FAS) following a successful voluntary flag state audit by the IMO—
with anticipation for the Faroese flag to be included in the Paris MoU 
White List from 2012.

nationally experienced. With the right 
conditions in place, this in itself could 
well form the basis of meaningful man-
agement services in the maritime busi-
ness.

surprisinG:� The legal system in the 
Faroes, in some areas admittedly less 
comprehensive than say, the English one, 
has some significant advantages in its 
Scandinavian roots and in its compact-
ness. This makes the country virtually 
bureaucracy free while still being well 
organized with a large public service sec-

tor that will go to great lengths to do 
exactly that—serve, rather than rule for 
the sake of ruling.

Those who provide legal and finan-
cial services in the Faroes are acutely 
aware of the needs of not only the Faro-
ese business community but even those 
of the foreign entities that do business 
in the islands in some shape or form, 
whether in seafood, merchant shipping, 
tourism, or oil and gas exploration.

Meanwhile the various challenges 
associated with building an adequate 
infrastructure for the pelagic fishing 
industry has moved to the top of the 
agenda at all levels of policymaking 
with harbor developments progressing, 
logistics services stretched to capacity, 
and new freezing factories underway in-
cluding “one of the most modern pelagic 
fish processing solutions in the world,” 
according to two Icelandic firms who 
supply processing machinery for a new 
pelagic plant at Tvøroyri.

Aquaculture and wild-caught 
groundfish—the two other main parts 
of the Faroese seafood trade—are like-
wise keeping logistics providers busy in 
no small way. Indeed, as businesses be-
come more internationally oriented and 
less dependent on traditional means of 
solving problems, Faroese seafood logis-
tics are increasingly making use of major 
air freight hubs such as London Heath-
row to reach markets in the Far East or 
North America.

At the same time, port authorities 
are eying a further opportunity in off-
shore oil and gas, the potential impact 
of which could, in time, be far-reaching.

 As for manufacturing and exports 
otherwise, the Faroese have long been 
successful in what some might find sur-
prising: detergents and cleaning agents.

Container vessel flanked by longliners; 
Tórshavn’s Western Harbour (above). 
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Port of Fuglafjørður
fuglafjarðar havn 
harbor office, fo-530 fuglafjørður

www.fuglafjordur.fo 
e-Mail: pof@online.fo 
tel.: +298 444054 or 212054 
fax: +298 445154

harbormaster: rólant højsted

leading pelagic fishing industry port with 
approximately 1000 meters of total quay 
length; quayside depths up to 14m.  

excellent natural harbor, accessible 
in all weather conditions.

facilities include fish meal, oil and feed 
production plant, cold storage, trawl 
and purse seine net manufacturing 
and repairs, mechanical workshops 
inc. authorized Baader processing 
machinery maintenance, electrical 
repairs, hydraulics, provisioning. 

Bunkering: MGo, hfo, blends.

FOR THE traditional home port of 
the pelagic fishing industry, it might 

have felt like a slap in the face when a 
prospective investor, at the turn of the 
year 2011/2012, unexpectedly decided 
to go elsewhere than Fuglafjørður with 
its investment to build a processing fac-
tory for pelagic food fish. While the 
snub—reportedly caused by delays in 
crucial harbor development—may have 
economic consequences for the local 
community, at least in the short term, 
the mayor of Fuglafjørður, Sigurð S. 
Simonsen, remains determined to move 
forward with the long-planned project.

“Already at the time they built 
Havsbrún the idea was there to have a 
freezing plant,” Mr. Simonsen said. “In 
the 12 years since I became mayor of 
this town, the Municipal Council has 
worked steadfastly to provide the con-
ditions required for such a facility to 
become a reality. Now we’ve just had a 
setback as this deal didn’t come through; 

but we remain as committed as ever to 
the process and certainly believe that 
we will have an investor on board be-
fore long.”

Meanwhile construction work on a 
60-meter dock extension continues and 
is expected completed in April/May this 
year (2012), some seven months later 
than originally scheduled, delivering a 
total 180 m of deepwater berth for the 
planned processing plant. 

“We had a costly delay,” Mr. 
Simonsen said. “If it wasn’t for that delay, 
perhaps this investor would be building 
the factory to open for business at the 
onset of this year’s mackerel season. But 

that’s speculation and we’re now look-
ing ahead with confidence—after all, the 
area we’re preparing will now be made 
completely ready and tidy for anyone to 
inspect. It will be easier than ever be-
fore to envision the business when all 
the ground work has been done includ-
ing utility links, which is no small part 
in this context. Because such a factory 
requires a lot of power and, depending 
on whether they will be filleting or not, 
a lot of water, too.”

capacity:� With all such things in 
place, the Port of Fuglafjørður, after all, 
may still be in the game when it comes 

fuGlafjørður proceeds With plan  
for pelaGic food fish

to pelagic food fish. After all, the port—
by far the deepest in the Faroe Islands—
has a well-established infrastructure for 
the pelagic fishing industry that is large-
ly uncontested, boasting such facilities 
as, in addition to the giant fish reduction 
plant, a high-capacity cold store, a lead-
ing fishing gear producer, an interna-

tional bunker service, outstanding engi-
neering and repair services, provisioning, 
and more. 

Meanwhile, with fishing for indus-
trial reduction on the retreat, landings to 
Havsbrún are expected to decline.

“We have seen this coming for a long 
time,” Mr. Simonsen said, “and this is 
one of the reasons we want to push for-
ward the plan for a pelagic food fish fac-
tory at Fuglafjørður. Of course, there are 
many more reasons why this location is 
the natural choice for those looking to 
invest—our advantage as a provider for 
the pelagic fleets is very clear.”

So even though, come summer 
2012, the Faroe Islands will have no less 
than two competing processing plants 
for pelagic food fish—at Kollafjørður 
and Tvøroyri, respectively—the port 
authority for the Port of Fuglafjørður, 
the Municipal Council, believes there 
is still a viable market for a third one.

According to Mr. Simonsen, the 
key to that perception has to do with 
the fact that the Faroese government has 
made it its official policy to promote the 
idea that, as far as practically possible, 
all of the mackerel caught in Faroese 
waters should be processed for human 
consumption, preferably on land-based 
facilities in the Faroe Islands or, if at sea, 

on board Faroese factory vessels. This 
food fish trend is seen to extend into 
other pelagic species as well, notably blue 
whiting. As the abundance of mackerel 
in Faroese waters combines with a grow-
ing international quota for blue whiting, 
the stage is set for the current pelagic 
bonanza to continue. And while last year 
was the busiest so far in this respect with 
soaring exports, this year is likely to set 
new records.

Mr. Simonsen added: “Say our total 
catch of pelagic fish in the coming years 
will amount to an average 300,000 to 
500,000 tonnes per annum. Now if we 
want all of that fish processed for human 
consumption, two factories are not going 
to do the job. We will need a third one.”

Mayor Sigurð S. Simonsen posing in front of 
area asigned for pelagic processing plant;
Russian trawler Iosif Schmelkin berthed at the 
Cold Storage Terminal (opposite, bottom left);
Bulk carrier Meteora, 185m  (below left); 
Busy day at the port (below right).

Pressing ahead with development 
to prepare a large harbor area for 
food fish processing, the Port of 
Fuglafjørður remains optimistic 
on the prospects of attracting 
investors to the Faroe Islands’ 
foremost pelagic fishing port.
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million [2.7m eur] using it—so it was a 
good investment on their part.” 

Mr. Jacobsen added: “You know, 
word gets around and that was when 
Beinir’s owners came to us for a new 
pelagic trawl for herring, which they 
have also been able to use on mackerel. 
They had the trawl at the beginning of 
the year [2012] and used it for three trips 
on herring before switching to trumpet 
fish west of Ireland, and it has performed 
very well for them.”

since 1969:�  Commenting further on 
the take-over deal with Strandby Net, 
Mr. Petersen said: “In our opinion, by 

entering into this agreement with 
Strandby Net we are strengthening our 
position significantly on the Danish 
market.”

He added: “We have no wish to 
stand still, but rather to grow—both 
through opening more locations and 
through developing further the equip-
ment that we design, produce, and sup-
ply.” 

Vónin has long placed heavy em-
phasis on research and development, and 
has a dedicated Development Depart-
ment. The company has sponsored PhD 
projects and worked extensively with 
Havstovan, the Faroe Marine Institute. 

Vónin Canada, for instance, is currently 
involved in a 5 million cad project led 
by the Fisheries and Marine Institute of 
Memorial University of Newfoundland, 

“to develop and commercialize innovative 
fishing systems capable of catching com-
mercial quantities of finfish and shellfish, 
but with reduced seabed contact com-
pared to traditional systems.”

Founded in 1969, Vónin is one of 
today’s foremost manufacturers of fish-
ing gear and has won acclaim for its com-
mitment to product and service quality. 
Prior to the Strandby Net deal, the 
company had three departments in the 
Faroes, one in Canada (Vónin Canada), 
five in Greenland (Qalut Vónin), and six 
in Norway (RFG). 

Vónin
head office: 
Bakkavegur 22, fo-530 fuglafjørður

www.vonin.com 
e-Mail: info@vonin.com 
tel.: +298 474200 
fax: +298 474201

Managing director: hjalmar Petersen

developer and manufacturer of fishing 
gear and aquaculture equipment for the 
international markets. reseller of related 
products. 

advice, international service, repairs.

offices: faroe Islands, norway,  
Greenland, canada, denmark.  
own net lofts and warehouses in 
fuglafjørður, tórshavn, norðskála, nuuk, 
sisimiut, aasiaat, Illulissat, uummanaq, 
Port-de-Grave, honningsvåg, tromsø, 
finnsnes, svolvær, rørvik, torvik. 

Bottom trawls, shrimp trawls,  
midwater trawls, semi-pelagic trawls, 
purse seine nets, sorting grids and nets, 
trawl doors, ropes, wires, twines, chains, 
shackles, spare parts, accessories.

nets for fish farming, float frames,  
drum net washers, mooring systems.

THE QUESTION of how and when 
to enter Denmark may have lin-

gered long for Vónin; but as the Faroese 
fishing gear manufacturer, in april 2012, 
signed an acquisition deal with Jutland 
net producer Strandby Net, Danish 
fishing vessels were certainly given new 
reasons to trade with the company. Of 
possible relevance is the fact that quite 
a few of those fishing vessels—not least 
the larger pelagic ones—happen to be 
owned and crewed in full or in part by 
Faroese fishermen, some of them living 
in Denmark.

Whereas Vónin buys 75 percent of 
the shares in Strandby Net at an undis-
closed price, the new subsidiary will con-
tinue under the management of former 
managing owner Lars Peter Larsen, who 
retains a 25-pct. share.

Vónin’s managing director Hjalmar 
Petersen said: “Mr. Larsen, who was the 
owner and who still holds 25 pct. of the 
shares, is a highly respected professional, 

and we are pleased that he will continue 
as general manager for Strandby Net.”

According to Vónin, the company 
has a history of working with Strandby 
Net in connection with repairs of equip-
ment supplied by Vónin to Danish cus-
tomers. 

Employing around 15 people, 
Strandby Net has one department in 
Strandby and one in Skagen, both towns 
located in Northern Jutland. The compa-
ny is well equipped and has, for example, 
specialty trucks that can winch trawls to 
shore for repairs direct from client boats. 
Besides fishing, Strandby Net offers a 
wide range of nets for various purposes 
to a number of industries. 

Skagen is known as Denmark’s 
most important port for the pelagic fish-
ing fleet, with not only Danish vessels 
calling but also, for example, Swedish, 
Norwegian, Polish, Baltic, Scottish, and 
Irish.

“At present Strandy Net deliver 
trawl gear to smaller vessels,” Mr. 
Petersen noted. 

“The plan is to extend the reach to 
also include larger Danish pelagic ves-
sels. This is something that Vónin’s ex-
pertise and supply can help us achieve. 
After all, Vónin has provided equipment 
around the globe.”

Vónin has some experience in sup-
plying Danish vessels, one of them re-
cently equipped with fishing gear from 
the company’s pelagic department at 
Fuglafjørður. 

Lately quotas for Atlanto-Scandian 

herring have been reduced, with less of 
that species to catch for vessels from 
the Faroe Islands and other countries. 
Meanwhile, North Sea herring quotas, 
to which the Danes have access, have 
been increased to the benefit of their 
pelagic fleet.

“Recently we supplied a full set 
of gear to the Danish pelagic trawler 
Beinir,” said Jógvan S. Jacobsen, who 
heads sales of pelagic fishing gear for 
Vónin. 

“A few years ago we sold codends 
to Ruth, another Danish pelagic vessel. 
They have only used one of the two sets 
of codends so far but have fished for 20 

Aiming straight at the pelagic market, fishing gear major 
Vónin moves into Danish territory by taking over three-

quarters of Strandby Net in a deal expected to expand and 
consolidate the company’s international position.

vónin takes foothold in denmark

Head of pelagic sales Jógvan S. Jacobsen  
with Sámal Olsen, left;
Danish pelagic trawler Ruth landing her catch 
at Fuglafjørður (opposite).

http://www.vonin.com
mailto:info@vonin.com
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AT THE TURN of the year 2010- 
11, the mood was somber in a 

number of Faroese towns and villages 
as the bankruptcy of Faroe Seafood had 
brought activities to a grinding halt in 
several seafood processing locations.

Luckily in some places though, no-
tably Runavík, it didn’t take long before 
factories were up and running again, 
with associated fishing boats back in 
business as well.

“To be honest, we were a bit nervous 
at the time,” said Tórbjørn Jacobsen, har-
bor master of the Port of Runavík. “But 
thankfully the situation changed for the 
better rather quickly.”

With Faroe Origin taking over 
much of what used to be Faroe Seafood’s 
assets, including the large ‘Lynfrost’ pro-
cessing plant at Runavík and virtually 
all of the group’s fishing vessels, things 
were back to normal in a matter of weeks. 

“The community is buzzing again, 
but we were reminded that change can 
happen rapidly,” Mr. Jacobsen said. 

The former ‘Beta’ fish landing sta-
tion was not part of the Faroe Seafood 
deal and so remained idle for a while. 

Eventually though, with machin-
ery and inventory sold and the building 
repurposed for warehousing, a solution 
came when freight carrier Fresh Link 
decided to relocate and set up base 
there. The company caters to the needs 
of seafood exporters as well as import-
ers of general cargo and the move was 
welcomed by the local community, as it 
filled the void left by the closure of Faroe 
Ship’s base in the area a few years back. 

“Runavík has a proud tradition as 
host to a shipping service of this kind,” 

Mr. Jacobsen said. “So of course, we’re 
pleased with this development—it gen-
erates new port traffic and brings with it 
other related business activities.”

planninG biG:� The Port of Runavík 
remains a major whitefish hub and is also 
home to the Faroe Islands’ largest pro-
ducer of farmed salmon. 

With tens of thousands of tonnes 
of saithe and codfish landed per year to 
Faroe Origin and other seafood proces-
sors, an additional 30,000 tonnes or so 
of salmon products are dispatched from 
aquaculture giant Bakkafrost’s facility 
at Glyvrar a few hundred meters up the 

runavík’s Bid for top spot

With business buzzing and a 
new freight carrier moving 
in, the Port of Runavík 
continues its commitment to 
long-term, large-scale harbor 
development—with a plan in 
place to serve industries ranging 
from seafood to oil and gas.

fjord from the Runavík-Saltangará fish-
ing harbor.

“It seems the overall trend for this 
port is in the direction of more and more 
traffic,” Mr. Jacobsen said. “But in these 
times of financial instability, we still 
need to stay realistic in our expectations 
and projections.”

Worldwide demand for seafood is 
predicted to rise in the years to come, 
which is good news for an economy 
that survives on exports of fish prod-
ucts. Meanwhile, as the prospects for 
oil and gas look no less promising, the 
Port of Runavík is keen to accommodate 
the needs of those involved in explora-

tion offshore the Faroes. Beyond today’s 
level of activities, should hydrocarbons 
be found in commercially viable quan-
tities, clearly, the existing capacity to 
handle the workload would hit a ceiling.

 Said Mr. Jacobsen: “To keep pace 
with the demand of offshore oil and gas, 
we may in time need to drastically step 
up development, depending on the out-
come of exploration and provided the 
industry’s supply base of choice remains 
here.”

Situated in and around the Skála-
fjord, the Faroes’ longest fjord, the Port 
of Runavík is a well sheltered natural 
harbor, able to receive all types of ships.

Thanks to the shipyard at Skála 
and several mechanical and electrical 
engineering firms located in the area in 
addition to a host of services available 
for the commercial fishing and maritime 
industries, the port’s array of offerings 
are impressive.

There is nonetheless a Master Plan 
for Runavík that lays out how to stay 
competitive and indeed become the top 
Faroese port in terms of general business 
activities, cargo volumes, and revenues. 

“We’ve worked with a specialist firm 
to create a blueprint for long-term harbor 
development,” Mr. Jacobsen said. 

“Local businesses are very positive to 
the plan and have contributed to it. Now 
we need the Municipal Council to clear 
the way for final acceptance.”

The blueprint includes features that 

will dramatically alter the landscape 
north of the shipyard at Skála, where 
the offshore supply base will be placed 
should production become a reality in 
Faroese territory. 

Meanwhile on the other side of the 
fjord, a large area has been identified to 
ready the port for increased container 
traffic. 

Space has likewise been allocated 
for cruise tourism while the fishing in-
dustry will basically keep what it cur-
rently has.

Port of Runavík
runavíkar havn 
harbor office, fo-600 saltangará

www.runavik.fo 
e-Mail: havnarskrivstovan@runavik.fo 
tel.: +298 449 449 
fax: +298 448 920

harbor master: tórbjørn Jacobsen

one of the faroe Islands’ leading fishing 
ports. situated on skálafjørður, the 
longest fjord in the faroe Islands. Biggest 
and most developed harbor on the fjord. 
the faroes’ only offshore supply base. 

all types of vessels served. 

total length of quays approximately 
1,700 meters, maximum depth 12 m. 

services, industry include:  
fish handling, processing and related 
business; shipyard with 116m long 
dry dock and 1200-mt capacity 
slipway; mechanical workshops, 
electrical engineering, marine 
electronics; warehousing, cold storage, 
stevedoring, transport; provisions.

Harbor master Tórbjørn Jacobsen; 
Pair trawlers Heykur and Falkur  
landing a fresh catch (opposite);
Offshore support vessel Viking Lady 
receiving service (below).
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SINCE founded in 2008, freight 
carrier Fresh Link has confirmed 

that the Faroe Islands’ old sea connec-
tion to northern Scotland represents a 
vital trade route and can indeed be eco-
nomically viable for those who operate 
it. Unexpectedly, the service has also 
contributed to dramatic growth in the 
export of Faroese fresh seafood by air to 
the United States as well as to China and 
other markets in the Far East.

Technically, this has all been pos-
sible for decades, yet the option of using 
air freight for transport in large quanti-
ties has only recently been utilized by 
Faroese seafood exporters.

“It all started with the vacuum left 
by Chile’s salmon exporters a few years 
back when the spread of ISA [infectious 
salmon anemia] caused serious disrup-
tions as producers were forced to shut 
down operations temporarily,” said Fresh 
Link managing director Rógvi Hansen. 

“Faroese suppliers came under pressure 
from skyrocketing U.S. demand and all 
of a sudden found themselves contem-
plating the logistics of transporting fresh 
seafood across the Atlantic. Our service 

is fit for the purpose and we’re the only 
ones to offer regular sailings to Scotland, 
our nearest neighbor. The cargo can then 
be trucked from the north of Scotland 
to an international airport in the United 
Kingdom.”

While Glasgow International Air-
port was used for a period, the London 
Heathrow Airport—reportedly the 
world’s leading international airport 
serving 88 airlines and 196 destina-
tions—eventually became the preferred 
point from which to fly the refrigerated 
goods, not only across the Atlantic but 
also to the Far East.

“A large proportion of the salmon 
that we ship from the Faroes goes to sea-
food buyers in Scotland but the airfreight 
part of it has been growing rapidly,” Mr. 
Hansen said. “Most of it is fresh sea-
food destined for the U.S., and lately also 
the Far East. Virtually all of it now goes 
through London Heathrow.” 

‘very competitive’:�  While Fresh 
Link’s main contribution to the process 
concerns shipment between Faroe and 
Scotland, their clients tend to hire the 
more comprehensive service that takes 
care of moving the goods all the way to 
the receiver. 

“We manage the whole arrange-
ment,” Mr. Hansen said. “Refrigerated 
transport by sea from Faroe to Scotland, 
from there by road down to Heathrow, 
and from there by air to say, Boston, Los 
Angeles, Shanghai, or Hong Kong, then 
by road to final destination—our clients 

seem to prefer it this way. So they won’t 
have to worry about the shipping part 
and all that goes with it, knowing it’s in 
safe hands and will arrive at the receiver 
on time and in impeccable condition.”

Building a relationship of trust with 
clients has been critical to the success 

enaBlinG fresh deliveries across the GloBe
Shipping thousands of tonnes of fresh seafood in an unbroken 
refrigeration chain to the UK, across the Atlantic, and to the Far East, 
the Fresh Link freight service connects the Faroes to the world via 
Scotland and London Heathrow.

of Fresh Link, Mr. Hansen added. “It’s 
quite simple,” he said. “We know what 
we do and what we’re good at—and we 
make sure our clients can rely on it com-
pletely.”

Fresh Link’s move from Toftir 
to neighboring Runavík, in 2011, has 
helped improve service quality, accord-
ing to Mr. Hansen.

“The issue of warehousing was 
solved as we obtained a contract to rent 
the building that used to belong to Beta. 
This is a spacious building with offices 
upstairs and warehousing on the lower 
floor, and it’s situated next to the dock 
used by our reefer vessel.”

With a new chilling room fitted 

into the Runavík warehouse by early 
spring 2012—and with harbor devel-
opment in Scrabster, Scotland, set to be 
completed by July to enable docking next 
to the modern fish market there—Fresh 
Link can offer its clients the transporta-
tion of their goods in an unbroken refrig-
eration chain.

“These improvements are impor-
tant to our clients,” Mr. Hansen said. 

“When a truck delivers goods to us for 
transportation, it’s unloaded inside the 
chilling room with the cargo shielded 
from weather, temperature changes, or 
whatever might be of concern. From 
there it’s taken directly to a refrigerated 
hold on board the Silver Fjord. The next 

stop will be the fish market in Scrabster 
which is refrigerated as well; the transfer 
from the ship will be even better once 
they’ve completed the new dock there 
next to the fish market.”

Meanwhile Mr. Hansen, who left 
Faroe Ship for the position of Fresh Link 
managing director in July 2011, sees 
untapped potential in imports from the 
UK. “This is an opportunity that we re-
ally should do more to promote—after 
all, the UK is a very competitive import 
market.”

Fresh Link managing director Rógvi Hansen; 
Silver Fjord at Runavík (bottom left);
Loading seafood cargo (bottom center);
Airport view (bottom right).

Fresh Link
Kongshavn 1, fo-600 saltangará

e-Mail: freshlink@freshlink.fo 
tel.: +298 668700 
fax: +298 478701

Managing director: rógvi hansen

shipping, domestic and international 
transportation and logistics services. 
temperature controlled cargo; air 
cargo; forwarding; stevedoring.

operating the only liner service between 
the faroe Islands and scotland. 

weekly sailing schedule:  
runavík-scrabster (Monday) 
scrabster-runavík (tuesday) 
runavík-scrabster (friday)  
scrabster-runavík (saturday)
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THE NEWS BROKE at the turn of 
the year 2011/2012 that a leading 

pelagic fishing group, Varðin had teamed 
up with Tvøroyri’s whitefish processor 
Delta Seafood to plow 190 million dkk 
(25.6m eur) into a new factory with the 
purpose of processing pelagic fish—such 
as mackerel, herring, and blue whiting—
for human consumption.

The story reclaims a position for the 
Port of Tvøroyri in the Faroese fishing 
industry, recalling times gone by—not 
too long ago, this was the country’s lead-
ing port for many decades, back in the 
early days of commercial fishing during 
the 20th century, laying the first eco-
nomic foundations of modern-day Faro-
ese society.

The port authority, the Municipal 
Council of Tvøroyri, was quick to wel-
come Varðin Pelagic’s development plan, 
granting all necessary licenses and per-

missions without delay. “It was a pleasure 
to hand the people behind Varðin Pelagic 
the building permit for the new facto-
ry,” said the mayor of Tvøroyri, Kristin 
Michelsen. 

“They have documented that with 
responsible management it will be pos-
sible to get a good return on their in-
vestment, and we are delighted that our 
central location to the fishing grounds 
will be used as a natural advantage. In 
many cases the steaming time between 
our port and the fishing grounds is only 
a few hours.”

The scale of the investment is 
highlighted not only by the outfitting 
and assembly of the processing plant it-
self—an advanced production line made 
in Iceland, fitted into a former seafood 
factory building, with an extension to 

the main hall under construction as of 
March 2012 to make room for a freezing 
unit. It is likewise highlighted by the fact 
that a new 50-meter dock with depths 
alongside of 10 to 11m is being added to 
the Fishing Harbor, for the catch recep-
tion of the processing plant, next to a 
large outdoor working area that will be 
dedicated to support operations in and 
around the plant. 

“All of this is for readying this place 
to host one of the most advanced pelagic 
processing lines ever produced in Ice-
land,” Mr. Michelsen said. 

“The production capacity will be 600 
tonnes per 24 hours, with the option of 
increasing it to 1,000.”

well marked:� The Varðin Pelagic 
plant is expected to open for business at 

neW day of Glory for tvøroyri
For the Port of Tvøroyri, once 
the central hub of the Faroese 
fishing industry, a major 
investment in a state-of-the-
art processing plant for pelagic 
food fish brings a newfound 
sense of progress and optimism, 
in a twist of history. 

the start of the summer’s mackerel fish-
ery, with a processing capacity of around 
10,000 tonnes per day.

“The investment will have a major 
impact on this town,” Mr. Michelsen 
said, “both when it comes to revenues 
generated, job offers, and progress in a 
more general sense. 

“Exactly how all of that will play out 

in the long run, however, is impossible 
to know at this point as it depends on so 
many unknown factors.”

An anonymous figure, well known 
in the harbor environment commented: 

“Consider when the development has 
been completed, we will have a world-
class processing plant for pelagic food 
fish, one traditional whitefish processing 
plant and one advanced fish landing sta-
tion with an exporting license for fresh 
catch—all in the middle of the ocean 
where fish is found in abundance. We’ll 
be well equipped.”

The Port of Tvøroyri comprises two 
harbors on the northern and the south-
ern side, respectively, of a well protected 
fjord, known as Trongisvaagsfjord. 

With the completion, in the sum-
mer of 2012, of the new strip of dock 
for the Varðin Pelagic project, the Fish-
ing Harbor on the northern side of the 
fjord will have a total 350m of berth with 
depths alongside ranging from 7 to 11m.

On the opposite side, the Drelnes 
Terminal—offering 170m of dock and 
a large adjacent land area for cargo—is 
regularly used by ro-ro (roll-on/roll-off) 
ferry Smyril and occasionally by foreign 
container ships. 

The Trongisvaagsf jord is well 
marked on nautical maps for a very good 
reason. 

The fjord is known to be highly 
accessible and has two lighthouses. It 
attracted many fishing vessels not least 
because it’s an excellent natural harbor—
a crucial quality back in the days when 
ships had sails and you had to rely on 
good anchorage when seeking shelter 
from bad weather. 

Mr. Michelsen added: “With this 
initiative, the port authority hopes that 
the Port of Tvøroyri will become even 
more visible on the map, so that these 
tools by helping us produce excellent 
seafood can likewise be instrumental in 
making us known for the highest stan-
dards of product quality and a range of 
top-rated services.”

Aerial view of Tvøroyri’s  
Fishing Harbor; 
View of Fishing Harbor (opposite);
Building site for part of new 
pelagic processing plant (below);
View over building to host most of  
pelagic processing plant (below right).

Port of Tvøroyri 
tvøroyrar havn 
Po Box 20, fo-800 tvøroyri

www.tvoroyri.fo 
e-Mail: tvhavn@post.olivant.fo 
tel.: +298 371055 or +298 222509 
fax: +298 371418

Port director:  hjalgrím vestergaard 
harbor Master: chris Jan Michelsen

500 meters of dockside  
with depths from 7 to 11 m alongside.  
rollon-on/roll-off ramp. 
whitefish and pelagic processing. 

all basic services for ships calling – 
port agency, tourist office, customs 
clearance, immigration, provisioning, 
fuel, fresh water; fish handling, 
ship repairs including mechanical, 
electrical; marine electronics; transport 
services (import, export, domestic). 
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IT’S HARDLY a secret that the Rus-
sians opened the eyes of the Faroese 

to the value of a living marine resource 
called blue whiting. What started back 
in the 1970s as an arguably rather un-
dervalued ‘fish currency’ in exchange for 
rights to catch cod in the Russian sector 
of the Barents Sea has, over the years, 
hit home among the Faroese. 

This blue whiting has indeed proven 
more valuable than expected and not 
only would the Faroese primarily catch 

it themselves—they now consider it hu-
man grade food. 

“What the Russians have been do-
ing all along is freezing and processing 
blue whiting at sea as a food fish,” said 
Karl-Erik Reynheim, managing part-
ner of Faroe Agency, a leading shipping 
and port agency with a strong focus on 
serving Russian vessels calling at Faroese 
ports.

As the blue whiting quota was 
reduced recently, Faroe Agency expe-

rienced a decline in business with Rus-
sian trawlers and freighters. Meanwhile, 
however, other developments in pelagic 
fisheries would offset some of the losses.

“The mackerel fishery became a 
catalyst not merely to new business but 
to a new sociopolitical awakening,” Mr. 
Reynheim said. “In fairness, there was 
already a trend with one particular fish-
ing company leading the way in process-
ing pelagic fish at sea. But things took a 
more decisive turn once the government 

pelaGic fishinG 
Generates shippinG
Pelagic fisheries and related logistics have long had a profound economic impact in the Faroe Islands—and will likely 
continue to do so to an even greater extent in the future, according to Faroe Agency, a leading port and shipping agency.

decided to raise the Faroese quota on the 
abundant mackerel found in our waters 
and to lay down requirements for mak-
ing sure the fish would be processed as 
human grade food in the Faroe Islands.” 

The implications of such public 
policy measures are substantial. For ex-
ample, standard expectations now mean 
that most catches of mackerel, blue whit-
ing, and other pelagic species such as 
herring are processed for human con-
sumption in factories located at home 
or on Faroese vessels.

Not long ago, a Dutch company 
reopened the pelagic factory at Kol-
lafjørður; as this publication went to 
press, another one was underway at 
Tvøroyri, with a third planned in Fug-
lafjørður—all indicating that a new in-
frastructure is underway.

“There is still a great capacity gap for 
processing and logistics,” Mr. Reynheim 
noted. “But the problem is being ad-
dressed and in a year or two we could 
have three land-based processing plants 
for pelagic food fish. That will reduce 
or eliminate the current need to char-
ter big factory ships to process the big 
volumes being harvested; however, the 
finished products are of course shipped 
away again after processing, which again 
calls for services such as ours.”

‘Good news’:� After a busy couple of 
years amid a mackerel boom with plen-
ty of shipping challenges involved, Faroe 
Agency now prepares for the return of 
blue whiting related business. The total 
allowable catch (TAC) for the Northeast 
Atlantic was raised from only 40,000 
tonnes in 2011 to 400,000 in 2012 and 

the hope is it will be raised further, pos-
sibly past the 2 million mark to match 
the peak of a few years ago.

“The blue whiting quota has been 
raised considerably and that will of 
course have an impact,” Mr. Reynheim 
said. “At least it means we’ll be looking 
at some volumes again. Of course, there 
is still a long way to go before we see 
the levels we saw earlier but it’s already 
bound to make a difference.”

Whether it’s serving the Faroese, 
the Russians fishing in their waters, 
the Dutch processing their catch, or 
others visiting, Faroe Agency are con-
stantly busy assisting “all sorts of vessels” 
through an array of services that range 
from ship management to chartering, to 
arrangement for supplies and repairs.

“We handle all sorts of vessels,” Mr. 
Reynheim said. “Trawlers, freighters, 
reefer vessels, you name it—not to for-
get offshore support vessels; there will 
be many of those should they find oil 
or gas in the Faroes. But as things are, 
the overwhelming part of what we do is 
related to pelagic fisheries.”

And as the Faroe Islands increases 
its capacity to process, freeze, store and 
ship large volumes of pelagic fish, more 
business than ever is likely to be gener-
ated from those fisheries.

“The waters around the Faroes are 
incredibly rich in fish and it’s about time 
we take utilization of the resource to the 
next level. What everybody seems to be 
realizing now is that there is, after all, a 
whole lot of value associated with it. That, 
of course, is good news for us.”

Faroe Agency
Po Box 270, fo-110 tórshavn

www.faroeagency.fo 
e-Mail: faroeagency@faroeagency.fo 
tel.: +298 351990 
fax: +298 351991

Management: 
Karl-erik reynheim, Md 
Maria í akrabyrgi, Md

Board of directors: 
vivi Árnastein, chair  
Karl-erik reynheim 
Árni dam, honorary consul of russia

shipping and port agency, ship 
management company; specializing in 
serving vessels calling at faroese ports.

Manning, technical management, 
forwarding, chartering, operations 
management, representation. all types 
of ship calls—freighters, tankers, support 
vessels, fishing vessels. arrangements 
for supplies, bunkering, repairs, 
health care, safety related issues.

Seated, managing director and board member Karl-Erik Reynheim, with, left to right, 
chair of the board Vivi Árnastein, managing director finance Maria í Akrabyrgi,
agent Alexander Kuzkin, and agent Sergey Lutov;
Russian trawler Admiral Starikov docked at Kollafjørður (below).
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worthwhile to go out on a fishing trip. 
There are days when every boat is out and 
the harbor looks strangely deserted, and 
there are days when it seems everyone is 
in at the same time.” 

For most of the time, however, 
boats are seen steaming in and out of 
the harbor.

Said harbor master Hans Óli Vi-
berg: “We have around 1,000 fishing 
boats larger than 20 gross tonnes land-
ing at the Fish Dock on a regular basis. 
Then of course there’s the smaller boats 
and there’s also the bigger ones, like the 
trawlers that fish on silversmelt in the 
summer.”

essentials:� Another class of vessels 
calling regularly at Toftir Harbour are 
bulk carriers bringing deliveries to a 
large salt importer that recently moved 
base from Tórshavn to Toftir. 

Around the turn of the year 
2011/2012, the Faroe Islands’ leading 
processor of salted fish, based in Strendur 
on the opposite side of the fjord, signed 
a deal with the owners of a Toftir fac-
tory building to resume activities in what 
used to be the country’s biggest producer.

“There is demand for salt around 
here,” Mr. Johannesen said. “You have 
these larger fish processing plants at 
Strendur and Toftir but then you also 
have a number of smaller ones scattered 
around the islands. Signs are the salt 
trade is in a positive cycle.” 

The Council recently decided to in-
vest in a new dock to facilitate landings 

directly to the salt trader’s purpose-built, 
70 by 20 meter warehouse.

“Our provisional arrangement in-
volves the bulk ships docking at the 
Cargo Terminal with the salt landed 
into trucks then transported a hundred 
meters or so to the salt hall. 

“When the new terminal is complet-
ed later this year [2012], these deliveries 
will become more convenient and time-
efficient as there will be a grabbing crane 
on the dockside and a pipeline with a 
funnel. The salt will simply be grabbed 
from the ship’s hold and poured into the 
funnel and taken from there straight into 
the hall through a closed conveyor sys-
tem.”

Meanwhile fish-cooling ice is an 
essential bulk product used by a large 
number of fishing vessels. 

Delivered through a pipeline at the 
Ice Berth near the saltfish factory, the 
flake ice is taken at the outset of fish-

ing trips to help make sure the catch is 
kept fresh. 

“We have many vessels taking ice 
here,” Mr. Viberg said. “Part of the rea-
son is that this ice processing machine 
has a high capacity. So we have all sort of 
fishing vessels coming, from longliners 
and gillnetters to trawlers, some of them 
quite large.”

The ice machine is owned and oper-
ated by the same Runavík-based fishing 
company that has rented out the saltfish 
factory. 

Clearly, they’ve kept it for a good 
reason. 

Toftir Harbour
tofta havn, toftavegur 3, fo-650 toftir

e-Mail: toftahavn@nes.fo 
tel.: +298 448144 
fax: +298 447126

harbor master: hans Óli viberg

cargo terminal: 96m with minimum 
depths of 7.5m alongside, IsPs certified.

fishing terminal: 320m with 
depths of 6 to 8.5m alongside.

Ice Berth: 85m with depths of 4 to 7.5m 
alongside.

Industry, services:  
fish auction, fish landing, fish processing, 
fish containers, mechanical repairs, ice, 
freshwater, electricity, fuel, provisions.

PERHAPS losing freight carrier 
Fresh Link to neighboring Runavík 

wasn’t as bad for Toftir as it might seem. 
A few months after the fact, the commu-
nity at the mouth of the Skálafjord seems 
as buzzing as ever—after all, judged by 
traffic count, Toftir Harbour remains the 
busiest port in the Faroe Islands with a 
thousand small to medium sized fish-
ing vessels calling regularly to land their 
fresh catch. 

The port authority, the Municipal 
Council of Nes, looks confident with 
good reason: compared to other mu-
nicipalities of 1,000 inhabitants or more, 
Nes maintains the lowest local tax level 

in the Faroes while, at the same time, 
offering higher child care benefits than 
most.

“We’ve worked for decades to foster 
a modern, business-friendly environ-
ment,” said the mayor of Nes, Símun 
Johannesen. 

“While we value good social care, 
our administration is lean and upholds 
the highest standards of efficiency.”

Anyone who has visited the area 
around the Fishing Terminal, effectively 
part of downtown Toftir, will have no-
ticed its friendly and lively atmosphere. 

“This whole thing brings a charm,” 
Mr. Johannesen noted. “People meet-

ing, on business or not, a comment here 
and there, perhaps a few boats docked, 
some arriving, some chugging out of the 
harbor.”

One characteristic of this atmo-
sphere is the lack of monotony, obviously 
underscored by the unpredictability of 
Faroese weather and the high depen-
dence there is on adequate conditions 
when it comes to fishing. 

“The weather plays a major part,” 
Mr. Johannesen said, “and there’s also 
other natural phenomena, like tidal cur-
rents, that together with the weather 
will largely determine whether at any 
given time it will be safe and potentially 

Toftir Harbour, the port with the highest traffic in the Faroes, receives a steady stream of fishing boats coming to land 
their catches or take supplies—with the occasional bulk freighter calling to support a currently booming salt trade.

salt trade’s  
neW port of call

Harbor master Hans Óli Viberg;
The salt warehouse, marine blue building,  
where a new dock will be constructed (right);
View from the Fishing Terminal (below).
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KEMILUx Industri, the Faroese 
manufacturer of detergents and 

cleaning agents, has slowly grown into 
an international player in niche markets 
with exports setting new records every 
year in the last five years. While higher-
than-expected growth has been experi-
enced in Nordic markets like Norway 
and Denmark as well as in Iceland and 
Canada, Kemilux is looking to boost in-
dustrial sales further through reinforcing 
efforts in key export markets, according 
to managing director Debes Petersen. 

Those key markets, Mr. Petersen 
said, include international merchant 
shipping and the UK offshore oil and 
gas industry. With an annual output that 
totals well over 800,000 liters of highly 
concentrated liquids, he said, Kemi-
lux’s production rate could technically 
still be doubled or multiplied by a factor 
of three—with little or no investments 
needed in new machinery or equipment.

“We’re very pleased with the way 
foreign sales have been going in the last 
five years, in particular in Norway and 
Denmark but also in several other coun-
tries including Canada and Iceland,” Mr. 
Peteresen said. 

“But we still believe we can do much 
more to strengthen customer relations 
and expand our client base and we’re 
certainly able to deliver in much higher 

quantities and to many more clients. 
We’re currently running nowhere near 
full capacity and the production could be 
increased significantly simply by operat-
ing sixteen or twenty-four hours a day, 
instead of eight.”

While more than two-thirds of Ke-
milux’s production is still dedicated to 
the Faroese consumer market, industrial 
sales—especially to foreign markets—
have long been growing. 

“Exports are becoming an increas-
ingly important part of the business,” Mr. 
Petersen said. “This trend has been accel-
erating for years and in the future, per-
haps even within the next five years or so, 
we expect to see foreign sales overtake 
domestic sales. At that point exports will 

have a more prominent place than ever 
in this business.”

new aGent wanted:� Since its incep-
tion back in the 1960s, Kemilux has been 
keen on developing its very own brand 
of detergents and cleaning agents, some 
of whom have proved highly successful—
so much so that a foreign competitor 
once attempted to gain unauthorized 
access to the secret formula behind them, 
however without success. 

“Take the S-1 Extra multipurpose 
cleaning agent,” said sales director Arni 
Gunnarsson. “It’s an enviable product for 
sure, but that’s not the point. The thing 
is, this is a product that will clean many 
surfaces more effectively and effortlessly 

GettinG stronGer By the year

than perhaps any other agent available 
on the market. That makes sense for 
those who need it and use it say, on board 
fishing vessels or other types of ships. 
Experience tells us that once a person 
has tried that product, we have one more 
loyal customer.” 

The same thing can be said about 
several other Kemilux products, Mr. 
Gunnarsson added, like the similar S-2 
Extra, which has neither smell nor color, 
the Rust Wash, or the H70 degreasing 
agent. 

“Our commitment to product qual-
ity is 100 percent,” he said, “and people 
are finding out about it.”

While fishing vessels have long 
been a major client segment for Kemilux, 

a growing number of merchant vessels 
are joining in as well. Saving time and 
money is one of their main incentives, 
according to Mr. Gunnarsson.

“They have very good reasons to con-
sider our products,” he said. “Believe it or 
not, a ship that is well kept and has a hull 
that is clean on the outside will save both 
fuel and time because of reduced friction 
between the hull and the water. Also, 
the argument for using our products to 
remove rust simply by washing or wip-
ing it off is quite compelling—you save 
on expensive painting and you avoid the 
extra deadweight that it brings, which 
has an impact on fuel economy. And 
again, fuel economy is a major concern 
for many shipowners and the difference 
that marginal savings can make becomes 
very significant with large ships, not to 
mention large fleets.”

Another market of interest is off-
shore oil and gas, especially in the UK 
sector of the North Sea. 

Kemilux has had an agent in Scot-
land but is looking for replacement in the 
hope of gaining ground in the offshore 
business.

“We hope we have a new representa-
tive in the UK soon,” Mr. Gunnarsson 
said. 

“One of the priorities will obviously 
be to get a few of our products intro-
duced to platform support vessels and 
oil rigs.”

Kemilux Industri
Mykinesgøta 1, fo-100 tórshavn

www.kemilux.com 
e-Mail: kemilux@kemilux.com 
tel. +298 350 830 
fax +298 350 831

Managing director: debes Petersen 
sales director: arni Gunnarsson 
Packaging Materials: Páll Kjærbo 

Manufacturer of top quality 
detergents, cleaning agents and 
solvents for industrial and maritime 
use as well as for households. 

world’s most versatile heavy duty 
detergents and rust solvents, 
including: s1-extra, the multi-purpose 
cleaning agent; rust wash; s-2 extra, 
the heavy duty cleaning agent 
specially developed for the food 
processing industry; the h79 
degreasing agent for industry and 
households; h80, a water based 
degreaser, the “green” alternative to 
the popular but stronger agent h79; 
hG-2 extra, the universal cleaning 
agent for the food processing 
industry.

sirius — quality packaging materials for 
the maritime, fishing and seafood 
industries.

Kemilux products are 
manufactured according to the 
Iso:9001 (2000) standard. 
Kemilux is registered at achilles as a 
qualified supplier to the oil industry — 
achilles Id: 25640

overseas sales offices:

denMarK — tel.: +45 9894 2766 
rent Miljø Kemilux, cort adlersvej 6,  
Po Box 45, dK-9850 hirtshals

norway  
tel.: +47 7010 4747 
Bunker oil, hessa tankanlegg, 
Kapt. lingesv. 65, no-6006 Ålesund

norway — tel.: +47 5511 9530 
trond helgesen,  
stamsneset 100, no-5251  søreidgrend

enGland — tel.: +44 147 487 3246 
alan Bungay, 69 redhill wood, 
new ash Green, longfield da38QP

canada — tel.: +1 709 786 4673 
vónin canada ltd, Po Box 100, 
Port de Grave, newfoundland 
canada aoa 3Jo

Iceland — tel.: +354 440 1000 
n1 hf, dalvegur 10-14, Is-201 Kópavogur

With sales in Norway and 
Denmark excelling, cleaning 
agent manufacturer Kemilux 
sees exports rise for the fifth 
year in a row—while retaining 
plenty of capacity to rev up 
its annual production of over 
800,000 liters of concentrate.

Sales director 
Arni Gunnarsson.
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THE FAROE ISLANDS is not 
an EU member yet much of the 

legislation that passes through EU 
member states in response to directives 
from Brussels finds its way through 
the Loegting, the Faroese Parliament. 
Nonetheless, the legal environment in 
the Faroe Islands remains distinctly 
Faroese while firmly anchored in Scan-
dinavian tradition—a key strength fur-
ther bolstered by the fact that the Faro-
ese society is extremely compact with a 
highly developed transport and services 
infrastructure yet a tiny population of 
only 48,000.

“We may have a somewhat oversized 
public sector,” said Annfinn V. Hansen, 
a business lawyer and founder of newly 
renamed law firm Nomos Advokatar, 
previously Hansen & Thomassen. “But 
essentially we don’t have any government 
bureaucracy. Instead we have the Scan-
dinavian system. 

“Yes, there is public administration, 
and you are expected to fulfill certain 
obligations; but it’s all very explicit and 
clear and should you have difficulties, 
you’ll get all the help and advice that you 
need, often for free. Because our public 
sector is designed and expected to serve 
the people and the businesses that pay 
for it—not to bully them. There’s a big 
difference.”

In Scandinavia, and perhaps even 
more in the Faroe Islands, an encoun-
ter with a public official is not seen as 

something to avoid at any cost. Quite the 
contrary, it will normally be associated 
with some useful guidance or assistance. 

“For anyone living under a heavy bu-
reaucracy, this may seem a bit unreal,” 
Mr. Hansen said. “Their instinct is to 
avoid trouble and stay our of the way of 
public servants as much as you can, be-
cause they will make your life miserable.”

The ‘service not bureaucracy’ para-
digm has arguably been reinforced in 
recent times as some of the offices that 
used to be seen as rather authoritarian 
underwent modernization and became 
more oriented toward serving their tax-
paying clients.

shippinG:�  During the same period the 
number of civil servants has dropped, 
and most public staffers work under stan-
dard employment terms, negotiated by 
their unions.

Employment law and contract law 
are two major areas of growth for Nomos 
Advokatar, according to Mr. Hansen. 

“We’ve seen an explosion in the use 
of contract law in particular in areas such 
as construction,” he said. 

“At the same time the relevance 
of employment law has risen to record 
heights, much of it driven by new pieces 
of legislation that have been introduced 
over the years.”

While contract law is gaining 
importance in the Faroes, the 
country’s unique compactness 
and Scandinavian legal system 
support an ideal of public 
service without government 
bureaucracy, according to 
lawyer Annfinn V. Hansen.

While the use of contract law in the 
Faroe Islands has become routine in con-
struction, the reliance on it in other areas 
of business looks more modest. Part of 
the explanation could be found in the 
fact that the Scandinavian legal system 
tends to offer, for example, consumer 
protection legislation that can supersede 
any contracts between parties, whether 
written or oral.

“The idea is to make things easier for 
people and businesses,” Mr. Hansen said.

“Rather than charging each indi-
vidual with full responsibility for know-
ing every law and regulation there is, 
the Scandinavian system assumes that 

everybody is equal before the law and 
government agencies are charged with 
helping people and businesses to com-
ply through efficient help and friendly 
advice.”

As the government is the largest 
single employer in the Faroes, it is like-
wise considered an important business 
client for legal advisers than engage in 
e.g. employment law.

“Termination of employment can in-
volve difficult challenges,” Mr. Hansen 
said, “but the clearer the rules and the 
contracts, the easier it gets to sort out 
any differences. We have extensive ex-
perience in employment law so we are 
acutely aware of the laws and regula-
tions that apply there. At the same time 
our experience in contract law gives us 
an edge in a of number areas, ranging 
from employment law to construction 
to shipping.”

As chairman of the Shipowner As-
sociation for Cargo Vessels, Mr. Hansen 
is well known in the maritime business. 
He was instrumental in aiding the pro-
cess of revamping the Faroese Interna-
tional Ship Register (FAS) a few years 
ago and seems happy with developments 
there.

“We’re seeing a growing number of 
merchant vessels joining our open ship 
registry,” he said. “What we offer with 
the FAS is an unbeatable combination of 
Faroese seafaring traditions and Scandi-
navian standards in a fiscally attractive 

framework designed to invite interna-
tional clients.”

Nomos Advokatar offer advice and 
legal representation in matters of ship 
finance and transactions, corporate fi-
nance and transactions, contract law, 
joint ventures and partnership agree-
ments, industrial and intellectual prop-
erty, mergers and acquisitions, media-
tion, and more. 

Lawyer Annfinn V. Hansen with  
his fellow partners in Nomos Advokatar, 
seated from left to right:  
lawyer Rannvá Ragnarsdóttir,  
lawyer Djóni Thomassen,  
lawyer Jens Andrias Vinther;
Ships docked in Tórshavn (below).

Nomos Advokatar 
Bryggjubakki 22,fo-100 tórshavn

www.advokat.fo 
advokat@advokat.fo 
tel.: +298 359595 
fax: +298 359596

Partner, lawyer: annfinn v. hansen  
Partner, lawyer: djóni thomassen 
Partner, lawyer: rannvá ragnarsdóttir 
Partner, lawyer: Jens andrias vinther

nomos advokatar is a law firm which 
provides full legal services for the 
corporate sector, government and 
authorities as well as individuals.  
the law firm offers a wide spectrum 
of legal knowledge, and possesses 
all the competencies relevant to 
serve any client.

areas of expertise:  
contract law, construction, 
shipping and Maritime law,  
ship finance and transactions, 
corporate finance and transactions, 
Joint ventures and Partnership 
agreements, Banking and finance 
law, Project finance, Industrial and 
Intellectual Property contracts, 
Mergers & acquisitions, agricultural 
law, commercial contracts, 
Bankruptcy, debt collection,  
real estate transactions,  
criminal and civil litigation at any 
faroese or danish court, Mediation.
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http://www.fas.fo
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IT WAS a tumultuous time for a rap-
idly expanding bank that, as it turned 

out when reality hit home in late 2010, 
had overstretched almost beyond repair. 
One financial reconstruction later—
which also entailed dramatic downsiz-
ing, delisting from the stock exchange, 

and changes at all levels of manage-
ment—the old Oak is replanted as the 
new banking arm of insurance group TF 
Holding.

The new ownership is seen to rep-
resent a strong antidote to the adven-
turism associated with the bank in its 

expansionist heyday shortly before the 
financial meltdown of 2008, after which 
Eik effectively became identified as the 
foremost Faroese victim of the ‘Iceland 
Syndrome.’ It was a train wreck that left 
2,000 Eik shareholders high and dry 
with all savers, however, at least partly 
shielded under the Danish state’s deposit 
guarantee scheme.

With foreign subsidiaries sold, the 
new, lean and extremely well capitalized 
entity that is left of Eik spent much of 
2011 writing off chunks of questionable 
assets from the period prior to the col-
lapse while readjusting to a new business 
reality. 

In the words of Súni Schwartz 
Jacobsen, the new chief executive: “Af-
ter going through a treatment of such 
magnitude as to practically starting from 
scratch, this first period has of course 
been dedicated to reestablishing the 
foundations of the business.” 

Mr. Jacobsen has a clear and simple 
message for anyone who may wonder 
about the new identity of the bank. “In 
short,” he told the Faroe Business Report, 

“Eik has been recreated and we’re back in 
business. We were in a very bad shape 
but have been successfully reconstructed 
with a healthy capital base.”

It will take some time before Eik’s 
profit and loss account catches up to re-
flect actual economic performance, Mr. 
Jacobsen said, with a reference to the 
bank’s solvency and liquidity.

‘this Bank is Back on track’
Focusing squarely on consumer and commercial banking at home, Eik reemerges well capitalized under new 
owners—following reconstruction, downsizing, stock market delisting, and sweeping management changes. 

“We have a strong solvency and li-
quidity position and this has been key 
to the bank’s ability to complete the 
cleanup process on its own. You may say 
we’ve been overcapitalized on purpose 
because the write-offs and adjustment 
are disproportionately costly for a bank 
of this size. 

“But then again, we were much big-
ger and have been downsized substan-
tially; and whereas the business agenda 
earlier was much about expanding ag-
gressively into foreign markets, we’re 
now focused strictly on consumer and 
commercial banking, exclusively in the 
Faroese market.”

‘well Grounded’:� But that doesn’t 
mean the bank’s services are entirely 
limited to the geographical boundaries 
of the Faroe Islands, Mr. Jacobsen added.

 “Some of our business clients have 
business activities in foreign countries 
while at the same time keeping their 
Faroese base,” he said. “And vice versa, 
foreigners looking to set up business in 
the Faroes are welcome to work with us. 
This is all part of what we regard as the 
Faroese market.”

Clearly, the sharp focus on the 
home market falls in line with the stated 
policy of Eik’s new owner, TF Holding.

Mr. Jacobsen added: “Our new 
owners are very solid, which I believe 
works to our advantage. But irrespec-
tive of who our owners happen to be at 
any given time, our job is to operate this 
bank wisely and sustainably. The chal-
lenge now and the exciting task ahead is 
rebuilding the image, the trust, and the 
credibility that Eik once had.”

Customers’ confidence, however, 
appears to be somewhat restored al-
ready—that is, in the consumer mar-
ket. As for the business market, though, 
things look slightly different, according 
to Mr. Jacobsen.

“Luckily our customers have re-
mained very loyal and we didn’t lose as 
many as you might have expected, after 
all, considering the situation Eik was 
faced with. With business clients, more 
predictably, the fallout has taken its toll. 
So we will be making an effort to reclaim 
the market share that we think this bank 
should have.”

That share of the Faroese market 
would be around 45-50 percent, Mr. 
Jacobsen said. So how much time will 
it take to achieve that?

“Our objective is to gain and retain a 
share of approximately 45 to 50 percent 
of both the consumer market and the 
business market, and I believe that can 
be reached within two or three years. I 
think this is a realistic and well ground-

ed ambition, although at the same time 
there is a sense of uncertainty which has 
been slowing down spending and invest-
ment in the last few years. But in partic-
ular we will seek to attract more business 
clients as we already have a fairly large 
share of the consumer market.”

Eik 
Po Box 34,  fo-110 tórshavn

www.eik.fo 
e-Mail: eik@eik.fo 
tel.: +298 348000 
fax: +298 348400

ceo: súni schwartz Jacobsen

founded in 1832, eik Banki is the faroe 
Islands’ oldest financial institution. 

Private and commercial banking. 

national network of branches.

Board of non-executive directors: 
torben nielsen (chairman) 
Gunnar í liða (vice chairman) 
Jørn astrup hansen 
Birgir Mohr 
Ben arabo 
Johannes danielsen 
Kristian østergaard 
Jónleif th. Jacobsen 
sverri Justinussen

the majority of the shares in eik are 
owned by tf holding, the owners of 
insurance group tryggingarfelagið 
føroyar and pension fund Betri Pensjón.

Chief executive Súni Schwartz Jacobsen;  
Eik headquarters in Tórshavn (opposite).

http://www.eik.fo
mailto:eik@eik.fo
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new 
wave of 
optimism

As ExxonMobil joins the Statoil-
led quest for hydrocarbons in 
the Faroese continental shelf, 

the cause for cautious optimism 
becomes increasingly convincing—

not least judging from the latest 
developments West of Shetland.

THERE IS A SENSE of déjà vu to this 2012 oil&gas report as exactly a 
year ago, the plan was that the Brugdan II (Brugdan Deep) exploration well 
would be drilled by Statoil with partners ExxonMobil and Faroese company 
Atlantic Petroleum.

However, in May 2011, the brakes were applied and this very important 
well was put on hold for a year pending further preparation and evaluation 

of data, including by then new partner Exxon which announced a ‘farm-in’ to the license two 
months earlier in March.

Brugdan II is now scheduled for this year, with drilling operations likely to start late in 
the second quarter subject to there being no delays to the contracted drilling rig’s work book. 
The advanced, effectively brand new sixth generation super-semisubmersible COSL Pioneer 
is booked and it would appear that all systems are go.

It has been six years since the first Brugdan well designated 6104/21-1was drilled in 2006. 
However this probe, the first sub-basalt well to be attempted off the Faroe Islands, turned out 
to be ‘dry’ though traces of natural gas were encountered.

The well was drilled by Statoil using the Stena Don rig, which failed to reach an extended 
target depth of 4,400 meters, significantly beyond the original commitment depth of 3,780m. 
The plan this time is to drill significantly beyond 4,000m and possibly as deep as 5,000m.

The first well encountered thicker basalts than expected, but was not drilled deep enough 
to reach one of the secondary targets in a type of sand body known in the trade as Vaila and 
which could harbor hydrocarbons, if the geological conditions are right.

That Statoil continues to hold the 006 license and is prepared to have a second try at the 
Brugdan prospect is encouraging; that ExxonMobil chose to farm-into the project is doubly 
encouraging as the American super-major has a reputation for thorough research before it 
makes any move.

And the size of the target, which is located about 30 kilometers to the west of the Faroe-UK 
maritime boundary?

According to Atlantic, which has a 1% stake in the 006 exploration license, the P50 re-
serves estimate is 920 million barrels oil equivalent of which it would be entitled to 9.5m boe.

Should a convincing hydrocarbons strike be made, the likelihood is that it would be 
mainly gas. But whether oil or gas, the potential prize could be significant.

Calculations leading to this estimate were made by geophysical specialists Fugro Robert-
son who judged the prospect “economically viable to drill” despite water depth and isolation.

Should Brugdan II come in (trade-speak for be successful) then it could still be at least 
a year before a further well is drilled on the prospect, leaving aside other geological targets 
that Statoil has in mind for 2013 and beyond.

‘exxon factor’: According to Jan Müller, managing director of FOIB (Faroese Oil Industry 
Group), there has been a major change-out in the companies prepared to roll dice at the Faroese 
exploration table; not only that but a considerable reduction too.

This is unsurprising given the lack of drilling success so far, even though significantly 
fewer than 10 wells have been drilled to date.

“We know it took 100 wells West of Shetland before there was a commercial find,” says 
Mr. Müller, urging a sense of proportion. “Around 30 wells were drilled offshore Norway 
before there was a find and 90 wells in the Barents Sea before a discovery.”

By Jeremy Cresswell
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Mr. Müller says that the decision 
by Statoil to open its data-room on its 
Faroes interests marked a “turning point” 
in terms of the current revival and that 
this decision to be open attracted a lot 
of oil company interest.

“That ExxonMobil has taken an in-
terest in the Faroes means that we are 
still considered to be a worthwhile target, 
which is very important.

“They are very cautious and gener-
ally do not make a move until they have 
carried out thorough research.

“Exxon has told us that, when they 
arrived last year, if the well drilled this 
year provides at least some evidence of 
hydrocarbons, they will be interested in 
further drilling with Statoil.”

cambo surprise?  Meanwhile Mr. 
Müller sees the UK game being raised, 
not least by the British Treasury deci-
sion to offer 3 billion gbp in tax conces-
sions for deepwater Atlantic Frontier 
activity.

This tax relief, geared to projects 
in more than 1,000m of water and an-
nounced in the 2012 Budget by Chancel-
lor George Osborne, is currently seen as 
benefitting one discovery only and that 
is Chevron’s imminent Rosebank-Loch-
nagar development located barely 15km 
from the Faroe-UK boundary.

“The Osborne tax relief is very in-
spiring for license holders in the Faroes 
and our policymakers.”

The problem with Rosebank-Loch-
nagar (two separate stacked reservoirs) 
is that Chevron has chosen to say very 
little but has spent a fortune on appraisal 
drilling, including probing neighboring 
prospects with tie-back potential.

While the company has provided 
zero technical details about Rosebank-
Lochnagar wells, it can be disclosed that 
the log (record) for the important discov-
ery well 213/27-1Z shows that the drill-
bit encountered numerous oil, plus oil/
gas shows throughout more than 150m 
(500ft) of Upper Jurassic sandstones, plus 
shows in Lower Cretaceous formations.

Little wonder the company has 
spent so much time and money on ap-
praisal work. An investment decision is 
expected in 2013, according to Chevron. 
And according to SubseIQ , Rosebank is 
“considered to be one of the biggest dis-
coveries” on the UK Continental Shelf.

Mr. Müller has a hunch about the 
Cambo discovery too. As this is literally 
just on the UK side, the chance of hydro-
carbons being found just over the bound-
ary in Faroese territory is tantalizing.

If Hess modeling and analysis sug-
gests such potential then presumably the 
Faroese Government will have been ad-
vised.

But the biggest problem with Cam-
bo is the failure of operator Hess to say 
anything much about any of the four 
wells drilled there so far. Cambo-4 was 
completed towards the end of last year.

UK Department of Energy & 
Climate Change material indicates 
that Cambo wells 204/10-1 and 204/10-
2 proved 8m (25ft) and 20m (65ft) of net 
reservoir respectively. And the Cambo-4 
appraisal well drilled in the second half 
of last year is reported to have been a 
success.

The fact that this important discov-
ery is now a development candidate has 
not yet seeped out into public domain. 
There has been no announcement, formal 
or otherwise from Hess.

Mr. Müller: “With Cambo I have a 
feeling that the story is again telling us 
that what is going on West of Shetland 
will have a very big impact on explora-
tion in the Faroes.”

He will be proven right.
As if that isn’t enough, Mr. Müller 

Mr. Müller recalls that what en-
couraged the early interest was growing 
success on the West of Shetland side of 
the Faroe-UK boundary.

“We had a lot of oil companies in-
volved with the Faroes during the early 
years of exploration and this was very 
much driven by the UK West of Shet-
land story.

“When oil production started from 
the BP-operated Foinaven, Schiehallion 
and Clair fields, this had a very posi-
tive impact in terms of Faroese hopes. 
Indeed, at one point there were 15-20 
oil companies interested in the Faroes.

“BP thought it saw a mirror of Foi-
naven and Schiehallion on the Faroese 
side, but that turned out to be wrong at 
the time. However, we know a lot more 
now than then, even though the wells 
drilled in our waters to date have been 
disappointing.

“The hope is that as more and more 
discoveries are made on the UK side and 
further fields are developed, this will en-
courage companies working in Faroese 
waters to keep hunting and that this will 
eventually lead to success.”

Mr. Müller says that even though 
big brands like BP, Chevron and Shell 

have given up the hunt for Faroese 
hydrocarbons, fortunately Statoil has 
stayed resolute, firmly committed.

“We can thank Statoil for being the 
driver of activity today; it holds about 
half of all current licenses, operating 
six. And ExxonMobil is a stakeholder 
in three of those through farm-in.

“We of course still have DONG and 
OMV, plus there is a new name, and 
that is Valiant Petroleum, which holds a 
position through its acquisition of Sagex 
(licenses 013 and 014) last year.”

“All in all we have six-seven compa-
nies active in Faroese waters now.”

Map of exploration licenses in the Faroes;  
Loading a supply vessel at Runavík (right);
The North Challenger docked (above).
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is also excited about an exploration 
well just started by BP, again West of 
Shetland. The prospect in which Faroe 
Petroleum holds a 6.25% interest, is lo-
cated on UKCS block 213/25c, approxi-
mately125km northwest of the Shetland 
Islands and some 30km southeast of the 
UK-Faroes median line, water depth is 
1,290m. The reserves potential in Juras-
sic age sediments is described as “sig-
nificant” and BP expects any oil found 
to be light.

“Evidence from the Eribol well 
18km away, and the Rosebank and 
Lochnagar wells 40km away, which are 
the nearest wells with hydrocarbons, in-
dicate the most likely oil type, if present, 
at the North Uist site would be a rela-
tively light crude,” says BP in the North 
Uist environmental statement.

On a cautionary note, the earlier 
South Uist exploration drilled by Shell 
was a failure.

Even if North Uist turns out to be 
dry, Mr. Müller points to the current 
West of Shetland map, highlighting the 
growing list of gas and oil discoveries 
destined for development sooner or later: 
Glenlivet, Solan, Tormore, Laggan, Tor-
ridon, Victory, Edradour, Bombardier 
and Lancaster.

And then there is the ongoing Clair 
Ridge development with a likely phase 
three of Clair to follow, the Schiehal-
lion redevelopment and ongoing success 
of Foinaven, not forgetting the Laggan 
Tormore gas project led by Total, plus 
Hurricane’s decision to develop Lan-
caster and Chrysaor’s success in attract-

ing Premier Oil to farm into its ongoing 
Solan project.

Little wonder Mr. Müller is opti-
mistic.

‘expensive out there’:� Another 
optimist is Graham Stewart, CEO of 
Faroe Petroleum; and he remains so de-
spite the company being involved in 
some of the dry wells drilled to date in 
Faroese waters.

Like Mr. Müller he believes that 
the more infrastructure that gets built 
West of Shetland the better it could turn 
out to be for the Faroes in the event of 
any commercial finds.

He agrees that the new tax con-
cession for West of Shetland will likely 
kick-start Rosebank-Lochnagar.

“It seems to be designed almost ex-
actly for that situation. And that’s great 
as it will lead to more infrastructure,” 
says Mr. Stewart. “Total’s Laggan-Tor-

more project is also coming along, plus 
the company will also be getting Edra-
dour lined up.

“It all helps and that’s got to be good 
for the Faroes. OK, there’s not a lot hap-
pening there and many of the companies 
that were there have gone and things are 
basically now led by Statoil.

“Who knows what could happen 
except that, if Brugdan Deep is a suc-
cess then that would bring about big 
change and play a big part in unlocking 
the (geological) puzzle, the main focus 
being sub-basalt.

“We’ve been in four wells in the 
Faroes; one of which wasn’t sub-basalt 

… it was stratigraphic and that was back 
in 2003 with Eni. That didn’t work. The 
target was sizable.

“The other wells didn’t work basi-
cally because we were unable to drill 
through the basalt; or we’re not sure that 
we got through it.”

Faroe Petroleum’s approach to the 
Faroes oil and gas hunt has changed.

“We no longer have traditional li-
censes; we have the new Prospecting 
type license. It will allow us to look at 
other play types; but without the pres-
sure of a work program timetable.

“It’s a broad exploration license that, 
if we find anything exciting, we can then 
apply for a traditional license (to take 

things further forward). We’re looking at 
things from a different perspective using 
all the data that we have and as much 
other data as we can get our hands on.”

However, Mr. Stewart is clearly dis-
appointed that he had to let go of the 
company’s Wyville-Thompson Ridge 
concession.

“We were unable to de-risk the area 
sufficiently; the issues were just too dif-
ficult to deal with; to get anybody in 
with us. We did hope that we might 
have drilled a well or two but that was 
not to be.

“If Statoil or Exxon had become in-
volved, that might have been a different 
kettle of fish and that the whole sub-
basalt play becomes really hot.

“We were under pressure to commit 
to a well; but we just couldn’t do it on 
our own, so we withdrew.

“We’re still committed to the Faro-
ese; and we’re hoping that what we and 
others learn on the UK side can be ap-
plied in the Faroese sector too. To the 
casual observer, it may look as if there’s 
not a lot happening. But we have people 
working on it.”

Mr. Stewart is enthusiastic about 

the North Uist probe and the fact that 
Faroe Petroelum has diaried an electro-
magnetic (EM) survey over the huge 
Grouse prospect … near Lagavulin, 
which was successfully drilled last year.

“We’re hoping to drill one well on 
the Atlantic Margin next year,” said 
Stewart. “There are a couple of candi-
dates and one would be either Grouse 
or Aileen, a Cretaceous target south of 
Total’s Edradour. It could be oil or gas 
but more likely to be gas.

“We’re partnered by E.ON in Ai-
leen and E’ON and Idemitsu in Grouse,

“But it’s expensive working out there 
on the Atlantic Frontier!”

Jeremy Cresswell has been an 
energy journalist/analyst for more than 
20 years and is best known as the editor 

of the Energy supplement at the Press 
and Journal. He has an MBA from 

the Robert Gordon University and has 
contributed to many business and energy-

oriented titles, co-authored upstream 
oil & gas reports and publications, and 

is the author of four energy-related 
books and an associate of the energy 

economists Mackay Consultants.

OSLPioneer, the rig hired to drill  
the Brugdan II explorarion well;

Loading a supply vessel (opposite);
The Mærsk Feeder (above).
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SINCE THE summer of 2011, FOÍB 
has undergone significant organi-

zational change. The post of Managing 
Director has been created and invested 
with executive functions with the aim 
of delivering a new level of working re-
lationships between member companies 
and stakeholders. 

Jan Müller who has been appointed 
as Managing Director is well known in 
the industry from his track record as a 
journalist and newspaper editor. 

He has been a long-standing oil 
and gas industry enthusiast with expert 
knowledge of offshore developments, 
especially those related to the Atlantic 
Margin including the Faroese continen-
tal shelf.

“I’m very excited about this,” Mr. 
Müller says of his new position at FOÍB. 

“Much of my career in journalism has 
prepared me for a job of this kind. It 
will of course present a fair amount of 
challenges but working for the oil and 
gas industry is something I find hugely 
fulfilling and I passionately believe that 
the industry is of crucial importance to 
the future of the Faroe Islands.”

In a statement dated 1 September 
last, announcing the appointment of Mr. 
Müller, FOÍB said it “will in future be 
more focused on communication and 
information activities.” 

Alongside the Faroese Authori-
ties, Business Community and General 
Public, FOÍB’s counterparts in neigh-
boring countries, such as Norway’s OLF 
(Oljeindustriens Landsforening) and Oil 
& Gas UK, were cited as a key group to 
improve communications with.

preparinG the nation:�  Announcing 
the organizational changes last year, 
FOÍB stated its intention to be more 
focused on communication and informa-
tion activities in future. 

One early concrete step in this di-
rection came with Mr. Müller’s launch of 
an online news service—Oljan.fo—with 
daily updates of news and information 
on offshore oil and gas in relation to both 
the Faroe Islands and the wider world. 
This has already proved a tremendous 
success with the website attracting thou-
sands of regular readers after only a few 
months online. 

“The enthusiasm has much to do 
with the job market but not only that,” 
Mr. Müller says. “We have a lot of small 
and medium sized business owners and 
managers who are interested in learn-
ing more about this industry, probably 
because they expect it to expand in the 
Faroes over the next few years.”

the neW face of foíB

The Faroes Oil Industry 
Group (FOÍB) enters a 
new era as former media 
operator Jan Müller takes 
the helm with a remit to raise 
the organization’s hitherto 
low profile and provide a 
more vocal advocacy for the 
industry in the Faroes.

The Faroes has long had a large 
number of merchant navy officers, fish-
ermen and other seafarers who work 
abroad while keeping their permanent 
residence on the islands. Nowadays, 
their ranks are being bolstered by those 
pursuing careers in offshore oil and gas. 
This is becoming an increasingly attrac-
tive option and a trend that looks set to 
gain further momentum with more and 
more Faroese students taking a higher 
education degree related to that industry. 
Even as things stand those engaged in 
the industry represent a significant sec-
tor of the Faroese workforce and make 
a commensurate contribution to the 
economy.

These developments in education 

and careers can be seen as helping pre-
pare the Faroese for the challenges of 
the global labor market regardless of the 
success or failure of offshore exploration 
in the Faroes.

“Look,” Mr. Müller adds, “there 
is no doubt we have large amounts of 
hydrocarbons buried deep down in the 
Faroese continental shelf. 

“The question is, when are we go-
ing to have the first commercially viable 
find? It could be this year, could be later. 
Nobody knows. The important thing 
right now is that we continue the hunt 
and persevere, even when we’re faced 
with temporary setbacks. After all the 
Norwegians had all but given up back in 
the 60’s when Phillips struck gold with 
the Ekofisk discovery. We are fortu-
nate in the Faroes because Statoil are so 
committed to leading the charge. Now 
they’ve got ExxonMobil on board as well, 
which raises confidence and expectations 
further.

“The Faroese business community 
has made impressive progress in devel-
oping the service infrastructure that will 
be required, and have been noticeably 
successful in serving the needs of the 
seven exploration wells that have been 
drilled to date. 

“But whatever may or may not ma-
terialize in the months and years ahead 
around the Faroes, those who have un-
dergone their training in oil and gas will 
be at a great advantage. 

“Worldwide demand for the product 
looks set to remain strong for the fore-
seeable future. 

“I am determined that FOÍB will 
be at the forefront of promoting initia-
tives to benefit the industry and those 
working in it and to be pro-active in 
communicating information about all 
the developments to our stakeholders 
not least the general Faroese populace.”

FOÍB — The Faroes Oil Industry Group
Bryggjubakki 22
Po Box 2121, fo-110 tórshavn

www.foib.fo 
e-Mail: jan@foib.fo
tel: +298 311820 or +298 211820

Managing director: Jan Müller
chairman: nils sørensen

foÍB acts as the joint association of the 
oil companies holding
licences to explore for hydrocarbons in 
the faroese area either as
license holders or partners. 

current members:  
statoil, donG energy, enI, oMv,  
valiant Petroleum, atlantic Petroleum, 
faroe Petroleum.

foIB’s aim is to promote the offshore oil 
and gas industry in the faroe Islands by 
working closely with member companies, 
the faroese government authorities and 
other stakeholders. 

foIB runs a news website: www.oljan.fo

sIndrI
the sIndrI Group is an offshoot of 
foÍB. It fulfills the commitment of the 
members, as license holders, to sponsor 
joint projects of relevance to the future 
investigation of the faroese continental 
shelf. It aims at standards of excellence 
by attracting the top researchers in this 
field to conduct relevant and innovative 
studies. at the current time there are 
approximate 15 different projects funded 
by sIndrI.

sIndrI shares offices with foÍB in 
tórshavn. Kristian Martin Petersen acts as 
the administrative officer for foÍB as well 
as General coordinator for sIndrI.

contact details:  
e-Mail: kmp@foib.fo  
tel.: +298 311822 or +298 215148

FOIB managing director Jan Müller;  
COSLPioneer, the rig hired  
for the Statoil-operated Brugdan II  
exploration well, scheduled for a 5-month 
drilling campaign starting in the early  
summer of 2012 (opposite, bottom). 
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OVER THE LAST few years it’s 
become increasingly clear that the 

locomotive force in the oil and gas explo-
ration effort offshore the Faroe Islands is 
none other than Statoil. The Norwegian 
exploration and production company has 
long exhibited an interest, backed by se-
rious commitment, to lead the way in 
solving the hydrocarbon riddle of the 
Faroese continental shelf—a plateau 
covered with layers of basalt yet located 
near several commercial finds West of 
Shetland.

With this summer’s spudding of 
the Brugdan II, an estimate four or 
five-month drilling campaign, Statoil is 
arguably in a better position than ever 
to achieve a good result. There are sev-
eral reasons—knowledge accumulated 
from earlier Faroese prospects and data 
analysis; ongoing advances in offshore 
and subsea technology. 

In addition, Statoil has entered into 
a partnership with ExxonMobil, one of 
the international companies that have 
been exploring sub-basalt plays on the 
Atlantic Margin the longest.

While Statoil holds 50 percent of 
license 006 which includes Brugdan II, 
ExxonMobil has a 49-pct share, and At-
lantic Petroleum 1 pct.

As an exploration company, Statoil 

has been extremely successful lately, with 
a higher discovery rate during 2011 than 
any other E&P company worldwide—a 
trend that may continue this year. 

“Of the 41 exploration wells we 
drilled during 2011, no less than 21 
turned out to be discoveries,” Rúni M. 
Hansen, head of operations for Statoil 
Faroe Islands and Greenland, noted.

Statoil’s latest high-impact discov-
ery, Pão, was made offshore Brazil and 
announced in February 2012—high im-
pact meaning at least a total 250 million 
barrels of oil equivalents (boe) or more 
than 100m boe for Statoil. Within the 
last 12 months or so, the company has 
made five other such finds: Skrugard and 
Havis in the Barents Sea, Johan Sver-

drup (former Aldous/Avaldsnes) in the 
North Sea, Peregrino South off Brazil, 
and Zafarani off Tanzania in East Africa. 

The Zafarani discovery, likewise 
announced in February, is seen to high-
light a deepening partnership between 
Statoil and ExxonMobil. The two com-
panies have established a similar part-
nership in the Faroes, with ExxonMobil 
farming in to what used to be Statoil’s 
100-percent license. As a case in point, 
not only has Statoil lately been remark-
ably successful in exploration—the Za-
farani discovery was also made together 
with ExxonMobil.

‘encouraGinG results’:�  According 
to public information from Statoil, the 

company considers the Faroes as both 
Frontier territory and an area with high-
impact potential. 

“The Faroes, in this respect, is an 
area of interest and that’s why we have 
a commitment here,” Mr. Hansen said. 

“Now, this is the 8th exploration well to 
be drilled here and everybody knows 
that the layers of basalt make things 
somewhat tricky. This is considered to 
be a territory with high uncertainty. Of 
course we hope to find something and 
besides, it will give us more knowledge 
about the area. So there is an upside po-
tential because we also have a few other 
licenses here.”

Statoil were also operators of the 
Brugdan I and that drilling was conclud-

ed at almost 4,200 meters in total depth. 
According to Mr. Hansen, Brugdan II 
is intended to go deeper.

“This is certainly a deep well and 
that brings additional challenges—this 
well is likely to be very important for the 
Faroes area.”

Rumor has it that anyone asking 
Jarðfeingi [Faroese Earth and Energy 
Directorate] for advice will be told that 
today’s problem in the Faroes is that no 
well, as yet, has gone deep enough. The 
theory is that, in the geological sense, 
no one has to date reached the depths 
equivalent to what has been reached on 
the UK side of the border—as the hy-
drocarbon layers on the Faroese side sit 
further down.

The key challenge in areas with 
basalt is to acquire seismic data that 
provides a good sub-surface image of 
the geology. ExxonMobil is currently 
working on eight licenses with prospec-
tivity below basalt, off the Faroe Islands, 
Greenland and Norway.

Tristan Aspray, ExxonMobil’s Ex-
ploration Operations Manager for Eu-
rope & Greenland, said: “Exploration 
efforts in areas with basalt have been 
supported by specialists from ExxonMo-
bil’s Geophysical Operations team and 
Upstream Research Company. Recent 
developments have resulted in improve-
ments in processing the seismic data and 
understanding the geology below the ba-

salts. The results to date are encouraging 
and we are hopeful of making success, 
but there are no guarantees.”

In a partnership deal reminiscent 
of a recent Tanzanian success 
story, the Brugdan II exploration 
well—the deepest ever to be 
drilled offshore the Faroes to 
date—sees global oil and gas 
giant ExxonMobil team up  
with operator Statoil. 

Statoil Faroe 
Po Box 138,  fo-110 tórshavn

www.statoil.com 
e-Mail: statoilfaroes@statoil.com 
tel.: +298 357200

chief executive: rúni M. hansen,  
country Manager statoil faroes 
and statoil Greenland

statoil is an international energy company 
with operations in 36 countries. Building 
on 40 years of experience from oil 
and gas production on the norwegian 
continental shelf, we are committed 
to accommodating the world’s energy 
needs in a responsible manner, applying 
technology and creating innovative 
business solutions. 

statoil is headquartered in norway with 
21,000 employees worldwide, and is 
listed on the new york and oslo stock 
exchanges. 

More information on www.statoil.com 

Participates in exploration on the faroese 
continental shelf with six operatorships 
including license 006, in which the 
Brugdan II prospect is to be drilled in 
2012. Partners in license 006 are statoil 
with 50%, exxonMobil 49 % and atlantic 
Petroleum 1%.

these waters are technically challenging 
since large areas of the seabed are 
covered by thick layers of hard basalt 
(old volcanic lava). statoil’s positive 
encouragements in the area has resulted 
in an increase in exploration activities in all 
our operated licenses in the faroes.

BruGdan ii: search for faroes BreakthrouGh 
deepens statoil-exxonmoBil partnership

Chief Executive Rúni Hansen,  
Country Manager Statoil Faroes  
and Statoil Greenland; 
Tristan Asprey, ExxonMobil ’s  
Exploration Operations Manager for  
Europe & Greenland (below).
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IT MAY SEEM a long time ago but 
it was only back in 2010 when Ben 

Arabo left Hess to become CEO of 
Faroese oil and gas independent Atlan-
tic Petroleum. In the two years that have 
passed since Mr. Arabo took the helm at 
Atlantic, the exploration and production 
company has undergone rapid develop-
ment and growth with increased acre-
age, a boosted management team, and 
a strengthened financial position.

The basis for this development 
had arguably been put in place already 
through the company’s early partnership 
in Chestnut and Ettrick, two oil fields 
in the UK sector of the North Sea that 
came on stream in 2008 and 2009, gen-
erating fresh cash flow for the company 
at a time when leverage was relatively 
high. 

Much of the bank debt has been 
paid down since then, placing Atlantic 
in a very different situation with a cash 
chest that sets it apart from many other 
companies of a similar size.

“2011 was a year of development 
and consolidation and in many ways a 
transformational year,” said Mr. Arabo. 

“We’re now well funded and fully en-
gaged in building our portfolio, and we 
believe we will have a strong cash flow 
in the long term.”

The year’s operating profit amount-
ed to 126.3 million dkk (17m eur), 
compared to a corresponding figure of 
147.3m dkk (19.8m eur) for 2010. 

According to the company’s An-
nual and Consolidated Report and Ac-
counts 2011, Atlantic’s cash position 
was strengthened with cash-at-hand 
amounting to 114.3m dkk (15.4m eur) 
by year end. For the first time in the 
company’s history, the shareholders’ 
equity crossed the 400m mark to total 
444.5m dkk (59.8m eur).

Throughout 2011 Atlantic invested 
around 50m dkk (6.7m eur) in explora-
tion and appraisal activities and around 
135m dkk (18.2m eur) in field develop-
ment and producing assets.

Since November 2011, a third pro-
duction field—Blackbird, a tie back to 
Ettrick—has helped secure Atlantic’s 
revenue stream. 

Another UK field, Perth, could be 
on track for new development, with pos-
sible first oil in 2014.

“The Perth Field Development Plan 
was submitted to the UK authorities on 
the 30th September 2011,” the Annual 
Report stated. 

“Consent to the plan is expected in 
approximately six months. The plan en-
visages the initial phase of development 
to consist of three production wells and 
two water injection wells tied back to a 
floating production storage and offload-
ing vessel (FPSO).”

‘considerably stronGer’:� Yet pe-
riods of slowdown due to technical issues 
reduced Atlantic’s oil production in 2011 
to 2,020 barrels of oil per day (boepd), 
compared to previously expected 2,100 
to 2,600 boepd.

While Blackbird came on stream 
six weeks ahead of schedule and on bud-
get, shutdowns because of annual main-
tenance coupled with work to complete 
the tie-in constrained Ettrick production 
in the third quarter. Chestnut produc-

atlantic on neW 
GroWth path
For Atlantic Petroleum, forward-looking business development 
and consolidation bring renewed growth and improved financial 
performance—with assets further boosted through the acquisition 
of Volantis Exploration.

tion in 2011 was lower than expected 
because of water injection issues. These 
were resolved late 2011, however, allow-
ing for normal production to resume in 
early 2012.

With production poised to increase 
in 2012, considerations for the long term 
have to be focused on exploration as well, 
Mr. Arabo told the Faroe Business Re-
port. 

“We need to constantly keep a 
healthy balance,” he said, “between, on 
the one hand, what we can earn in the 
near term through production and, on 
the other, what we can identify for ex-
ploration at a viable price with an eye on 
possible future development.”

Atlantic’s acquisition—through 

subsidiary Atlantic Petroleum UK—
of Volantis Exploration, in mid 2011, 
brought in new equity stakes in 15 li-
censes in the southern North Sea on the 
UK continental shelf. 

The deal added key personnel from 
Volantis, including CEO Nigel Thorpe, 
who is now Atlantic’s Business Develop-
ment Director, and increased the number 
of staff in London to nine, surpassing the 
seven-strong headquarters in Tórshavn. 

Another new member of the man-
agement team is Wayne J. Kirk, Tech-
nical Director, who has previously been 
Managing Director of OMV (New Zea-
land) to join Atlantic in late 2011.

“Volantis Exploration has success-
fully built up an attractive portfolio of 

exploration and appraisal licences in the 
UK Southern Gas Basin,” Mr. Arabo 
stated. 

“The Volantis Exploration team 
brings a wealth of knowledge and ex-
perience to Atlantic Petroleum and will 
form an important part of our endeav-
ours going forward.”

“We had a strong team already be-
fore we purchased Volantis,” Mr. Arabo 
added in an interview. “We’re even 
stronger now.” 

Atlantic Petroleum 
Po Box 1228,  fo-110 tórshavn

www.petroleum.fo 
e-Mail: petroleum@petroleum.fo 
tel.: +298 350 100 
fax: +298 350 101

ceo: Ben arabo  
Business dev. director: nigel thorpe  
cfo: Mourits Joensen 
technical director: wayne J. Kirk

atlantic Petroleum is an independent 
exploration and production (e&P) 
company with oil and gas interests in 
the north sea, celtic sea and on the 
faroese continental shelf. The company 
has interests in 31 licenses containing 
over 50 fields, discoveries, prospects or 
leads. Furthermore, Atlantic Petroleum 
has partnerships with 29 international oil 
companies operating in North West Europe.

2011 net total production: 737,000 barrels 
of oil equivalents (boe). total revenues 
amounted to 434.8 million dkk (58.5m eur).

operational highlights: acquired volantis 
exploration adding significant acreage 
and drilling projects in the uK southern 
north sea Gas Basin. the ettrick field 
produced a gross total of 5.9MM barrels 
of oil equivalents (boe) in 2011 and 
Blackbird produced 0.4MM boe gross. 
the chestnut field produced a gross of 
1.39MM barrels (bbls) in 2011. Increased 
equity in the Perth licence to 13.35%.

atlantic Petroleum is listed on  
nasdaQ oMX Iceland and on  
nasdaQ oMX copenhagen. 
nasdaQ oMX ticker:  
fo-atla & fo-atla cse 
Bloomberg ticker: atla Ir 
reuters ticker: foatla.Ic

Atlantic Petroleum employees in Tórshavn, from left to right:  
Fía Petersen, Hallur Durhuus, Aimi Justinussen, Zvonko Mrdalo, Mourits Joensen, Ben Arabo;  
FPSO (floating production storage and offloading) unit Sevan Hummingbird (opposite, bottom).
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AS ONE OF THE Faroe Islands’ 
leading vessel owners and opera-

tors, maritime services provider and fish-
ing company Thor has had a profound 
influence on both public opinion and 
economic life in its home country. 

Based on many years of experience 
in fishing, Thor launched its Offshore 
Services division in the mid 1990s, es-
tablishing itself as the first Faroese com-
pany to set up a dedicated vessel opera-
tion for the offshore oil and gas industry.

The company’s success in the seis-
mic industry inevitably brought with it a 
changed culture over the years, not only 
internally but also more generally in the 
Faroese business community and the job 
market. 

Influences from Thor’s business ac-
tivities are widely known in the Faroe 
Islands. For one thing, other Faroese 
companies have followed Thor’s lead to 
enter the offshore business as domestic 
investment capital has found its way into 

new ship building projects aimed at the 
oil and gas industry.

The recent progress noted in the 
FAS open ship registry seems to suggest 
a growing domestic and international 
interest in the Faroese shipping indus-
try. Likewise, a boom in the number of 
applications received by the Centre for 
Maritime Studies and Engineering is 
seen to indicate that young people, in-
creasingly, want to work in international 
merchant shipping and offshore oil and 

gas. While many end up working for 
Norwegian or Danish companies, oth-
ers opt to stay with a Faroese employer, 
such as Thor.

“This is a global market,” notes Thor 
CEO Hans Andrias Joensen, “and those 
who work in this business have to be ex-
tremely mobile. Our staff come from ev-
ery corner of the world however most of 
our sea officers are Faroese. The support 
vessels they’ll be working on are operat-
ing in very different parts of the globe.”

Mr. Joensen says that the Faroe 
Islands has a natural advantage when 
it comes to working at sea and in the 
maritime business. He also maintains 
that more should be done to strengthen 
travel links in and out of the country.

“Thor as a company and besides, all 
the Faroese people who work abroad in 
the international shipping or oil and gas 
industry, would have a great advantage 
if our country offered better and more 
affordable connections with neighboring 
countries. I would say this is a question 
of national interest and should be treated 
as such, perhaps by similar approach as 
used in developing our domestic road 
and ferry infrastructure—that is, maxi-
mum mobility for all. 

“Such conditions would attract 
many expatriates to return and might 
stop others from moving abroad, as the 
borders of our country would no longer 
pose a barrier for those looking to work 

elsewhere. And let’s face it, there are only 
so many jobs available here; remember 
our entire population is no more than 
48,000.” 

Mr. Joensen adds: “Thor’s real 
strength has to do with the fact that we 
see the entire world as our market and 
workplace. By extension, the same thing 
applies to this country.”

securinG a share:� As for the fishing 
business, Thor has clearly made a mark 
on public policy, in particular concerning 
domestic pelagic fisheries, where high 
economic rewards have recently been 
reaped from a sea change in the way the 
Faroes asserts its rights in the interna-
tional arena.

“We knew for a long time that we 
were sharing our resources too gener-
ously with the fishing fleets of other 
countries,” Mr. Joensen says. 

“For years the northeast Atlantic 
mackerel stock was growing increasingly 
abundant in our waters and staying there 
for a very considerable time each year, 
and its impact on the marine ecosystem 
was becoming an issue. But we had to 
fight hard before people in the indus-
try and the government were ready to 
recognize that the Faroese share of the 
mackerel quota was everything but fair 
under the Coastal States Agreement. 

“Now that we’re going into the third 
season since the change of policy that 
eventually happened, it’s becoming clear 
that we were right in our assessment—
that this particular domestic fishery 
could be worth a billion [135 million 
eur] per year.”

Thor’s entry into the pelagic busi-
ness in the Faroe Islands was largely built 
on the company’s efforts in international 
waters in the South Pacific, which led 
to the establishment of a new manage-
ment regime for the horse mackerel fish-
ery there, securing the Faroe Islands a 
share based on historic rights.

Thor Offshore Services 
Bryggjan 5, fo-420 hósvík

http://www.thor.fo 
e-Mail: thor@thor.fo 
tel.: +298 422503 
fax: +298 422383

ceo: hans andrias Joensen 
operations Md: Gunnbjörn Joensen

vessel operator and marine services 
company, specializing in offshore 
support services for the oil and gas 
industry; shipping; fishing. transport 
of crews, freight, spare parts.

chase/support and guard vessels: 
thor supporter, tórsvík,  
north star, thor Pioneer,  
thor supplier, 
thor server,   
thor Goliath,  
thor Provider,  
thor Guardian,  
thor Beamer,  
thor alpha 
thor omega 
thor assister 
Mars chaser (operate only)

fishing vessels: 
thor vn 87 (gillnetter 292 Gt) 
vesturland vn 307 (gillnetter 295 Gt) 
ran tG 752 (freezer trawler 1,100 Gt) 
túgvusteinur vn 556 (crab trawler 269 Gt) 
athena (factory trawler 7,805 Gt) 
Phoenix (fresh fish trawler 699 Gt)

denmark subsidiary: thor dK 

BuildinG a GloBally moBile Workforce  
at home and aBroad 
Promoting an agenda of workforce mobility for the Faroese—and radical change for pelagic fisheries—Thor inspires 
domestic interest in offshore oil and gas and the maritime industry, boasting a track record of international success.

CEO Hans Andrias Joensen, left,  
with crew manager Justin Philbrow;  
the Thor Alpha, built in 2008 (right).
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FOR DRILLING activities related 
to offshore oil and gas exploration 

on the Faroese continental shelf, the Port 
of Runavík has a crucial part to play. Ever 
since the first prospect was drilled more 
than a decade ago, the port’s function as 
a traffic hub for all transports related to 
the upstream oil and gas industry has 
been handled by Atlantic Supply Base 
(ASB).

ASB has acted as the supply base of 
choice for all seven drilling campaigns 
which have been completed to date in 
the Faroe Islands—with such compel-
ling results as to prompt words of praise 
from the company’s clients.

“ASB performance … was exempla-
ry in terms of HSE [health, safety, envi-
ronment] and operational performance,” 
one client stated in a customer satisfac-
tion survey, adding: “Zero incidents or 
rig down time experienced. The entire 
Faroes team embraced the … safety cul-
ture with enthusiasm and energy always 
looking to go, and going the extra mile 
to satisfy the offshore customer.”

Eli Lassen, ASB managing director, 
said that reliability and other key aspects 

of service quality have been central to 
ASB’s business strategy since day one. 

The company has, since 2008, been 
certified according to the ISO 9001 qual-
ity standard, with the following specifi-
cation: “Supply base service in explora-
tion phase. Maritime agency.” According 
to Mr. Lassen, the ISO 9001:2008 was 
to be incorporated in the new QHSE 
MS (quality-health-safety-environment 
management system), set to be released 
during spring 2012.

In a recent scoop that could poten-
tially increase ASB’s revenue base go-
ing forward, the company won maritime 
agency contracts for all vessels involved 
in the exploration business offshore the 
Faroe Islands.

“We know this business inside out 
and have the ability and capacity to make 
sure our clients receive the best service 
possible,” Mr. Lassen said.

Mr. Lassen used to be a captain in 
the merchant fleet and is also a former 
land based oil and gas worker. With 
skills and experience that make him a 
very hands-on manager, he has been suc-
cessful in recruiting personnel for ASB 
operations.

“The competencies we have are 
clearly of advantage to our clients,” Mr. 
Lassen said. “For example, it can be 
challenging for a vessel to approach a 
foreign harbor and the unknown factors 
can be many. So we have worked hard 
with the Port authority to proactively ad-
dress potential issues that may occur. The 
outcome has been excellent and we’ve 

received a very positive response from 
our clients. 

“They appreciate the fact that we 
have no harbor congestion, only smooth 
operations.”

ASB offers a comprehensive range 
of services: crew change arrangements, 
supplies, docking, loading and discharg-
ing goods and equipment, mud mixing, 
warehousing, waste management, and 
more. 

The company now owns the two 
warehouses that used to belong to Faroe 
Ship’s former base at Runavík, providing 
indoor warehouse storage of 1,000 + 900 
square meters, and seven offices.

“We want to make it easy for our cli-
ents to get what they need through one 
single point of contact,” Mr. Lassen said.

While the drilling of the Brugdan 
II exploration well was cancelled last 
year, the Statoil-operated campaign is 
on schedule this year (2012) instead.

“We’re looking forward to see at 
least five very busy months this year,” 
Mr. Lassen said.

‘meet the minister’:�  The Faroe 
Islands indeed offers several advantages 
for upstream oil and gas services with a 
business environment seen to be straight-
forward and uncomplicated.

In that respect, while pointing to 
the strategic location of the Faroes, ASB 
is looking to attract clients from other 
areas in the Northern North Atlantic. 

“Geographically the Faroes is very 
close to West of Shetland,” Mr. Lassen 
pointed out. “It would make sense for 
offshore support vessels engaged there 
to consider our services rather than 
steaming long distance to their usual 
port of call. As for Greenland and Ice-
land, I’d say we should be relevant as 
well, although the distances involved are 
somewhat greater.”

“Faroe is a friendly place with a 
modern infrastructure and many com-

petitive industrial services. Bureaucracy 
is low and the general level of accessi-
bility is high—you’d normally have no 
problem getting an appointment with 
say, a government minister.” 

Attracting more clients from areas 
other than Faroe Islands is likely to re-
main high on Mr. Lassen’s agenda for 
the foreseeable future.

“We’d like to keep our facilities busy 
throughout the year and the way to do 
that is to get people from other places 
more involved,” he said. 

“We’ve seen good progress but our 
outreach efforts will need to continue in 
the months ahead. This will take time 
but we’re in it for the long haul.” 

Atlantic Supply Base 
Po Box 129, fo-620 runavík

www.asb.fo 
e-Mail: asb@asb.fo 
tel.: +298 203 000 
fax: +298 203 001

Managing director: eli lassen

atlantic supply Base is the only 
operational offshore supply base 
in the faroe Island. asB is located 
centrally in the only all-weather harbor 
in the faroes — runavík, situated in 
the skálafjørður (the longest fjord in 
faroes) on the island of eysturoy.

atlantic supply Base successfully 
supported the drilling of the first 7 faroese 
exploration wells from 2001-2010. 

the company has likewise been chosen 
as supply base for next exploration 
well on the faroese continental shelf, 
the Brugdan II prospect, operated 
by statoil, in the summer of 2012.

shipping and port agency, freight 
and stevedoring, forwarding services, 
customs clearance, material management 
and inventory control systems.

able to handle all normal offshore cargo.

Iso 9001:2008 certified by dnv.

Unloading a support vessel;  
MD Eli Lassen (opposite).

a critical link for drillinG operations
Following a year without drilling action offshore the Faroes, 

activities resume in June when the Brugdan II prospect is to be 
spudded in a campaign expected to last for several months—with 

busy times for Atlantic Supply Base.
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GEOGRAPHY OFFSHORE Oil & GAS, EnERGY

IT TOOK Supply Service only four 
years to order and receive four new-

build, state-of-the-art platform supply 
vessels from Norway’s Havyard at an 
average price of more than 300 million 
nok (39m eur) per vessel. That’s a major 
investment, in fact the largest ever in the 
Faroese shipping business if counted as 
one single investment.

With the first vessel received in 
2009, the second in 2011, the third in 
March 2012, and fourth set for deliv-
ery in the summer, Supply Service has 
maintained a stable operation with an 
eye on establishing itself as a trusted and 
preferred oil and gas service provider.

Long experience in the fishing in-
dustry has laid the basis for the new oil 
and gas services business.

“Even a short period of time can 
make a big difference when it comes to 
building a track record,” said Supply Ser-
vice managing director Jens Meinhard 
Rasmussen. 

“Compared to our first year, things 
look very different today even though it’s 
been little more than three years since 
we set out in this industry. The change is 
remarkable but it makes sense—you can’t 
just walk into this market as a newcomer 
and expect everyone to know who you 
are from day one. 

“Achieving a reputation for excel-
lence is a process that takes time and 
requires total commitment to quality; 
but it’s amazing to see that we’ve al-
ready come a long way in that respect. 
The amount of recognition that we get 
today is beyond comparison with the ini-
tial period back in 2009 and 2010. So 
we’re more confident today, and we’re 
very excited about receiving the Sjoborg 
and the Torsborg.”

buildinG expertise:� Working 
mostly in the Norwegian sector of the 
North Sea, the first two vessels in the 
fleet, Eldborg and Saeborg, have largely 
been engaged in long-term contracts. As 
for the two additional newbuilds, a 
similar level of business is expected, ac-
cording to Mr. Rasmussen. However, he 
says, the vessels will to some extent also 
be operating on the spot market.

“The rule of thumb is that long-term 
contracts offer a higher degree of sta-
bility whereas the spot market promises 
good rewards for relatively short jobs. 

The idea is to have a prudent balance 
between the two.”

All of Supply Service’s newbuilds 
are high-end platform supply vessels: the 
78.60 meter Eldborg (2009), the 86 m 
Saeborg (2011), the 86 m Sjoborg (2012), 
and the 86 m Torsborg (2012).

“All of the vessels look very similar 
although there are some minor differ-
ences in capacities and equipment,” Mr. 
Rasmussen said. 

The original plan was to build three 
vessels but two of them were cancelled 
owing to complications in the shipbuild-
ing industry at the time the order was 
placed. Ultimately, after a year’s delay 
three more vessels were ordered instead, 
all of them from Havyard, who also de-
signed the first one. 

“We’ve been happy with Havyard,” 
Mr. Rasmussen said. “Their work is out-
standing and we opted to order three of 
the vessels through their yard.”

“The emphasis has been on top-
of-the-line design and technology for 
operating efficiency, crew comfort, and 

Supply Service is to take delivery this year of its third and fourth new offshore support vessels to establish itself as 
a trusted provider in oil and gas field services—to the tune of a 1.2 billion nok (157 million eur) investment.

record shippinG invest- 
ment sees supply service 
in stronG offshore 
position

HSEQ [health, safety, environment, 
quality] management, including clean 
combustion and compliance with all 
relevant industry standards.”

Mr. Rasmussen added that Sup-
ply Service’s vessels are operated in ac-
cordance with the recognized HSEQ 
management system for ships: the ISM 
(International Safety Management) code, 
the ISPS (Ship and Port Facility Secu-
rity) code, the OHSAS (Occupational 

Health and Safety Standard) code, the 
ISO 9001 quality standard, and the ISO 
14001 environmental standard.

By the time all four vessels have 
become operational, about 100 employ-
ees will be working for Supply Service, 
most of them as crew members—that is, 
24 crew per vessel including captain and 
officers, working 12 at a time in four-
week shifts.

“Our aim is to build a highly com-

petitive company with a leading edge in 
all aspects of health, safety, environment, 
and quality. 

“To be able to build that position 
we need to attract the best crew, and in 
order to do that we need the best vessels 
possible. 

“We believe strongly in the Faroese 
seafaring tradition and what we really 
seek to build is a solid base of expertise 
in our industry.”

Supply Service  
Kulibakki 8, fo-520 leirvík

tel.: +298 614900 
fax: +298 443349

executive Management:  
Jens Meinhard rasmussen 
tummas Justinussen

non-executive directors: 
osmundur Justinussen 
Per sævik 
tage Bundgaard  
Magnus Petersen

oil and gas field services for the 
international offshore energy industry. 
own fleet of platform supply vessels:

Eldborg  
length: 78.60m 
yard: fjellstrand as 
Build no: 1680 
design: havyard 832cd 
type: Psv 
year: 2009

Saeborg 
length: 86m 
yard:  havyard leirvik 
Build no: hle 102 
design: havyard 832l 
type: Psv 
year: 2011

Sjoborg  
length: 86m 
yard:  havyard leirvik 
Build no: hle 106 
design: havyard 833 
type: Psv 
year: 2012

Torsborg  
length: 86m 
yard:  havyard leirvik
Build no: hle 109
design: havyard 832l
type: Psv
delivery: July 2012

Welcoming the Saeborg, in Tórshavn, September 2011 (above).  
The Sjoborg arriving to Bergen for naming ceremony, March 2012 (opposite, top).

Naming ceremony in Bergen, left to right: Jens Meinhard Rasmussen, managing director  
Supply Service; Jóhanna Rasmussen, godmother; Tummas Justinussen, shipowner,  

Supply Service; Geir Johan Bakke, CEO Havyard Group; Per Sævik, chairman  
Havyard Group; Osmund Justinussen, chairman Supply Service (opposite, bottom).



CommuniCation is one of those phenomena that can 
truly reward you when it’s properly taken care of—as sure as 
it can cost you dearly if mismanaged. trouble is, as easily as 
this fact is neglected, as difficult it can be to get it right.

Here’s the good news. With openEye.biz you have a 
communication partner that will not merely help you avoid 
known pitfalls—we will aid you in creating amazing results. 

Working with openEye.biz is a smart and safe way to 
enhance your communications and boost your public image.

We assist companies in the maritime sector and the 
energy industry, government departments and agencies, and 

many others, to manage corporate communication in such 
ways as to make their communications more responsive and 
effective.

Guided by an integrative and holistic approach, and 
with a track record that speaks for itself, our people are 
experienced and well trained to produce top quality work 
that delivers excellent results. 

now that’s a challenge—and maybe, maybe it’s time to 
face that challenge.

It’s the right message that is golden.

www.OpenEye.biz  |  Email : nais@OpenEye.biz  |  United Kingdom: Tel. +44 (0)845 053 1842  |  Faroe Islands: Tel. +298 449 627

OpenEye.biz. Empower your business through cohesive communication.
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